EASY LISTENING

7 TOP CD CHANGERS AND HOW THEY PLAY

WINNING THE UPGRADE GAME

HOME THEATER BASICS

POWER! AMPS FOR ALL SYSTEMS

TESTED Technics A/V Receiver

and more
Before you call a contractor or run to the home improvement store, let an Adcom home theater GTP-600 tuner/preamplifier duplicate the dramatic depths of a large listening area. The GTP-600 and an award-winning Adcom power amplifier can instantly create a custom soundstage for your favorite movies or musical events, without physically adding a square foot of space. Providing switching for up to four video sources and four audio sources, the GTP-600 gives you the flexibility to customize your audio/video system for years to come. Composite or S-video connections provide a high definition signal path for maximum video quality. And with features like Adcom’s exclusive Cinema Surround circuitry and Dolby Pro Logic® decoding, the GTP-600 brings cutting edge home theater technology to your fingertips. Logical control groupings and pre-programmed DSP (Digital Signal Processing) modes allow easy, precise adjustments for a variety of custom-tailored, psycho-acoustically correct listening environments. The user friendly “smart” on-
screen display keeps you fully informed and makes system balancing easy and accurate. These features couple ideally with the GTP-600's advanced, programmable remote which lets you command up to eight additional system components. This sophisticated combination consistently delivers sound exactly the way you want to hear it. And the details? Typically Adcom. Gold plated RCA connectors, precision 1% tolerance Roederstein metal-film resistors and high speed linear gain amplifiers are just a few of the many outstanding design elements that give the GTP-600 its exceptional audio and video quality. Now, with Adcom home theater you can build an addition to your home that you can feel as well as see and hear. Pick up the right tools for the job at your local Adcom dealer today. You'll realize that our state-of-the-art components hit the nail on the head every time.
simply balanced.
surround your head
with sound. 1 800 so simple.
simply samsung.
AR's quest to capture sonic accuracy began in 1954 with the invention of the modern home loudspeaker, featuring AR's True Acoustic Suspension Technology. To this day, AR engineers' main technological focus is to continue to improve upon the superior benefits of True Acoustic Suspension Technology: exceptionally tight, controlled bass, excellent power handling and minimum distortion even at high output levels.

AR speakers are designed for optimum performance in real-world use. Incorporating AR's latest Exposed Dome Driver Technology, they disperse sound evenly over a wider listening area for a more lifelike sound and natural tonal balance from virtually any listening position in the room.

For the intermediate

We wrote the book on the bookshelf loudspeaker.

AR's True Acoustic Suspension Technology uses the natural elasticity of air inside the sealed enclosure to precisely and evenly control the excursion (back and forth movement) of the woofer.

True Acoustic Suspension design utilizes high compliance surrounds, long-throw voice coils and felted paper cones to achieve several sonic benefits. It creates greater bass response by enabling the woofer cone to move further off axis without bending or distorting. It reduces distortion by sustaining the linearity of the driver and by enabling the woofer cone to retain the same relationship to all points of the surround, no matter how great the woofer excursion. It increases power handling by allowing the woofer to move further off axis. It provides cleaner dynamics, enabling the driver to react faster to signal changes, resulting in exceptionally tight, controlled bass. It is the reason AR speakers are able to produce such accurate, thunderous bass with minimum distortion from remarkably small cabinet enclosures.

For the advanced

Equally critical to the AR sound is its Exposed Dome Driver Technology. Although a dome driver functions electrically in the same manner as a traditional cone transducer, the construction differences significantly improve frequency response and dispersion.

The small size of most high frequency drivers limits the size of the enclosed voice coil. In contrast, the dome driver's voice coil is connected to the outside of the dome, allowing for a significantly larger coil. This permits more current to flow through the coil while reducing resonance modes and standing waves, which in turn dramatically increases power handling, dynamic range and detailed response.

The benefits of the dome driver are further maximized when it is exposed beyond the surface plane of the speaker's front baffle. In addition to creating a fuller, more natural sound, it provides uniform dispersion in all forward directions to ensure a natural tonal balance from more listening positions throughout the room.

This broader dispersion also provides unique speaker placement flexibility. In conjunction with AR's high utilization of reverberant room energy and relatively small cabinet enclosures, the result is an optimum performance speaker better suited for real-world use.
The JVC XL-M417TN, Nakamichi MB-2s, and Harman Kardon FL8450 are among the seven CD changers that went head to head in our comparison tests: see page 54.
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Bulletin
The scoop on American TV habits, TDK's "golden ears" challenge, call for a 24-bit CD, and more, by Bob Ankosko and William Livingstone

Special CD Offer
Blue Note's jazz for connoisseurs

Equipment Test Reports
Technics SA-GX790 audio/video receiver, page 35
Linn Wakonda preamplifier, page 40
Rock Solid HCM 1/PowerBass three-piece loudspeaker system, page 46
Audio Control Rialto home theater equalizer/crossover, page 48

User's Report
Boston Acoustics Lynnfield VR home theater loudspeaker system, by David Ranada

Changer Challenge
Comparison tests of seven CD changers in the lab and listening room show how different designs stack up, by Ken C. Pohlmann

The Upgrade Game
Just follow the arrows that lead to better A/V performance, by David Ranada

Home Theater Basics
The elements of a good surround-sound system and how they work together, by Peter W. Mitchell

Watts Playing
Power amplifiers for every system, by Daniel Kumin

Showstoppers
New products at the CES Specialty Audio & Home Theater Show, by Bob Ankosko

Best Recordings of the Month
Joan Osborne's "Relish." Barbara Hendricks sings Barber and Copland songs, Mozart quintets from L'Archibudelli, and live Phish for phanatics
It doesn't matter where you put them, what you use them for, or how you decide to mount them. Solids perform.

- Why? Because they're acoustically engineered by world-renowned B&W Loudspeakers. The same people who created the legendary B&W Matrix 801—the speaker used for nearly eighty percent of all classical recordings.
- Solids produce superb, high quality sound that transcends their size and price. The HCMI, for example, can handle an impressive 150 watts of power. So you can crank up the volume. It's also magnetically shielded to ensure, accurate, true-to-life sound—for music or movies.
- And Solids' small footprint means they fit into your room without cramping your style.

Call 1.800.370.3742 for the name of the Solid dealer nearest you. You'll discover that Solid speakers deliver outstanding performance and value—wherever they stand.
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A/V DIGEST

Terk Technologies is working on a multichannel signal-distribution system that would enable A/V signals to be transmitted over existing twisted-pair phone wiring. . . Terming the current 16-bit CD system "inadequate," a group of British audio engineers dubbed the Acoustic Renaissance for Audio (ARA) is calling for the development of a multichannel 24-bit high-quality audio disc (HQAD) that does not use data-reduction techniques. . . In October Panasonic's PV-DV1000 will become the first Digital Videocassette (DVC) camcorder to hit U.S. store shelves. Slated to retail for $3,500 to $4,000, the handheld device records digital video and CD-quality audio on a 30- or 60-minute cassette that's only one-twelfth the size of a VHS videocassette.

PASSING BATONS

Kurt Masur, music director of the Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra and the New York Philharmonic, announced that he will relinquish the Leipzig position in 1998. . . . Pierre Boulez has been named principal guest conductor of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. . . . The Norwegian conductor Mariss Jansons has been named to succeed Lorin Maazel as music director of the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra in 1996.

GOLDEN EAR CONTEST

To prove that "it's not easy" to tell the difference between a CD and a TDK SA-X audio tape of the same music. To win the $1 million prize, contestants must correctly identify the mystery sound source as CD or SA-X tape in ten consecutive trials. Sweepstakes entry forms will be available at participating TDK retailers through December.

MUSIC NOTES

After many postponements, the multimillion-dollar Rock and Roll Hall of Fame was scheduled to open in Cleveland, Ohio, on September 2 with a concert featuring (among others) Bruce Springsteen, Dr. Dre, and Johnny Cash. Sales of tickets priced from $30 to $540 were less than brisk, however, causing promoters to drop prices on many seats. . . . There's a new star in Hollywood's Walk of Fame, honoring singer/dancer/actress Rita Moreno. . . . Recognizing the blues as the foundation for all styles of rock and guitar-oriented music, Capitol is launching a new series of blues reissues including recordings by Roy Brown, Lightnin' Hopkins, Son House, Lil' Son Jackson, Brownie McGhee, Sonny Terry, T-Bone Walker, and Big Joe Williams.

V-CHIP VICTORY?

Recent telecommunications deregulation legislation passed by both houses of Congress includes a provision that would require TV manufacturers to include a so-called V-chip circuit in TV's that would let parents block shows deemed unsuitable for children. The circuit would be activated by a ratings signal transmitted along with the programming. Just who would be responsible for defining which programs are too racy or violent? The House version of the measure would give programmers a year to establish a voluntary ratings system. Failing that, the FCC would be empowered to appoint an advisory committee. V-chip opponents argue that major TV makers already offer sets with channel-blockout systems.

THE SCOOP ON TV

Everybody knows that watching TV is habit-forming, and a survey made by United States Satellite Broadcasting (USSB) of St. Paul, Minnesota, has revealed some habits associated with the average American's use of TV. For example, there are at least two TV sets in the typical home, and 25 percent of those surveyed admitted that they fall asleep in front of the TV at least three times a week. Pajamas are the costume of choice for 40 percent of American couch potatoes, and 1 percent of the survey's respondents said they watch TV in the nude (only men admitted this). There is at least one VCR in 88 percent of American homes, 33 percent have at least two, and 17 percent of our nation's VCR clocks are flashing "12:00." I Love Lucy still ranks fifth among Americans' all-time favorite shows, after Home Improvement, M*A*S*H, Star Trek, and Murder She Wrote. USSB provides programming to satellite-dish owners.

THE SCOOP ON TV

After many postponements, the multimillion-dollar Rock and Roll Hall of Fame was scheduled to open in Cleveland, Ohio, on September 2 with a concert featuring (among others) Bruce Springsteen, Dr. Dre, and Johnny Cash. Sales of tickets priced from $30 to $540 were less than brisk, however, causing promoters to drop prices on many seats. . . . There's a new star in Hollywood's Walk of Fame, honoring singer/dancer/actress Rita Moreno. . . . Recognizing the blues as the foundation for all styles of rock and guitar-oriented music, Capitol is launching a new series of blues reissues including recordings by Roy Brown, Lightnin' Hopkins, Son House, Lil' Son Jackson, Brownie McGhee, Sonny Terry, T-Bone Walker, and Big Joe Williams.

V-CHIP VICTORY?

Recent telecommunications deregulation legislation passed by both houses of Congress includes a provision that would require TV manufacturers to include a so-called V-chip circuit in TV's that would let parents block shows deemed unsuitable for children. The circuit would be activated by a ratings signal transmitted along with the programming. Just who would be responsible for defining which programs are too racy or violent? The House version of the measure would give programmers a year to establish a voluntary ratings system. Failing that, the FCC would be empowered to appoint an advisory committee. V-chip opponents argue that major TV makers already offer sets with channel-blockout systems.

FOR THE VCR

The independent videocassette publisher Kultur/White Star has celebrated its fifteenth anniversary by publishing a catalog of its more than 400 performing-arts programs. With emphasis on music and ballet, Kultur features such superstars as Luciano Pavarotti, Joan Sutherland, Mikhail Baryshnikov, and Rudolph Nureyev. Its White Star division ranges from Hollywood legends to country music, rock, and war documentaries. For a free copy of the catalog call Kultur/White Star, 1-800-4KULTUR (1-800-458-5887).

CONTINUING ED.

Toshiba is sponsoring a series of home theater seminars in cities across the country through next April that will provide tips on selecting and installing components and upgrading. Call 1-800-709-4400 for schedule details.
Inside Definitive's BP2000

Low frequency tuned column

25 mm pure aluminum dome, eperiodic transmission-line tweeter

Low diffraction driver baffle interface

Complex Linkwitz-Riley crossover network

Front mirror-imaged D'Appolito bipolar array in non-resonant chamber

Massive subwoofer magnet structure

Electronic crossover

Accelerometer optimized cabinet braces

1" thick high density medite front baffle

Sonopure " fiber internal dampening

"I doubt that you can get a better sounding system for less than several times the price of the BP2000."

-Julian H. rsch, Stereo Review
Definitive's New BP2000 Brings You the Ultimate Listening Experience!

"The first speaker I have been able to audition in my own familiar surroundings that has given me that special thrill that usually costs ten or more times its price to obtain."

- Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

"Frankly, if circumstances allowed, I would choose these speakers for myself."

-Speaker of the Decade

Now, with the BP2000, Definitive literally reinvents the loudspeaker. We have combined a six-driver dual D'Appolito bipolar array with a built-in (side-firing) 300-watt powered 15" subwoofer. (Yes, a complete powered subwoofer built into each speaker!) The result is extraordinary sonic performance beyond anything you've ever heard. Both music and movies are reproduced with unequalled purity, transparency and lifelike realism. And the astounding high resolution imaging and awesome bass impact totally envelop you in sonic ecstasy. They are an amazing achievement!

Each revolutionary bipolar BP2000 (51499 ea.) has a built-in 300-watt RMS powered 15" subwoofer for ultimate performance.

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

See our dealer list on page 12

The Ultimate Home Theater

In addition to being an audiophile's dream, the BP2000s are also the main speakers in Definitive's AC-3 ready Ultimate Home Theater System. This astonishing system is absolutely the finest sounding available. It recreates a "you are there" spatial reality that actually puts you into the soundstage of the original cinematic action.

The complete system combines BP2000s with a C/L/R 2000 center ($650 ea) and a pair of BPX bipolar surrounds (from $399 ea.). Of course, the dual 15" powered subwoofers are already built into the sleek BP2000 towers. Truly the ultimate listening experience! Visit your Definitive dealer today.

Definitive Technology®

11105 Valley Hts. Dr. • Baltimore, MD 21117 • (410) 363-7148
LETTERS

Surround Sound Hookups

There was very little I couldn't agree with in Bryan Little's "Surround Sound Problem Solver" article in August except for the wiring diagram on page 58. I fail to see the need to route the line-level audio from the VCR to the TV, then to the A/V receiver, when the VCR has its own audio output. Going straight to the receiver may indeed be the setup and insures that whenever a jockey, a digital audio engineer, and a CD and the degree of improvement will depend on the quality of the audio electronics in the TV and of the soundtrack on the tape. Either approach will work, however.

Recordable CD's

Kudos to Ken Pohlmann for his August "Signals" column about CD recorders ("Recordophobia"). I am a professional disc jockey, a digital audio engineer, and a CD collector. The concept of being able to record onto CD makes me drool with anticipation. I was very disappointed to read that even though Pioneer is coming out with an inexpensive CD recorder, the discs themselves are expensive, write-once only, and record only 63 minutes of audio. To make matters worse, they will have the Serial Copy Management System (SCMS) as well. Why bother to promote the recordable CD if there are so many limitations on it?

The music industry does not have to worry about CD-R's being purchased by the general public. For a mass format to succeed, it has to be cheap and "idiot proof": CD-R is neither. It's far cheaper and easier to tape a CD, or to buy it for $11 or $12, than to buy a CD-R and duplicate it.

People in the "black market" industry are not going to use CD-R's either. If you were illegally duplicating CD's, you wouldn't make them one by one at a cost of $15 each; you'd mass-duplicate them in a factory. To make a profit on CD-R copies, you'd have to sell them for about $20 each. Who would buy a copy at that price?

Just who would be using CD-R machines? People in the music industry -- musicians, audio engineers, radio broadcasters -- and collectors like myself. Musicians could use them to make demo CD's. Radio stations could archive commercials and make custom music CD's; they already pay ASCAP and BMI anyway. Audio engineers could use the discs in production and for distributing rough mixes of albums to the artists. I would be using them to transfer long-lost music from vinyl or to create custom compilations from CD's I already own. We are intelligent and honest people who know better than to sell the silly things! What's the problem here?

The music industry is going to shoot itself in the foot again just like they did with DAT. An unrestricted CD-R format is long overdue.

Paul B. Adams Centerville, MA

Zapping Commercials

August "Bulletin" reports on a "commercial-free" VCR from RCA that skips over commercials while it's recording. There's now a tape recorder that can "skip" something while it's in record mode, so what does the thing actually do? Record the commercials and skip over them in playback? Or kick into record-pause mode when it senses more than a few minutes of black (which is typical going into or out of a commercial break)?

Anthony Kremer Las Vegas, NV

Sorry we weren't clear on that. RCA's new "Commercial Free" VCR's record electronic markers before and after each commercial segment. When the tape is played back, the deck automatically fast forwards through the marked segments, displaying a blue screen while doing so. According to RCA it takes about 10 seconds to zip through a 3-minute commercial (in SLP mode).

The Patio Challenge

Tom Nousaine's "The Patio Challenge," comparison tests of outdoor speakers, in July was interesting, but there are a couple of points I am not clear on. He recommends "soffit-mounting" the speakers, but nowhere does he explain what that is. Also, none of the speakers in the review appeared among my top picks.

It seems to me that having to go into the house every time you want to adjust the volume would be terribly inconvenient. Are there outdoor speakers with built-in volume controls? Or watertight potentiometers suitable for this application?

Chris Munson Sunnyvale, CA

"Soffit mounting" refers to affixing a speaker (usually with a bracket) to the soffit (or ceiling) rather than having it bolted to the side of the wall. As with DAT, though, CD-R recorders for the professional market can be sold without SCMS or with defeatable SCMS. Prices of blank discs are high now in part because sales volume is very low, so they will probably come down over time.
"Discover the Greatest Value in High-End Loudspeakers"

You must hear the superiority of Definitive's remarkably affordable BP6, 8, 10 & 20 and experience the miracle of bipolar technology!

"Truly Outstanding" — Stereo Review

Absolute sonic superiority and unexcelled value have made Definitive the leader in high-performance loudspeakers. It's no wonder experts agree that Definitive's critically acclaimed bipolar towers (priced from $299 ea.) dramatically outperform the competition.

Our exquisitely styled, American-made, advanced technology bipolar (front and rear radiating) systems are the critics' choice. They combine lush spacious sound-staging, lifelike depth-of-field, razor-sharp resolution and pinpoint 3-D imaging with powerful subwoofer-quality bass (to below 20 Hz), high efficiency and ultra-wide dynamic range. The result is superb music and movie reproduction so real that it has been called "an incredible sonic miracle."

"Music and Movie Sound was Stunning" — Video Magazine
Combine BP6s, 8s, 10s or 20s with our matching centers, bipolar surrounds and optional PowerField subwoofers for the most lifelike, spectacular "you are there" music and home theater available. All are completely Dolby AC-3 ready.

Award after Award Confirms Definitive's Sonic Superiority
- Stereo Review "Dream System"
- Video Magazine Product-of-the-Year
- Audio Video Speaker-of-the-Year
- CES Design & Engineering Awards
- Sound & Vision Critic's Choice
- Inner Ear Report Editor's Choice

You owe it to yourself to hear these remarkable speakers today.

"Music and Movie Sound was Stunning" — Video Magazine
Combine BP6s, 8s, 10s or 20s with our matching centers, bipolar surrounds and optional PowerField subwoofers for the most lifelike, spectacular "you are there" music and home theater available. All are completely Dolby AC-3 ready.

Award after Award Confirms Definitive's Sonic Superiority
- Stereo Review "Dream System"
- Video Magazine Product-of-the-Year
- Audio Video Speaker-of-the-Year
- CES Design & Engineering Awards
- Sound & Vision Critic's Choice
- Inner Ear Report Editor's Choice

You owe it to yourself to hear these remarkable speakers today.

Definitive Technology®
The Leader in High Performance Loudspeakers

1105 Valley Hill Dr. • Baltimore, MD 21217 • (410) 363-7148
underside) of the eaves of a house. But Tom Nousaine didn’t recommend soffit mounting: he simply said “most people find [it] appealing because it puts the speakers up and out of the way and shields them from direct rain and sunlight.”

As for controlling the volume of outdoor speakers, one solution is to install a wall-mountable volume control either inside or outside the house. Niles (1-800-289-4434) and Sonance (1-800-582-7777) offer a variety of such controllers, including weather-resistant models. Another option, if you have a clear line of sight (through a window or sliding glass door) to the main system, is to use an infrared remote control.

Near-Field Speakers

Peter Mitchell’s “Exploring the Near Field” (August, “The High End”) was interesting and provocative: reference to multimedia-computer audio output might seem unnecessarily low-end. I infer from several points in the description of “near-field” speakers that they would need to use small, single-element drivers in small enclosures. If so, I can see how they could reproduce the “harmonic overtone structures” of instruments playing bass fundamentals, but how would the fundamentals themselves be reproduced? Did Mr. Mitchell forget to mention a third bit of “bad news,” the requirement for a subwoofer (or even just an ordinary woofer)?

GLENN E. MERRITT
Homewood, IL

No, quite ordinary multidriver loudspeakers can be used, though for the setup to be practical they would need to be relatively compact.

“Bright” AR-3a’s

I cannot dispute Mr. Edward S. Garner’s comments, in his letter in August, about how his AR-3a’s sound in his listening environment, but I can say that the AR-3a’s I sent Julian Hirsch for his comparison with the new AR-303 were in original working order and, yes, in mint condition. They are also very uniform throughout the midrange and treble all the way out to 20 kHz, with a predictable rolloff in the extreme treble of about 6-7 dB on-axis. There is no response peak at 700 Hz.

Mr. Hirsch’s reference to the AR-3a as being “too bright” is, in fact, correct. With the midrange and tweeter level controls set to maximum, there is too much midrange output relative to the overall response. Once the controls are adjusted closer to the dots (on the midrange), the balance is normal. With the level controls adjusted this way, the sound of the AR-3a is very similar to that of the AR-303, as Mr. Hirsch reported, which is precisely what Acoustic Research had in mind in designing the AR-303.

THOMAS TYSON
High Point, NC

Corrections

August “Bulletin” gave an incorrect telephone number for Tracer Technologies, maker of the Digital Audio Reconstruction Technology (DART) computer program to remove pops, clicks, and other noise from older audio sources. The correct number is 717-747-0200.

The September “Best of the Month” review of Charpentier’s Medea misstated the total time of the three-CD set. It is 3 hours, 15 minutes.

August Popular Music “Quick Fixes” misstated the name of a recording group. It is Little Charlie and the Nightcats (not the Nightcaps).

The photo of pianist Charles Rosen on page 106 in September was wrongly credited. The photographer was Peter Schaaf.

We welcome your letters. Please address correspondence to Editor, Stereo Review, 1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019. You should include your address and telephone number for verification. Letters may be edited for clarity and length.
“Hands Down, Definitive Offers the Most Bass for the Buck!”

—Video Magazine

Our award-winning $699 PF15 subwoofer has a 15" woofer, 185-watt RMS amp and floor-shaking 18 Hz response that will ignite your system.

“Shook the Concrete Floor”
—Stereo Review

We set out to build the world’s finest sounding, most powerful subwoofers. And we have. Our PF15 subwoofer is amazing. Our Audio Video Grand Prix winning PF1500 (15" w/ 250-watt amp) is even more spectacular. And our Critic’s Choice top 5-star rated PF1800 (18" w/ 500-watt amp) is absolutely nuclear.

All three Definitive powered subwoofers feature our monocoque cabinets, high-power high-current amplifiers, fully adjustable electronic crossovers and massive 15" or 18" drivers. Best of all, experts agree that we have achieved the perfect synergy of powerful, earth-shaking bass for home theater combined with superb transient response and a refined expressive musicality.

Awesome Bass for Your System

To ensure optimum performance in your home, all our subwoofers have superb built-in electronic crossovers with high and low level inputs and outputs, adjustable high pass, low pass and volume controls (plus phase controls for the PF1500 and 1800) to guarantee perfect blending with any system and superior bass response in any room. All are Dolby AC-3 ready.

You must visit your nearest Definitive dealer and experience the absolute ultimate in powered subwoofer performance: awesome bass which thunders down below 15 Hz, yet retains complete musical accuracy for your total enjoyment.

Definitive Technology®
The Leader in High-Performance Loudspeakers

11105 Valley Hts. Dr., Baltimore, MD 21217 • 410-363-7148

Definitive’s subwoofers combine explosive power with refined musicality to achieve the ultimate in bass performance.

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD
See our dealer list on page 12
TIME DELAY

30 YEARS AGO

Mandolin mania! The October cover story surveyed the (very) small repertoire of concert music for mandolin. "When listening to a mandolin," author James Goodfriend noted, "it is extremely difficult to get the Bay of Naples out of one's head."

New products this month included Ercona's miniature (2¾ x ¾ inches) condenser microphone, with a frequency response of 30 Hz to 18 kHz ±3 dB, and Oki's AS-888 two-speed transistorized tape recorder ($490, with speakers).

20 YEARS AGO

The big technical story in October 1975 was Julian Hirsch's "Turntable Basics." A primer for fledgling component shoppers that combined a glossary of turntable terms with recommended features to look for. Among the month's new products were the SAE Mark XXV power amplifier, a 300-watt-per-channel behemoth priced at $1,250, the Garrard Z2000B automatic turntable, with a belt driven by an intermediate idler rather than directly by the motor pulley, and 3M's audio-cassette edit/repair kit. Elsewhere, Hirsch-Houck Laboratories tested Shure's MM95ED phono cartridge (billed as the company's "second-best") and the Hitachi D-3500 cassette deck ($399).

In Best of the Month, George Jellinek hailed a Philips disc of Der Mond, a lesser-known work by Carl Carmina Burana Orff, and Noel Coppage endorsed folkie Steve Goodman's "Jessie's Jig & Other Favorites" on Asylum. In other reviews, Peter Reilly knocked "Bankrupt" by Dr. Hook ("as lively and interesting to listen to as the sounds of the Invisible Man jogging"); Eric Saltzman found a piano recital by avant-gardist The McCartneys, 1975 George Flynn on Finnadar "simply overwhelming," and Joel Vance dismissed "Desolation Boulevard" by Sweet ("I recommend a year in Her Majesty's Merchant Marine for this quartet. If that fails, surgery may be necessary").

But you're making that sound negative: In letters, Chicago reader George W. Gilmore described our favorable reviews of recent Beatles albums as "a monstrous perversion of values."

Wiseguys: Responding to an August High End column on CD's versus LP's, readers Rusinski, Raczynski, and Rhoads, of Dinosaur Audio, Inc., in Rome, New York, announced plans to market "a line of rim-drive turntables; we believe that no one should be deprived of the undeniably 'human experience' of rumble, wow, and flutter."

— Steve Simels

10 YEARS AGO

Leading off the tape-themed issue of October 1985, Craig Stark explained "How to Choose the Right Tape," and Peter Mitchell contributed a buyer's guide to "The Hi-Fi VCR." Among new products were Akai's GX-9 tape deck and the dbx Soundfield Ten speaker system.

Julian Hirsch tested the NAD 2000 power amplifier, a radical new design capable of delivering up to 400 watts per channel in short bursts, and Toshiba's XR-V22 CD player, the first model ever with two CD drawers.

In Best of the Month, Robert Ackart hailed Philips's new recording of Mussorgsky's Boris Godunov starring Alexander Vedernikov, and Mark Peel characterized Talking Heads' "Little Creatures" as the band's "Yuppie album."

Installation of the Month, 1965

In test reports, Julian Hirsch examined the new Acoustic Research AR-2ax speaker, with a smaller but better midrange than the AR-2a had, and the KLH Model 16 all-transistor stereo integrated amplifier, rated at 70 watts continuous output.

Installation of the Month featured reader Vincent Marascio's movable (on casters) custom-designed teak console with room for two Crown open-reel tape machines, a Rek-O-Kut turntable, a McIntosh preamp and power amp, and a Scott stereo tuner.

But you're making that sound negative: In letters, Chicago reader George W. Gilmore described our favorable reviews of recent Beatles albums as "a monstrous perversion of values."
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20 YEARS AGO
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3. I am always free to choose from any category, but I am most interested in the music category checked here (please ask for:)

1. LIGHT SOUNDS
   9. METAL
   6. JAZZ
   8. MR.
   5. MRS.

2. COUNTRY
   10. HARD ROCK
   7. R&B
   4. MR.
   3. (PLEASE PRINT) First Name Initial Last Name

3. ADDRESS
   City State Zip
   Phone ( ) Area Code Signature

1. Please accept my membership in the BMG Music Service and send my 7 FREE selections as indicated. Under the terms of this offer, I agree to buy just 1 CD at 1/2 the regular Club price of $14.98 to $16.98 within a year. I will then receive 2 more choices FREE! That's 10 for the price of 1, with nothing more to buy ever!

2. Return me these 7 CDs now (indicate by number):

   - The Rembrandts: LP (Emi) 0897
   - Allen Jackson: Who Am I (Arista) 3429
   - Cerrone: Domingo & Pavonetti: The 7 Tenors In Concert (London) 3079
   - Van Halen: Right Here, Right Now (Warner Bros.) 01151
   - The Best Of The Double Brothers (Warner Bros) 4377
   - The Temptations: 17 Greatest Hits (Motown) 3415
   - Bob Marley: Legend (Island) 3525
   - Marvin Gaye: 15 Greatest Hits (Motown) 5534

Start Saving! Mail This Postage-Paid Card Today.

1. Freedom of choice
   10 CDs
   For the Price of 1

2. Nothing more to buy, ever!

3. More to buy, ever!

4. Start today, every time you buy a CD at the regular Club price, you're entitled to buy another at a lesser value at 50% off.

Here's how your Club works:

To Start with our 7-1/2 Formulas to introduce you to the Club and to your music preferences. To choose the music you love.

- Pick 7 FREE CDs right now from the many great choices in this ad.
- Buy 1 CD at $14.98 or $16.98 at the regular Club price. Your selection(s) are yours to keep.
- Your 1st selection(s) will be charged $14.98 to $16.98 within a year.
- Then 2 more FREE CDs. That's 10 for the price of 1, (price shipping and handling charge will be billed for each selection)

Listen with no risk.

You may take 10 days to listen to your introductory selections and pick one that's right for you. If you return any selection within 10 days, you may change your mind at no cost either to you or the Club (except return shipping and handling charge). To return any selection, simply return your selections to the Club without any obligation.

Listen with no risk.

You may take 10 days to listen to your introductory selections and pick one that's right for you. If you return any selection within 10 days, you may change your mind at no cost either to you or the Club (except return shipping and handling charge). To return any selection, simply return your selections to the Club without any obligation.

Save again and again.

From day one, every selection you choose from the regular Club, you may choose another at equal or lesser value at 50% off. But that's not all.

- The longer you remain a BMG Music Service member, the more you save — up to 50% off, even 70% — with our Special Offers and Announcements.

- We'll build you and your exclusive Club benefits. But if you should have fewer than 10 days to reply and in so doing, you'll lose all benefits. To cancel, simply return your selection(s) within 10 days to: BMG Music Service, One hundred years (RCA) 34287

- For a feature or advertisement on the purchase of various records, to be found in the December 1988 issue of RECORDING, page 21.

- For a feature on the purchase of various records, to be found in the December 1988 issue of RECORDING, page 21.

1. Members who choose CLASSICAL as their listening interest will be serviced by the BMG Classical Music Service. We reserve the right to reject additional members who are not interested in the music of a particular artist or label or cannot or will not service. If you agree, return to me, local issue, if any, we will offer. Any offers in our prospectus in Canada and under space arrangement in Korea and Hawaii. This option not available in Puerto Rico, APO or FPO. This offer and selection may vary, be in Canada.

- Your Club memberstil receive one introductory selection in each pre-priced selection, until you tell us otherwise.

- Your Club members will receive one introductory selection in each pre-priced selection, until you tell us otherwise.

- For a feature on the purchase of various records, to be found in the December 1988 issue of RECORDING, page 21.

- For a feature on the purchase of various records, to be found in the December 1988 issue of RECORDING, page 21.

- For a feature on the purchase of various records, to be found in the December 1988 issue of RECORDING, page 21.

- For a feature on the purchase of various records, to be found in the December 1988 issue of RECORDING, page 21.

- For a feature on the purchase of various records, to be found in the December 1988 issue of RECORDING, page 21.

- For a feature on the purchase of various records, to be found in the December 1988 issue of RECORDING, page 21.
NEW PRODUCTS

▼ MARANTZ

One of a shrinking number of standard stereo receivers, Marantz's SR-45 is rated to deliver 40 watts per channel into 8 ohms and 50 watts into 4 ohms. It has thirty AM/FM presets, a system bus for interfacing with other Marantz components, a full-function remote control, and inputs for CD, tape, phono, VCR, and laserdisc. Price: $330.

Marantz, Dept. SR, 440 Medinah Rd., Roselle, IL 60172.
* Circle 120 on reader service card

▼ THIEL

Built around a 6½-inch woofer with a coaxially mounted 1-inch tweeter, Thiel's 19-inch-tall SCS2 speaker is magnetically shielded and can be used in a stereo or surround pair or turned on its side for center-channel duties. Both drivers have a short-coil/long-gap magnet system for reduced distortion. Low-frequency limit is given as 46 Hz. Standard finishes of the SCS2 are walnut and black wood. Price: $925.

Thiel, Dept. SR, 1026 Nandino Blvd., Lexington, KY 40511.
* Circle 121 on reader service card

▼ NHT

Characterized as a technological relative of NHT's flagship Model 3.3 speaker, the 4-foot-tall VT-2 has a switch on its front panel that toggles between two crossover settings — one that's said to deliver "pinpoint imaging" for music and one that's said to produce a more diffuse ambience for video. The speaker combines a side-mounted 10-inch woofer, two 5½-inch midrange drivers, and a 1-inch soft-dome tweeter in a vented enclosure with a high-gloss black-laminate finish. Frequency response is given as 25 Hz to 21 kHz ±3 dB. Price: $1,750 a pair.

NHT, Dept. SR, 535 Getty Ct., Suite A, Benicia, CA 94510.
* Circle 122 on reader service card

▼ SONOGRAPEH

The heart of the Sonographe SC26 preamplifier from Conrad-Johnson is a microprocessor-based level-control circuit that's said to allow a 100-dB range of volume and balance adjustment in 0.5-dB increments. The preamp features six line-level inputs (including a tape/external-processor loop), a mute switch, a full-function remote control that can be operated over a wider than usual angle, and a champagne gold brushed-aluminum front panel. Maximum output is given as 3.5 volts rms and gain as 20 dB. Price: $995.

Sonographe by Conrad-Johnson, Dept. SR, 2733 Merrilee Dr., Fairfax, VA 22031.
* Circle 122 on reader service card
NEW PRODUCTS

\[ \textbf{\textit{SHARP}} \]

Hailed as the lowest-price LCD video projector, Sharp's 13-pound XV-P15U can project images as large as 100 inches (diagonal). The 14 x 8 x 13\(\frac{1}{2}\)-inch unit, which can be ceiling mounted, uses a new optical system that's said to deliver brighter images than previous single-LCD models. The XV-P15U has a remote control, A/V inputs, and a built-in speaker. Price: $2,500. Sharp, Dept. SR, Sharp Plaza, Mahwah, NJ 07430.

\[ \textbf{\textit{ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY}} \]

Atlantic Technology's 7-inch-tall M110 powered speakers ($119 a pair) and M105 powered Bass Toaster ($229) are designed for use with multimedia computers, video-game consoles, and compact audio systems. One of the speakers contains a 6-watt stereo amplifier as well as two inputs, volume and treble controls, and a headphone jack. The Bass Toaster combines a 6\(\frac{1}{2}\)-inch dual-voice-coil woofer, a 45-watt amplifier, and a two-position crossover, all in a 7 x 6\(\frac{1}{2}\) x 10-inch enclosure. The M110's can be driven via the supplied DC adapter or the M105's power supply. Atlantic Technology, Dept. SR, 343 Vanderbilt Ave., Norwood, MA 02062.

\[ \textbf{\textit{SAUDER}} \]

Sauder Woodworking's Model 2577 Coventry cabinet is made of particleboard finished in washed pine vinyl. It holds a 35-inch TV and also has four concealed storage nooks, two adjustable shelves on each side of the TV compartment (behind the sliding doors in photo), two component shelves, and two media storage cubbies. Dimensions are 77\(\frac{1}{4}\) x 22\(\frac{1}{4}\) x 70 inches. Price: $500. Sauder Woodworking, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 156, Archbold, OH 43502.

\[ \textbf{\textit{DYNACLEAR}} \]

Designed specifically for dome tweeters, Dynaclear's self-adhesive-backed Tweeter Lenses are said to improve imaging by absorbing high-frequency sounds that would otherwise be diffracted. Price: $11.95 a pair. Dynaclear, distributed by Artech, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 1980, Champlain, NY 12919.
How Technics 60-disc Changer Will Change The Way You Listen To Music.

Imagine - you think of a song, push a button, the song plays.
No more searching for CDs.
It's the new Technics SL-MC50 Mega CD Changer. It holds 60 CDs, offers front loading and quick single-play function.

Technics Mega CD Changer.
It's a change for the better.

Technics
The science of sound
NEW PRODUCTS

RECOTON
The Recoton W410 wireless speaker system includes one weather-resistant dome speaker with a rechargeable battery and a 10-watt mono amp, a 900-MHz stereo transmitter (which can also be used with Recoton's wireless headphones), two AC adaptors, and an RCA cable. Operating range is given as 150 feet. Price: $280.
Recoton, Dept. SR, 2950 Lake Emma Rd., Lake Mary, FL 32746.
* Circle 128 on reader service card

GOLDSTAR
The GVR-E469 four-head VHS Hi-Fi VCR from Goldstar is equipped to receive the StarSight over-the-air on-screen program guide, available by subscription for a monthly fee. The service provides a colorful grid that lists a week of program details, as well as automatic clock setting and one-touch recording, among other features. A multi-brand TV/VCR remote with a shuttle control is included. Price: $550.
* Circle 130 on reader service card

PROAC
The fourth iteration of ProAc's popular Tablette speaker, the Tablette 50 teams a 5-inch woofer and a 3/4-inch soft-dome tweeter in an 11-inch-tall cabinet with twin ports. Low-frequency limit is given as 38 Hz and sensitivity as 89 dB. Standard finishes include walnut (shown), cherry, oak, black ash, and mahogany. Price: $975 a pair. ProAc, distributed by Modern Audio, Dept. SR, 112 Swanhill Ct., Baltimore, MD 21208.
* Circle 131 on reader service card

SONEX
Sonex Classic (left) and Valueline (right) acoustical panels, made of Class 1 fire-rated melamine, come in 2 x 4-foot sheets. Classic panels are 2 inches thick ($169 for eight), while Valueline panels are available in thicknesses of 1 1/2 inches ($169 for eight), 1 1/2 inches ($167 for six), and 2 1/2 inches ($175 for four). All prices are for white; charcoal, beige, brown, and blue panels are available at extra cost.
Sonex, distributed by Acoustical Solutions, Dept. SR, 2720 Enterprise Parkway, Suite 101, Richmond, VA 23294.
* Circle 132 on reader service card
AND THE WINNER IS...

6 Product of the Year Awards in the past year

16 Critic's Choice Awards in the past year

60 Awards since 1990

Paradigm is the number one choice for critical listeners!

“Superb!”
- Stereo Review on the Eclipse/EP

“Stunning!”

“Awesome!”

Paradigm’s spectacular bipolar speakers are an engineering and sonic marvel! With years of design expertise and our highly advanced R&D facility, Paradigm engineers and acousticians set out to build the world’s finest bipolar speakers, regardless of cost!
Theater vs. Home Surround

Q In Dolby Stereo-equipped movie theaters, the surround speakers seem to be directional designs angled down toward the audience. Some home surround models, on the other hand, use dipole radiators to diffuse the sound and create a nondirectional effect. Does that mean the Dolby processing in a movie theater is different from home Dolby Pro Logic?

A No. In the matrix-based Dolby Pro Logic system (or Dolby Stereo, as it’s called in theatrical parlance), the aim is to create a diffuse surround field so that specific sounds can’t be located at the loudspeakers themselves. In the sort of small rooms that most of us listen in, this is often accomplished by the use of dipole surround loudspeakers, bouncing the sound off at least one wall before it then goes on to reach the prime listening area.

Movie theaters present a different acoustic challenge. Most are cavernous compared with a domestic listening room, yet the surround speakers must provide even coverage. This is achieved with multiple speakers arrayed along the side and back walls, which at the same time diffuse the sound.

Sonic Avenger!

Q I live in an apartment building, and the tenant below me plays his stereo system so loud the floors and windows vibrate. I have asked him to keep it down and have even called the police, but he continues. Is there a device I could use that would cause static or some other form of interference with his system?

A IHE RIOS SURGEON GENERAL’S WARNING: Smoking By Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal Injury, Premature Birth, And Low Birth Weight.

Q Well, we’ve certainly all had that fantasy! To my knowledge, however, there is no such device — and if there were, its use would probably be illegal. In my apartment-dwelling days I sometimes found a well-timed blast of my own audio system was effective (the theme from Shaft worked particularly well), but this wasn’t really fair to the other tenants. Failing that, if repeated visits from the police don’t work, take the matter to your landlord; in some jurisdictions, such disturbance of neighbors is grounds for eviction.

TV Nuisance

Q When I play audio cassettes, I notice a buzz from my speakers between songs when the TV is on, even though it is not connected to my audio system. Switch to FM or VCR and the buzz goes away. Turn the TV off and the buzz goes away. I’ve tried powering the TV from a different electrical circuit, but that doesn’t work. What’s causing this problem?

A Every TV has an oscillator that generates a signal to sweep the electron beam back and forth across the screen. The waveform of this signal is ramp-shaped and rich in harmonics that can radiate from the
set. These can sometimes be picked up by audio components that have relatively little shielding, resulting in the buzz that you describe. There’s unfortunately not much you can do about it, short of replacing one or other of the components, but changing their relative positions may help. Otherwise, simply turning off the TV when you wish to listen to tapes is the best solution.

**Slow Bootleg**

Q: I bought a bootleg LP that seems to have been recorded slower than 33 1/3 rpm. My direct-drive turntable has a built-in stroboscope, a red light illuminates four bands on the edge of the platter to show whether or not the speed is correct. Two of the bands are obviously for 33 1/3 and 45 rpm. What about the other two bands? Could I use another speed that would come closer to the speed of my LP? — JIM MILETI

A: That’s what you get for buying a bootleg! Seriously, unless your turntable has a continuously variable speed control — few do — it’s difficult to correct a faulty recording. The two extra strobe bands you mention are also indicators of 33 1/3 and 45 rpm, but they come into play in those parts of the world where the electrical line frequency is 50 Hz rather than 60. They don’t indicate that there are other, hidden speeds you could use.

**CD Lens Cleaning**

Q: I have noticed many laser lens cleaners on the market, most of which seem to be a CD with brushes on it. They seem overpriced, so I wondered whether I could accomplish the same thing by taking a cotton swab and eyeglass cleaner and gently rubbing it over the lens. Would you recommend this procedure? — KENNETH HALL

A: Only if the lens is easily accessible. I wouldn’t ever recommend you open up an audio component to get at its innards. For one thing, you’d almost certainly void the warranty (if any). For another, it can pose a shock hazard. In any event, most CD players (portables being a possible exception) rarely need such a cleaning. I have a couple of players more than ten years old, and they still perform perfectly.

**Subwoofer in Parallel**

Q: You’ve addressed this subject before, but I’m afraid I still don’t understand it. Do I risk damaging my existing amplifier by wiring a powered subwoofer in parallel with my speakers? — LARRY MARQUEZ

A: No. First, the impedance presented to your amplifier’s output stages by the powered subwoofer’s inputs should be high enough that it won’t have any adverse effect on the overall impedance. Second, the amount of power drawn by the subwoofer is...
The new Rotel RCD970BX is a premium quality CD player that delivers performance and technology normally found only on far more exotic and expensive designs. A new 18-bit ladder-type D/A converter with continuous calibration results in nearly 20-bit resolution. A toroidal transformer and superb quality filter capacitors contribute smooth, uninterrupted power. A CDM9 swing arm ensures instant access, precise tracking and gentle handling of your most cherished recordings. And a new PC board, close tolerance components, and gold-plated, RCA-type coaxial digital output all add to this remarkable music machine's stunning performance. You get all of this and more in an attractive, low-profile, high-performance CD player with scan, random, 20-track programming, repeat and time information, plus an infrared remote. We invite you to visit your Rotel dealer and audition the RCD970BX. If you're impressed with the sound, wait until you hear the price.

**Timed Audio Taping**

**Q** I would like to tape radio programs when I'm not home, the way I can tape TV shows. Is there equipment that will allow timed recording for up to two hours? Does the equipment offer fast-forward audible scanning of the tapes?  

**GARY LARSON**
Fargo, ND

**A** At one time, virtually every Japanese-made cassette deck allowed for timed recording, with the addition of an external timer, and many still do. If it's an auto-reverse model and you use C-120 cassettes, you should be able to make the two-hour recordings you want.

Better still, use your VCR, just as you would for TV recording. If it's a Hi-Fi recorder (forget about stereo recordings if it isn't), you can use its internal timer, and a T-120 cassette will give you the two-hour recording time at the SP speed (or six hours at EP, with negligible degradation of sound quality). I haven't encountered a VCR that allows you to audibly scan through the recordings, however.

If you're interested only in recording talk shows, Reel-Talk of Irvine, California, sells the Radio Talk Show Timer-Recorder ($119 plus $10 shipping), which combines an AM/FM radio, a cassette recorder, and a VCR-like timer. The company says up to four hours of continuous recording time is possible on one side of a C-120 tape. Reel-Talk's phone number is 1-800-766-8255.

**A New “Stereo-Wide”?**

**Q** I have seen some ads for “3D” stereo processors, which apparently create a surround-like sound field with only two speakers. How do these differ from the old “stereo-wide” systems?  

**MATT TUOZZO**
Nottingham, PA

**A** Very little. Such phase-manipulating circuits have been around for years under various names, and they can sometimes be effective in broadening the perceived image when speakers are very close together or in cramped spaces. But I have always found them quite dependent on the location of both the listener and the equipment. Also, they often alter the tonal quality of the sound, and I believe any effect of that sort is deleterious. Still, the spaciousness they provide can sometimes be novel and pleasant.

If you have a question about audio, send it to Q&A, Stereo Review, 1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019. Sorry, only questions chosen for publication can be answered.
My, how they’ve grown.

Our Diamond Vision Stadium Screen, seen exclusively at 26 of the nation’s top stadiums, is among the largest television images ever created (over 50 million sports fans a year watch one, so it helps to be big).

Like its big brother, our 40-inch tube TV is the only one of its kind, and the largest tube TV you can buy, made exclusively by Mitsubishi. With a screen size of 768 square inches—a full 31% bigger than a 35-inch and an overwhelming 120% bigger than a 27-inch—it brings the action from the stadium right into your living room.

Separated at birth?

But size is just part of the story. Our 40-inch television also has a brighter picture, higher contrast, and a longer life than just about anything else out there.

To own a Diamond Vision Screen, you’d have to buy your own stadium. But for considerably less, you can experience Diamond Vision excitement on the world’s only 40-inch tube TV.

The only place you can buy our remarkable 40-inch TV is at an authorized Mitsubishi dealer. For the location of one in your area, please call 1-800-937-0000, Ext. 820.

Our home version, the world’s only 40-inch tube TV.
Phantom Speaker Effect

Only Yamaha Cinema DSP creates phantom speakers to fully replicate a multi-speaker movie theater. So you'll hear sounds everywhere in the room. Even in places where there aren't speakers. We also offer multi-room, multi-source capabilities for increased flexibility.

Only Cinema DSP can take you to the Serengeti with

One minute, you're eating popcorn at home. The next, you're being transported to the wilds of Africa. The swamps of Montana seventy million years ago. Or even the moon. With Yamaha Cinema DSP, anything's possible. That's because only Cinema DSP can create the ultimate cinematic experience, right in your living room. We accomplish this through a unique method of multiplying the effects of Digital Sound Field Processing and Dolby Pro Logic. Digital Sound Field Processing is Yamaha's exclusive technology that reproduces some of the finest performance spaces in the world. Yamaha audio scientists measured the actual acoustic properties of these performance venues. Then transferred that information to microchips that go into our A/V receivers. So you can access it in your home at the touch of a button. And our digitally processed Dolby Pro Logic allows us to place dialogue and sound effects around the room, matching the action on the screen. These two technologies enable us to accurately replicate the full ambiance of a multi-speaker movie theater, in an ordinary listening room. All of which means we're able to offer a growing line of home theater components with Cinema DSP that outperform other comparatively priced products on the market.
And that brings us to the RX-V2090 Home Theater A/V Receiver. One of this year's most exciting new components. As you'd imagine, it comes with everything we've already mentioned. But, it also offers advanced features you might not expect in a single unit. Like multi-room, multi-source capabilities with two remotes for independent control of main system A/V sources from another listening room. The RX-V2090 has 7-channel amplification with 100w mains and center, and 35w front and rear effects. Pre-outs on all channels. 5 audio and 4 audio/video inputs with S-Video terminals. Yamaha linear damping circuitry. Plus discrete 5.1 channel line inputs for AC-3. And 10 DSP programs including 70mm movie theater. Of course, not everyone has the need for a component this comprehensive. That's why we offer a full line of six new A/V receivers. So you can choose the one that's best for you. Which means now all you have to worry about is cleaning up after those elephants before your next trip.

For the dealer nearest you, please call 1-800-4YAMAHA.
The Dogs of War

T
he invention of the atomic bomb in 1945 changed everything. Suddenly, military strategists were confronted with a weapon capable of such massive destruction that the concepts of battlefields, troop strength, and civilian casualties were forever altered. A few years later, when the Soviet Union built its bomb, the possibility of a nuclear exchange prompted a complete rethinking of the basic concept of warfare itself. The Cold War had begun.

Strategists devised a defense against nuclear attack that was both simple and powerful: Mutually Assured Destruction, which taught that the best defense is a strong offense. The United States and the Soviet Union built vast arsenals of nuclear warheads that were poised to answer a first strike with cataclysmic retaliation. Because both the attacker and the defender would be annihilated, no rational adversary would dare to launch that first strike.

Thankfully, the consumer audio industry is a good deal less antagonistic than global geopolitics. Still, competition in the marketplace occasionally causes companies to engage in curious forms of warfare. In fact, audio companies have been known to embrace their own kind of we-both-lose mentality. This happens when two competing and incompatible formats are launched, causing rampant consumer confusion and, ultimately, the demise of both formats. Audio history is littered with examples. Remember the quadraphonic battles of the Seventies in which competing LP formats fought each other to the death? It took twenty years for the industry to recover and profit from multi-channel sound, now in the guise of home theater. More recently, the MiniDisc and the Digital Compact Cassette were mutually savaged when their sponsors insisted on launching them simultaneously.

Today, perhaps the biggest battle in the history of consumer electronics is at hand. Billions of dollars are at stake as corporate forces prepare for war over the DVD format. The problem? The formats are incompatible. If you buy an MMCD player, it won't play SD-DVD discs. Likewise, an SD-DVD player won't play MMCD discs. Many of the film and software companies have already chosen sides. If you buy an SD-DVD player to see MGM/UA movies, you can't play your favorite TriStar films. Faced with these circumstances, you'll probably do what most people would do: simply ignore both formats and buy nothing.

Clearly, that's not acceptable — which is why a number of interested parties (IBM, Apple, Compaq, Hewlett-Packard, and Microsoft) have issued a press release strongly urging both sides to merge their technologies and adopt a single DVD format. Playing a sort of United Nations role, these computer companies stated they would not choose sides. They did offer a list of requirements they feel the new format should meet: support for both TV and PC applications, high performance for both sequential and non-sequential files, backward compatibility with existing CD's, forward compatibility with write-once and erasable discs, reliable storage and retrieval (with the average number of errors equal to or less than that of current CD's), high capacity, and extendability to enhancements such as multiple data layers and shorter laser wavelengths. The computer companies also recommended that the DVD format be low-cost and not require the use of protective disc caddies.

The two DVD camps replied independently, each voicing its appreciation of the press release and coolly noting that its format already met the proposed requirements. If you have ever experienced the corporate forces are preparing to wage war. The companies will lose, and you will lose.

The technology to which I am referring, of course, is the digital videodisc (DVD), and it will make analog videotape obsolete for several reasons: DVD is more convenient, it looks and sounds better, it's compatible with CD, and it can be manufactured more cheaply. A single DVD will easily hold a full-length motion picture with six-channel sound. Picture quality will equal or surpass that of laserdisc, and sound quality will equal or surpass that of CD. DVD players, which will probably sell for $300 or so, will also play CD-ROM discs, and manufacturers have already begun to design recordable models. Sound like something you'd like to buy? Me too.

But there's a problem. Sony and Philips have proposed a DVD format called MMCD (MultiMedia CD). Toshiba and Time Warner have proposed another format, called SD-DVD (Super Density Digital Video Disc). Based on existing CD standards, the two DVD formats are similar in many ways. They use identical-looking 5-inch discs (with a very similar pit size and track pitch) and variations of the CD's EFM (eight-to-fourteen modulation) encoding and CIRC error-correction techniques. Both formats also use MPEG-2 data-compression coding with variable data rates, and both support multiple aspect ratios for full-screen, letterbox, and 16:9 widescreen video displays. Finally, the MMCD and SD-DVD formats accommodate both two-channel and 5.1-channel audio.

The problem? The formats are incompatible. If you buy an MMCD player, it won't play SD-DVD discs. Likewise, an SD-DVD player won't play MMCD discs. Many of the film and software companies have already chosen sides. If you buy an SD-DVD player to see MGM/UA movies, you can't play your favorite TriStar films. Faced with these circumstances, you'll probably do what most people would do: simply ignore both formats and buy nothing.

Clearly, that's not acceptable — which is why a number of interested parties (IBM, Apple, Compaq, Hewlett-Packard, and Microsoft) have issued a press release strongly urging both sides to merge their technologies and adopt a single DVD format. Playing a sort of United Nations role, these computer companies stated they would not choose sides. They did offer a list of requirements they feel the new format should meet: support for both TV and PC applications, high performance for both sequential and non-sequential files, backward compatibility with existing CD's, forward compatibility with write-once and erasable discs, reliable storage and retrieval (with the average number of errors equal to or less than that of current CD's), high capacity, and extendability to enhancements such as multiple data layers and shorter laser wavelengths. The computer companies also recommended that the DVD format be low-cost and not require the use of protective disc caddies.

The two DVD camps replied independently, each voicing its appreciation of the press release and coolly noting that its format already met the proposed requirements. If you have ever experienced
Patented Acoustimass® bass module. Helps make a 60-ton runaway train sound like, well, a 60-ton runaway train. Hides out of view.

Movie theater drama, concert hall excitement. Surround sound from five Virtually Invisible® cube speakers for left, center, right, and rear channels. Each about 6" high.

Remote with real control. Automatically sets to surround sound for movies and TV, or two-channel stereo for music. Works right through walls.

“...You might call this product ‘home theater in a box,’ because everything is included and carefully thought out.... The performance is awesome, and system operation is very intuitive.” — Home Theater Technology

The challenge was clear. Develop the best sounding, easiest to use home theater system ever. The result is the Lifestyle® 12 system. Smaller. More convenient. With the kind of dramatic, lifelike performance you expect from the most respected name in sound. But hearing is believing, so call for dealers near you, 1-800-444-BOSE ext. 595.
If this is your skin,

New Edge® Extra Moisturizing Gel has
more of what your skin needs to look healthy
and smooth—even if you shave a lot.

SPECIAL CD OFFER

Modern Jazz
For Today's Connoisseur

The distinguished jazz recording company Blue Note is offering you a CD sampler of selections from its new Connoisseur Series. It contains ten tracks (60 minutes playing time) of jazz by some of the most important artists in Blue Note's long history. The latest remastering technology has been used in producing this sampler, which is offered exclusively to STEREO REVIEW readers. To get your copy clip the coupon below, fill it out, and send it in with a check for $2.99 to cover postage and handling.

Founded back in 1939, Blue Note quickly revealed its devotion to high technical and musical standards. Its producers created an atmosphere of sympathy and respect for jazz musicians that encouraged them to play their best, and the company became famous for the sound quality of its recordings.

In 1994, Blue Note began its top-line reissue program, the Connoisseur Series, to make available recordings from certain sessions that have considerable musical importance and have often been requested by collectors. Releases in this series are issued in limited editions, however, and when they are sold out, they will be dropped from the catalog.

By October of this year the number of releases in the Connoisseur Series will reach thirty. They are mostly taken from the decade 1955-1965, Blue Note's golden years of modern jazz. In addition to the work of stars like Tina Brooks (tenor saxophone), Lou Donaldson (alto saxophone), and Freddie Hubbard (trumpet), the series also embraces the music of some less widely celebrated artists, such as the drummer Pete La Roca.

Blue Note releases items in the Connoisseur Series in two forms: as LP records and as compact discs, both derived from the original analog masters. According to Blue Note, the LP's are 180-gram virgin vinyl records of audiophile quality and often sound better than the original releases. The CD's are produced using 20-bit digital technology as well as the Super Bit Mapping process to create the best possible CD master.

The sampler includes Status Quo (Clifford Jordan & John Gilmore), Wigglin' (Freddie Redd), Little B's Poem (Bobby Hutcherson), Arietis (Freddie Hubbard), Theme for Doris (Tina Brooks), Lazy Afternoon (Pete La Roca), Tom Thumb (Wayne Shorter), Whistle Stop (Kenny Dorham), Politely (Lou Donaldson), and The Procrastinator (Lee Morgan).

The editors of STEREO REVIEW cooperate in making these CD samplers available to help our readers expand their musical tastes and pleasure at nominal cost. We admire the artists on this Blue Note sampler and think they will please you. The sampler is only issued in a limited edition. So don't miss out — order yours while supplies last.

Blue Note CD Offer
For STEREO REVIEW readers only

Include coupon with check or money order for $2.99 payable to EMI Merchandising (to cover postage and handling) and send to: EMI Merchandising, P.O. Box 8863, Red Bank, NJ 07701

NAME (please print):
ADDRESS: ____________________________________________
STREET AND NUMBER ______________________________________
CITY STATE ZIP 

Is Concert-Hall Realism Possible in the Home?

To avoid unnecessary suspense, let me answer the question I have asked above with the most definite and unequivocal statement I can think of: "Maybe, sometimes, under certain conditions." Perhaps some further explanation is in order.

To me, the much overworked phrase "concert-hall realism" (or variations on that theme) means audio reproduction of such a quality that, with eyes closed, you can believe you are present at the original performance. The overall acoustic character of the performing environment is also convincingly reproduced, but I do not consider that to be of equal importance to the reproduction of the music itself.

It's a tall order, but it can sometimes be closely approached for certain types of musical performances (and for the spoken word). In general, the smaller the size of the performing force, the better your word). In general, the smaller the size of musical performances (and for the spoken music itself.

A major concern is to avoid the mingling of two different acoustic environments: the recording and playback locations. The most successful A/B comparison that I have experienced was Edgar Villchur's "live vs. recorded" demonstration of the Acoustic Research AR-3 loudspeakers at audio shows in the 1960’s, for which a string quartet was recorded in the world's largest anechoic chamber — outdoors, on Villchur's lawn. The subsequent playback through a pair of the AR-3's was compared with the original ensemble performing live on the same stage, and in the end it was quite impossible, even when sitting close to the musicians, to detect the transition from the recording to the live performers (who, as I recall, sometimes faked their bowing to enhance the illusion).

Another demonstration — a bit more ambitious and correspondingly less successful — was one in which I directly participated, together with several colleagues of the "Audio League," in the spring of 1956, around the time of my entry into the world of audio equipment testing. We conducted an A/B comparison between live and recorded performances on the Aeolian-Skinner pipe organ installed in St. Mark's Episcopal Church of Mount Kisco, New York.

For the recording, we set up microphones close to the several groups of pipes, to minimize the "hall" sound of the church. For playback, the loudspeakers — four AR-1's plus a Bozak B-305 and a Janssen electrostatic model, each driven by a Fairchild 275 75-watt power amplifier — were located as close as possible to the original microphone positions. All of the components, except for the Ampex 350 tape recorder, were standard audio-philic models.

The result exceeded our wildest expectations: Virtually none of the transitions between recorded and live sound could be detected by the audience of some 650 people. Even the organist, Edgar Hilliar, could not consistently distinguish the two from the position of his console! When the illusion.

Unfortunately, this kind of experience cannot be duplicated at home unless you choose to convert your listening room to an anechoic chamber, which normally sounds pretty terrible. If it really is so difficult — even impossible — to attain perfect facsimile reproduction of live musical performances in your home, then what can you do to circumvent the laws of nature that stand in the path of success?

I suggest lowering your sights a bit, for starters. Anyone who expects perfection in our imperfect world is doomed to frustra-
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If Your Ears Had Lips
They'd Kiss You

Music to Your Ears
Once you hear 3D surround sound from the Vivid 3D Theater, you won't want to listen to plain old stereo again. Thanks to patented SRS(®) technology, the Vivid 3D Theater from NuReality retrieves actual ambient information lost by traditional stereo processing. NuReality takes advantage of this technology to bring you true-to-life three-dimensional surround sound from only two speakers. Vivid 3D™ sound enhancement products bring all your movies, sound tracks and recordings to life.

Multiple Speakers
Although you only need two speakers and the Vivid 3D Theater to create 3D surround sound, the Vivid 3D Theater also adds an entirely new dimension of realism to multiple speaker combinations.

Easy to Install
The Vivid 3D Theater is easy to install with your existing audio system. You can enhance virtually any audio configuration including DSS, VCRs, TVs, receivers, tape decks, FM radios, CD and laser disc players. In addition, the Vivid 3D Theater is fully compatible and compliments Dolby Pro Logic®.

Surprisingly Affordable
NuReality offers a complete family of affordable Vivid 3D products. The Vivid 3D Theater retails for only $249.95. Call today to order, and begin to hear what you've been missing.

Like the Vivid 3D Theater, the award winning Vivid 3D Studio adds a new level of audio excitement to portable stereo systems.

I-800-501-8086
Technics SA-GX790 A/V Receiver

DAVID RANADA • TECHNICAL EDITOR

As you might expect from a model standing second-from-the-top of the Technics receiver lineup, the SA-GX790 is blessed with many impressive features and ratings. Perhaps the most impressive is the specification for amplifier power, something you can never have too much of: 120 watts per channel in two-channel stereo operation (with no more than 0.05 percent distortion) and 100 watts each for the three front channels and a pair of surround speakers in Dolby Pro Logic operation.

Although the Pro Logic power specs are pegged to a distortion level of 0.8 percent, they’re still impressive. And it’s most unusual for an A/V receiver to have equal power ratings for all channels in surround operation (a theoretically desirable characteristic, even if it’s seldom really necessary). There is, however, a little fudging going on since the surround speakers are actually driven in series by a single amplifier channel (which means both speakers must be hooked up in order for either one to operate). Assuming that the surrounds are identical, the surround-channel power will divide equally into the two speakers, so on a five-channel basis the SA-GX790’s rating would be a still-ample 50 watts each to the surround speakers, which is only 3 dB less than 100 watts per speaker.

But however it is rated, this receiver is more than simply a powerhouse. It also has a well-chosen array of stereo and home theater features. The tuner section, for example, will memorize thirty station presets in any combination of AM and FM frequencies. There are four sound-processing modes in addition to Dolby Pro Logic, and the Pro Logic decoder itself has a Theater mode that the receiver’s manual says “spreads out the sound as actually happens at the theater.”

Inputs and switching are provided for two VCR’s, a laserdisc player, a CD player, one audio-only tape deck, and a moving-magnet phono cartridge. There is one video-monitor output. One of the VCR inputs can be switched between rear- and front-panel connectors, the latter being convenient for temporary hookup of a camcorder.

The left side of the rear panel (as viewed from the back) has a thumb-screw 75-ohm connection for the supplied single-wire FM antenna. A special connector is provided for the supplied AM loop antenna as well as a thumbscrew for a long-wire AM antenna. To the right of these connections are the line-level audio jacks in vertical array. The video connections—all phono jacks for composite-video—are next but, confusingly, they are not directly adjacent to their corresponding audio connections. Read the labeling for this portion of the rear panel very carefully. The speaker connections, in the middle of the panel, are all snap clips best used for stripped wire ends. Next to the speaker connectors is a pair of phono-jack line-level subwoofer outputs. There are two switched AC convenience outlets.

**Dimensions:** 17 inches wide, 6¼ inches high, 13½ inches deep

**Weight:** 22 pounds

**Price:** $500

**Manufacturer:** Technics, Dept. ST, One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094
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The infrared remote control comes preprogrammed to operate many other Technics and Panasonic components. It also carries the operating codes for TV’s, VCR’s, and laserdisc players from other manufacturers. The receiver-only buttons are scattered over the face of the handset, with little differentiation in size, shape, spacing, or feel and none whatsoever in color. Still, the light coloration behind the surround-decoder buttons makes them highly visible in a dark room, a nice touch on an otherwise only serviceable remote.

The manual is not quite as usable, since it confusingly covers five receiver models at the same time and must be supplemented with multipage auxiliary publications detailing the use of the remote and the contents of the on-screen display. That display, by the way, can be too much of a good thing sometimes, since you can’t keep it from turning on and its contents are mostly redundant with the receiver’s front-panel display. Lab measurements showed that the

SA-GX790 follows in the tradition of other Technics receivers we’ve tested recently: average overall FM and Dolby Pro Logic performance combined with distinctly above-average power-amplifier characteristics. The only anomalous result in the FM tests was the high reading for total harmonic distortion plus noise (THD+N) in stereo, which mostly reflects the tuner’s rather high pilot-carrier leakage; true audio-range distortion is probably much lower. The AM frequency response was abominable, as has been the case with essentially every receiver and tuner that Stereo Review has tested in recent years.

Measured Dolby Pro Logic performance was fine except for the surround- and center-channel noise levels, which could use considerable improvement (especially the latter). The high noise also worsened the surround-channel distortion figure, since it is a THD+N measurement. In our listening tests the noise, which was present only during operation of the surround modes, was sometimes distracting when there was little or no signal, depending on the volume setting.

It is in its ample power reserves that the SA-GX790 really scores high. Especially impressive are the stereo-mode figures for clipping power and dynamic power into 4-ohm loads, both of which exceed what we measured for Technics’ first Home THX receiver (the SA-TX1000 in January). And given the high outputs available in surround operation, the SA-GX790 will have enough oomph for the most outrageous movie sound effects in any reasonably sized room, as well as for stereo music recordings with wide dynamic range.

There was one blot on the amplifier section’s performance, however. The frequency response of the front left and right channels flattened out only when the receiver’s bass control was turned down from its center detent to approximately the 11 o’clock position. (This type of error seems so widespread now among A/V receivers as to be almost standard practice.) The deviation, a broad hump starting below 200 Hz that reached about +1 dB at 40 Hz (relative to the level at 1 kHz), was

### AMPLIFIER SECTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measured Value</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 kHz</td>
<td>+10, -11 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 Hz</td>
<td>+9, -11 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 kHz</td>
<td>0.109 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 kHz</td>
<td>0.34 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 kHz</td>
<td>0.61 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 kHz</td>
<td>0.92 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 kHz</td>
<td>1.25 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TONE-COLOR CONTROL RANGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Center</td>
<td>+0.2, -1.4 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>+1.1, -0.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>+1.1, -0.5 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARGINS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>+0.2, -1.4 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>+1.1, -0.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center</td>
<td>+1.1, -0.5 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DOLBY PRO LOGIC PERFORMANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency response</td>
<td>(20 Hz to 20 kHz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center-left</td>
<td>+0.2, -1.4 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center-right</td>
<td>+1.1, -0.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center-center</td>
<td>+1.1, -0.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left-center</td>
<td>+1.1, -0.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right-center</td>
<td>+1.1, -0.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surround-left</td>
<td>+1.1, -0.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surround-right</td>
<td>+1.1, -0.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surround-center</td>
<td>+1.1, -0.5 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CALIBRATION ERROR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bypass</td>
<td>+0.2, -1.4 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center</td>
<td>+1.1, -0.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>+1.1, -0.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>+1.1, -0.5 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CHANNEL SEPARATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left-center</td>
<td>+0.2, -1.4 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center-left</td>
<td>+1.1, -0.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center-right</td>
<td>+1.1, -0.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left-center</td>
<td>+1.1, -0.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left-center</td>
<td>+1.1, -0.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right-center</td>
<td>+1.1, -0.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surround-left</td>
<td>+1.1, -0.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surround-right</td>
<td>+1.1, -0.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surround-center</td>
<td>+1.1, -0.5 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FREQUENCY RESPONSE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>30 Hz to 15 kHz, +0.2, -0.4 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>75 Hz to 2.8 kHz, +1.1, -6 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SUMMARY

The SA-GX790 is a fine receiver, especially for those with a need for high power and output into small speakers. It is not perfect, but it is very good and a definite bargain at its price.
"This Is The Best $199 You Can Spend On Yourself."

**SoundWorks** – our amplified speaker system may well be the most exciting product ever designed by Henry Kloss – and the most affordable. Never before has so much high quality, wide-range, natural, “big” sound come from such a small, affordable system. It is ideal for hundreds of applications.

**SoundWorks** consists of two satellite speakers (app. 3 1/2" x 3 1/2" x 3 1/2") and a compact, subwoofer cabinet that encloses a 4" woofer, a 3-channel amplifier, equalization and crossover electronics, as well as a control panel.

The Satellites.
The small satellites are magnetically shielded so they can be used very close to a TV or computer monitor. They contain a remarkable 2" speaker driver with a long-throw/wide-range design that reproduces high and mid frequencies down to 150 Hz, without the need for a "midrange" driver. **SoundWorks** comes with satellites finished black, or in "computer-beige." They can be used as is, hung on walls using their back-panel slot, used with their mini-stands, or they can be attached to a computer monitor with our velcro kit (supplied).

**"SoundWorks has the most natural musical timbre." The New York Times**

The Subwoofer.
The subwoofer cabinet (a little bigger than a shoe box: 5" x 8" x 9") reproduces only non-directional bass so it can be placed in out-of-the-way places – behind your TV set, under your desk, or in back of furniture. It contains a 3-channel amplifier that's been precisely tailored to match the speaker drivers. Its control panel includes a stereo mini-jack input for connecting to a computer or a portable CD player, a "set and forget" bass level control, and connecting terminals for the satellite speaker wires. It also has an input for a 12 volts – so you can plug SoundWorks into the cigarette lighter in your car or boat!

The Sound.
In terms of frequency range, tonal balance, stereo imaging and overall sound, **SoundWorks** compares very favorably with component music systems costing far more. It just doesn't seem possible that a system so small could produce a sound so "big." But it does.

The Applications.
Because of its small size and price, and because of its magnetically shielded satellites, **SoundWorks** is ideal for use as a multimedia speaker with any computer. It fits easily into smaller rooms – like kitchens, dens, dorms and bedrooms. Its 12-volt capabilities make it perfect for boats, campers and cars. And with our optional carrybag, you can travel with it.

The Price.
You can buy **SoundWorks** direct from Cambridge SoundWorks, for only $199.99. We haven't heard a system anywhere near its price that we think sounds nearly as good.

**$199.99**

Amplified Satellite Speaker System

We Eliminate The Risks.
With our 30-day risk-free home audition, you can listen to **SoundWorks** the right way – in your home, with your music. If you aren't happy, return it within 30 days for a full refund. We even reimburse your original UPS ground shipping charges in the continental U.S.

To Order Factory-Direct, To Get A Free Catalog, Or For Information About Our California & New England Stores, Call:

1-800-FOR-HIFI

Because **SoundWorks** is so compact, and because it works on 110 or 12-volts, it's perfect for cars, RV's and boats. With our optional carrybag ($49.99), it makes an ideal musical traveling companion. You can even play the system while it's in the carrybag.

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS

311 Needham Street, Suite 1020, Newton, MA 02164
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-925-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

© 1995 Cambridge SoundWorks

CIRCLE NO. 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD
TEST REPORTS

present in both two-channel stereo and surround-sound modes. The SA-GX790 is therefore best auditioned in the store with its bass control turned down slightly, and we used that setting for our listening tests.

The separate subwoofer output was very handy, not least because the SA-GX790 supplies it at two jacks even though it is a mono signal. That eliminates the need for a Y-connector to feed both input channels of a subwoofer crossover, a practice recommended to reduce the possibility of picking up interference through an unterminated subwoofer input. On the down side, the subwoofer outputs remain on even when all of the main speaker outputs are turned off and a headphone is plugged in.

The subwoofer outputs are fed from a low-pass crossover filter that rolled off at 12 dB per octave above 100 Hz, which can be a benefit or a drawback depending on your circumstances. It will definitively be an obstacle if your subwoofer needs to operate up to a higher frequency. In that case you should forget the receiver’s dedicated outputs and hook up the subwoofer via speaker-level connections to the main front left and right outputs. Even if your subwoofer requires a lower crossover frequency (say, 80 Hz) and has its own crossover, the receiver’s crossover filter characteristics will still interact with those of the subwoofer’s. That can roll off the response excessively at the desired crossover frequency, which may prove impossible to counteract with the subwoofer’s own controls. Technics probably would have been better off taking the easy (and cheaper) way out by supplying an unfiltered, wideband mono (or, better, stereo) signal at the SA-GX790’s subwoofer outputs.

Measurements of the outputs produced by the receiver’s music-enhancement modes showed that they covered just about every possible variation of what can be done with a single-channel delay line (in this case, the same one used to supply surround-channel delay in Dolby Pro Logic). Depending on the mode selected, the center speaker may or may not be activated and the surround and front left and right speakers may or may not receive a single simulated reflection (derived from either the sum or difference of the two input channels) at the selected delay interval. The receiver makes no attempt at DSP-type simulation of multiple spaced ambient reflections or of the densely packed reflections characteristic of reverberation.

But sometimes less is more. The system Technics has provided has the important advantage of being very easy to use. Select a mode, maybe select a delay interval, maybe adjust the surround-channel level, and that’s it. The results, as usual for simple music-processing systems, depend greatly on the sonic characteristics of the original recording. And, again as usual, feel free both to make adjustments and to ignore the names of the various modes. The mode that may be most suitable for enhancing the recording at hand may not be the one whose name seems most applicable.

Our main reservation about the various surround modes, both music- and movie-oriented, was the higher-than-average noise level in the center and surround channels. In every other respect, however, the sound was just fine once the bass control was adjusted properly. Indeed, you could make a very strong case for considering the SA-GX790 primarily as a good, exceptionally high-power stereo receiver, especially if you aren’t ready to get into home theater or if you will use its surround capabilities only occasionally. You get a lot of muscle for your money with this receiver. And its relative simplicity makes it easier to operate than many of its competitors, which most people will find a significant benefit.

With its well-chosen array of features, the Technics SA-GX790 receiver is more than just a powerhouse.

"...Sweetheart, I do try to understand how hard it is for you being here. At home I set the surround processor as close to the ambience of a prison cell as I can..."
Introducing Ensemble IV.
The Most Affordable Sub/Sat Speaker System Ever By Henry Kloss.

Ensemble IV is an ultra-compact, very affordable subwoofer/satellite speaker system designed by Audio Hall of Fame member Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KLH and Advent). It maintains the precise octave-to-octave tonal balance of our original Ensemble system, which Audio magazine said, "may be the best value in the world." It doesn't have quite the deep bass extension as the original Ensemble, and it won't play as loudly. But in terms of performance for the dollar, we believe it has no serious rival.

The Classic Ensemble Sound.
We believe the single most important factor in designing a musically accurate speaker is tonal balance. A properly designed speaker should not put any extra emphasis on one octave versus another. Henry Kloss spends an extraordinary amount of time "voicing" his speaker designs for precise, octave-to-octave tonal balance. The result is that Ensemble IV has an overall sound very similar to the more expensive members of the Ensemble family. What it sacrifices is the lowest half-octave of deep bass, and power handling capability.

Great Sound, Anywhere.
Ensemble IV's satellite speakers are small enough to fit in the palm of your hand (4" x 4" x 3 5/8"). And its subwoofer is about the size of a shoebox (6 1/2" x 8" x 12"). Since the subwoofer can be put in out-of-the-way places—behind drapes, under furniture—Ensemble IV can fit into any room, no matter how small. It's perfect for use in apartments, dorms, offices, dens, kitchens and bathrooms.

The Subwoofer.
The lowest bass notes are reproduced by Ensemble IV's shoe box-sized subwoofer. It uses a remarkable 5 3/4" bass driver with dual voice coils. The driver is mounted in a true acoustic suspension cabinet. It fires into a second "tuned bandpass" cavity within the cabinet which filters out unwanted higher frequencies. The careful engineering of this design allows Ensemble IV to combine deep bass response with high efficiency. Henry Kloss says, "Ensemble IV is the smallest and most affordable system I can design for use with any amplifier or receiver and still provide deep, really satisfying bass." Since low frequency bass is non-directional, the subwoofer can be hidden behind or under furniture.

Factory-Direct Savings.
Cambridge SoundWorks products are available only direct from us, or through cost-efficient Best Buy stores nationwide. Because of our efficient distribution, you get unbeatable quality and performance for your dollar. After you hear Ensemble IV, we think you'll agree that it sounds as good or better than speakers selling for hundreds more.

We Eliminate The Risks.
Ensemble IV is backed by our 30-day Total Satisfaction Guarantee. Try it in your home, with your music. If you don't like it, return it for a full refund. We even refund your original regular ground UPS shipping charges.
Linn Wakonda Preamplifier

JULIAN HIRSCH • HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

L

inn Products, Limited, of Glasgow, Scotland, is unique among consumer audio manufacturers in several ways. Perhaps its most obvious distinction, though hardly the most important, is in the nomenclature of its products. The name of virtually every Linn component contains at least one letter “K” (in a few cases an “X” is substituted).

Much more significant is the quality of construction and performance built into every Linn product. As I saw on a visit to the ultramodern Linn facility a few years ago, every unit is assembled, checked, and signed off on by a single person (whose name actually appears on the product). This traditional craftsman’s approach contrasts with, and complements, Linn’s fully computerized and automated warehouse, whose robot vehicles deliver parts to the assembly stations in the factory itself.

Over the past ten years, we have tested and reported on seven Linn components, ranging from loudspeakers and turntables to preamplifiers, power amplifiers, and integrated amplifiers. They have all shared the fundamental characteristics of Linn products (in addition to unconventional names): superb construction and distinctive, attractive styling, excellent performance, and prices that, while not shocking by current high-end standards, were well above those of good mass-market components.

Linn says the Wakonda preamplifier is named for the god of an unspecified tribe of American Indians. I suspect that the letter “k” is the principal link between Native American religion and Scottish audio products.

The Wakonda, like several other Linn electronic components, is a compact black box whose front panel has no knobs or other very obvious controls except a rectangular power button. Its other visible features include a small green power pilot light, a headphone jack, and a small display window. Below the display window are six flat control keys, flush with the panel, that are clearly marked to show their functions, including mute (on/off), volume (up/down), input (stepping in either direction through the available inputs), and balance (left/right). These buttons, pressed in combinations, also provide mono/stereo mode switching and independent selection of sources for listening and recording. The volume adjustment is in sixty-one steps, from 0 to 60 (30 is the default level at power-up), and the balance adjustment is in nineteen steps, from +9 to -9, with 0 corresponding to equal gain in both channels. All the control operations are silent both mechanically and electronically.

The Wakonda’s back panel has gold-plated phono-jack inputs for all sources, plus monitor-loop jacks (outputs and inputs) for two tape decks and two parallel pairs of line outputs. On the basic version of the preamplifier, all the inputs are line-level, but the ones normally labeled AUX 2 can be assigned instead to an optional factory-installed phono stage for either moving-magnet or moving-coil cartridges (our test unit had the moving-magnet option).

A few seconds after the Wakonda is turned on, it shows “Cd” and “30” in its display window. You can then set your desired input source and volume level by pressing the appropriate control buttons on the front panel. Alternatively, the supplied wireless remote control can be used for any of the Wakonda’s operating functions (other than switching the power on or off), as well as those of other compatible Linn components.

Like the Majik-I integrated amplifi-

Audio magazine once said our Ensemble* speaker system may be "the best value in the world." And Stereo Review said, "It's hard to imagine going wrong with Ensemble." Dozens of critics and thousands of customers have applauded our Ensemble, Ensemble II and Ensemble III speaker systems. Designed by Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KLH and Advent), they became best sellers by offering quality construction and accurate, wide-range music reproduction — at Factory-Direct prices.

**Ensemble**

Our current Ensemble is an improved version of our original dual-subwoofer/satellite speaker system. It maintains the dual-subwoofer design, which allows for maximum room placement flexibility. Placement of bass and high-frequency speakers in a room (and how those speakers interact with the room) has more influence on the sound quality of a music system than any other system we know of, and are most likely to provide the performance you want in the real world...in your room. Having two, compact subwoofers lets you move them around, experiment, and find that placement that gives you exactly the sound you want. This is one of the reasons Esquire described Ensemble by saying "you get 30 days to return the speakers or keep them, but you'll keep them."

**New Woofer And Tonal Balance Controls.**

Ensemble maintains the tonal balance, frequency range and quality of construction of the original. There are two basic changes.

1. **Ensemble** now uses a new 8" woofer with a very long "throw" for more linear cone excursion and more accurate bass. An integral heat sink provides improved power handling.

2. **Ensemble's** satellite speakers use the same speaker drivers and crossover as the original, but with new midrange and high frequency controls. The mid-range control lets you choose the same output in the key 800-1600 Hz octave as in the original, or you can emphasize it by 2 dB. **Ensemble** satellites have relatively less output in this range to avoid the "boxy" sound of many speakers. This results in an "open" sound on large-scale symphonic works. For small-scaled music, the higher output position proves a "warmer" sound. A three-position high frequency control can subtly increase the system's "airiness," or reduce any tendency towards "edginess."

We believe our Ensemble System competes head-on with speakers selling for hundreds more. Available with black-laminate subwoofers for $629*, or with vinyl-clad subwoofers for $549*.

**Ensemble II**

Ensemble II is an improved version of our best-selling system. It's more affordable than Ensemble because it uses one cabinet for both subwoofer speakers. Ensemble II maintains the tonal balance, frequency range, power handling and construction quality of the original. But its satellite speakers use the same new tonal balance controls as Ensemble's.

Ensemble II also has a new flared subwoofer port. The subwoofer cabinet encloses two 6 1/2" long throw woofers mounted in a sealed "acoustic suspension" chamber. They project into a second chamber fitted with the flared port, which provides smoother airflow, eliminating extraneous noise on strong bass notes.

We think Ensemble II outperforms other speakers in its category, including well-known models for about twice the price. $439*.

**Ensemble III**

Ensemble III is our most compact, most affordable subwoofer/satellite speaker system. Its satellite speakers are only 4 1/2" x 6 1/2" x 3 1/2" and its subwoofer is 8" x 8" x 1 1/2".

Compared to Ensemble II, Ensemble III gives up a little in power handling, low bass range, and efficiency. Unlike the "cube" satellite speakers you'll find in most similarly priced systems, Ensemble III's satellites are two-way speakers. Ensemble III's 6 1/2" woofer uses two voice coils in a cabinet with a flared port for smooth airflow.

With most recordings Ensemble III will sound virtually identical to Ensemble II. It simply won't play as loud. Its construction quality is normally found only in much more expensive speakers. Price, including, Hook-Up Guide and Dolby Surround Guide, is only $329**.

**We Eliminate The Risks.**

All Cambridge SoundWorks speakers are backed by our 30-day Total Satisfaction Guarantee. Try them in your home, with your music. If you don't like them, return them for a full refund. We even refund your original regular ground UPS shipping charges.

To Order Factory-Direct, To Get A Free Catalog, Or For Information About Our California & New England Stores, Call: 1-800-FOR-HIFI

---

*Cambridge SoundWorks, Inc. 311 Needham Street, Suite 1020, Newton, MA 02164

**We Know How To Make Loudspeakers!**

© 1995 Cambridge SoundWorks \* Ensemble is a registered trademark of Cambridge SoundWorks, Inc. 311 Needham Street, Suite 1020, Newton, MA 02164. All Cambridge SoundWorks products are manufactured in the USA. Cambridge SoundWorks is not affiliated with KEF, Advent, or AR.
At Cambridge SoundWorks we make speakers and music systems designed by Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KLH & Advent). We sell them—and components from companies like Sony, Pioneer, Philips, Carver and others—factory-direct, with no expensive middlemen. For example, a Dolby Pro Logic Surround Sound system with Model Six speakers, rear speakers, a Sony Pro Logic receiver and remote is only $747. Call today and find out why Audio magazine said we may have "the best value in the world."

Call toll-free for factory-direct savings. Save hundreds on components and systems from Cambridge SoundWorks, Sony, Pioneer, Philips, Carver and more.

Audio experts will answer your questions before and after you buy, 8AM-Midnight (ET), 365 days a year—even holidays.

30-Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee on all products.

7-Year Parts & Labor Speaker Warranty.

"This is the best $199 you can spend on yourself and your computer."

Bill Machrone
PC Magazine

CIRCLE NO. 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Operation of the Linn Wakonda, despite its unconventional control scheme, was easy and largely intuitive.

Linn's literature refers to the Wakonda's "Brilliant Power Supply" (evidently a switching-mode supply) as being responsible for much of the preamplifier's performance. The most obvious evidence of that in our tests was the extremely low noise level. The Brilliant Power Supply consists mainly of a single cylindrical unit, about 4 inches in diameter and 2 inches high, that apparently houses the power transformer and electronic circuits, leaving a pair of 10,000-microfarad filter capacitors as its principal external components.

The Linn Wakonda is an excellent preamplifier, above reproach in both performance and ease of operation. To use it most effectively, however, you should read its twenty-page operating manual carefully (a good idea with any sophisticated piece of equipment). Once that is absorbed, the Wakonda's operational simplicity relative to most home audio components is both striking and refreshing, yet its versatility would be hard to fault.

Although not inexpensive by any means, the Wakonda is a good value no matter how you look at it—or how you listen to it.
In The Mid ‘70s We Created Home Theater. Now We’ve Created A New Way To Buy It.

The people who work at Cambridge SoundWorks - including our cofounder Henry Kloss (who also founded AR, KLH and Advent) - have been involved with the concept of home theater from the beginning. In 1969 (years before VCRs and cable TV), Henry Kloss founded Advent, the company that introduced the first home theater audio/video systems - complete with big-screen TVs and digital surround sound. We have had an ongoing relationship with the people at Dolby Laboratories, creators of Dolby Surround Sound, since Henry Kloss introduced the first consumer products with Dolby noise reduction over 20 years ago. And now at Cambridge SoundWorks we believe we have set a new price-to-performance standard for home theater component.

Because we sell carefully matched and tested home theater speaker systems Factory-Direct, you can save hundreds of dollars. We believe the products on these pages represent the country's best values in high performance home theater components. Audio critics, and thousands of satisfied customers, agree. Stereo Review said, "Cambridge SoundWorks manufactures loudspeakers that provide exceptional sound quality at affordable prices." Audio suggested that we may have "the best value in the world."

Center Channel Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks manufactures three speakers for use as center channel speakers in Dolby Pro Logic home theater systems. All three are magnetically shielded so they can be placed near a TV or computer monitor. Model Ten-A is a small, affordable two-way speaker: $7999. Center Channel is essentially identical to a Cambridge SoundWorks built-in electronic crossover. Stereo Review said it provides "deep powerful bass...31.5 Hz bass output was obtainable at a room-shaking level...they open the way to having a 'killer' system for an affordable price." $6999.

Our Slave Subwoofer uses the same woofer driver and cabinet, but does not include the amplifier or crossover. It can only be used in conjunction with the Powered Subwoofer. $2999. The new Powered Subwoofer II uses a 120-watt amplifier with an 8" woofer. $5999.

Home Theater Speaker Systems
We have assembled a number of home theater speaker systems that consist of center channel, surround and main stereo speakers. The combination we show here is our best seller. It includes our critically acclaimed Ensemble subwoofer satellite speaker system (with dual subwoofers), our Center Channel Plus and a pair of our best surround speakers, The Surround. You could spend hundreds more than its $1,167 price without improving performance.

For information on other home theater systems - or on any of the products we make and sell - call 1-800-FOR-HIFI for your free color catalog. Thanks.

We Eliminate The Risks.
All Cambridge SoundWorks speakers are backed by our 30-day Total Satisfaction Guarantee. Try them in your home, with your music. If you don't like them, return them for a full refund. We even refund your original regular ground UPS shipping charges.

To Order Factory-Direct, To Get A Free Catalog, Or For Information About Our California & New England Stores, Call: 1-800-FOR-HIFI
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Got up.
Sat in the road cleaning fur.
Heard a car coming.
Great speakers.
Bad brakes.

PIONEER SPEAKERS. Tiny ears ravaged by mites and fleas take notice when you upgrade your car stereo with Pioneer. We make speakers to fit any car you're driving. And they're crafted from a unique blend of materials for lower distortion, higher sensitivity, and the earth-shaking bass you've grown to love. Try them out, and you'll get a clear, powerful sound guaranteed to amaze just about anything that darts in front of your car. Call 1-800-PIioneer for the dealer nearest you.
Rock Solid HCM 1/
PowerBass Speaker System

JULIAN HIRSCH • HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

Rock Solid Sounds is a division of B&W Loudspeakers, long known as a manufacturer of high-quality speaker systems. Sold under the Solid trademark, Rock Solid speakers are designed and engineered in England but manufactured in Japan.

In April 1993 we reviewed the first Rock Solid products, a three-piece configuration consisting of two Solid Monitor satellites and the separate Twin Bass low-frequency module. The Solid Monitor satellites were small, unconventionally styled ported speakers with molded-plastic enclosures whose integral adjustable stands enabled them to be mounted on walls, shelves, or almost any other surface. The Twin Bass module had two small drivers in a dual-cavity vented enclosure, operating below 120 Hz, and was styled to harmonize with the satellites (although it could easily be hidden from view).

The recently introduced Solid HCM 1 appears quite similar to the Solid Monitor, with a 5-inch cone driver and a 1-inch dome tweeter in a black or white plastic vented enclosure. The company says that the HCM 1 was specifically designed for use in home theater systems, however, and to be acoustically compatible with other Rock Solid speakers in such applications, whether it is used as a main (left or right) front or center speaker or as a surround speaker, where the cabinet's versatility in mounting and positioning is especially convenient. Consequently, the HCM 1 speakers are magnetically shielded to allow placement close to a TV set (desirable for the center channel, especially) without picture distortion. The HCM 1’s crossover frequency is given as 3.5 kHz, and its frequency response is specified as 70 Hz to 20 kHz ±3 dB.

The new PowerBass subwoofer adds considerable versatility to the Solid line. Its nearly cubical black vented enclosure (about 1 cubic foot in volume) contains a single 8-inch long-throw driver. The specified -3-dB points of its response are 38 and 95 Hz. The built-in discrete-MOSFET bass amplifier is rated at 70 watts continuous output. On the PowerBass's back panel are stereo pairs of both line- and speaker-level connectors (respectively, phono jacks and spring clips that accept only wire ends) for routing signals from the system amplifier or receiver to the subwoofer. A crossover network in the PowerBass sends frequencies above 95 Hz to the pair of HCM 1's.

In addition to the signal connectors, the PowerBass's rear panel holds a phase-reversal switch and a power switch. The front is covered by a removable molded-plastic grille. At its top center is a small LED (which did not operate on our test unit) to show that the subwoofer is powered and a bass-level adjustment knob. The adjustment is not calibrated, but the installation instructions are quite complete and make it clear that the bass level should be set to suit the user's taste, listening environment, and program material, and that there is no universally applicable "correct" setting. After the adjustment has been made, the knob can be pushed in flush with the grille frame to prevent accidental changes to the bass-level setting.

We measured the satellites and bass module separately. The HCM 1 satellites were placed on stands spaced about 6 feet apart and about 4 feet from any wall. In listening tests the PowerBass was between the two satellites, against a wall.

The room response of the HCM 1 satellites was very much like that of the earlier Solid Monitors. It was exceptionally flat (better than ±2.5 dB from 400 Hz to 20 kHz) and rose slightly to a maximum of about +6 dB between 150 and 200 Hz before returning to the upper-frequency level at about 90 Hz. The output remained useful down to about 70 or 75 Hz.

We measured the PowerBass module's frequency response separately, using close miking to avoid room-boundary effects. Its maximum output was at 63 Hz, with the -6-dB respons...
es at 45 and 110 Hz. It was apparent that the PowerBass output could be combined with the output of the satellites to generate a useful, relatively uniform response (by loudspeaker standards) extending from approximately 40 Hz to 20 kHz, at least in our 300-square-foot listening room.

The PowerBass's measured distortion was reasonably low considering the size of its single driver. At a 90-dB sound-pressure level (SPL) at 1 meter the total harmonic distortion rose from 0.7 percent in the 100-Hz range to 4 percent at 50 Hz, and it was still less than 7 percent at 40 Hz.

The HCM 1 had a minimum impedance of 5 ohms at 60 Hz, 250 Hz, and between 10 and 20 kHz (its nominal rating is 8 ohms). The measured system sensitivity was 90 dB (1 dB better than specified). The drivers are protected against overload by thermal devices, and the system is rated to handle a formidable 150 watts.

Actually, that rating seems quite reasonable. When the PowerBass is pushed too hard in its lower range, the distortion is plainly audible, and no one could possibly overdrive the subwoofer for more than a moment without being aware that the cone suspension had reached its limits. But that happened only rarely in our tests, which are often more demanding than typical program material anyway, and the unit suffered no detectable damage. As for the satellites, we were unable to drive them hard enough (using single-cycle tone bursts) to cause damage. At frequencies from 100 Hz to 10 kHz the amplifier clipped first, at equivalent power outputs of 500 to 750 watts!

In listening tests, the Solid system was as good as most of the speakers we have tested in recent years. At reasonable listening levels (within the capabilities of the system's drivers) it had an unstrained, uncolored sound that would do credit to far more expensive speakers (the Solid system did not seem at all out of place in a comparison with other systems costing several times its price). Although the subwoofer did not rattle the windows or make our ears pop from the pressure, as long as the HCM 1 and PowerBass were within their linear range of operation they provided a believably focused spatial image and a solid, clean bass foundation not often found in systems of this size and price.
Audio Control Rialto Home Theater Equalizer/Crossover

DAVID RANADA • TECHNICAL EDITOR

To be really useful, an equalizer designed primarily for use in a home theater system must possess a number of special features and abilities beyond good electrical performance. Audio Control's very reasonably priced Rialto is the first such product we have tested (or encountered, for that matter), but it turns out to have most of those qualities — some in great abundance.

The main requirement of any home theater equalizer is that it serve every channel in a surround-sound system, something a two-channel stereo equalizer cannot do. The Rialto meets that requirement by providing graphic-equalizer sections for front left and right, center, two surround, and two subwoofer channels (for systems using stereo subs). There are only four sets of sliders, however, because the controls for the front left and right channels, the two surround channels, and the two subwoofer channels are ganged. Moving a slider for any of those pairs alters the frequency responses of both channels simultaneously and equally. Consequently, the Rialto is best used to compensate for basic speaker-response characteristics or for adjusting the frequency balance of program material. In the case of the front left and right channels, ganged controls are actually preferable to independent ones in most cases, since equivalent changes on both sides will not disturb the basic stereo imaging.

It's to Audio Control's credit that the Rialto not only serves every channel but also appropriately tailors its equalization for each. For example, the two-third-octave widths of the front-channel bands are well suited to basic frequency-balance adjustments. They are centered at 160 Hz, 250 Hz, 400 Hz, 630 Hz, 1 kHz, 1.6 kHz, 2.5 kHz, 4 kHz, 6.3 kHz, 10 kHz, and 16 kHz (lower frequencies are handled by the subwoofer section). There are only five surround-channel bands, and they are wider and irregularly spaced over a smaller range (150 Hz, 300 Hz, 700 Hz, 2.5 kHz, and 12 kHz), as befits the more restricted bandwidth normally handled by the surround speakers.

Only in the bass region can the Rialto be considered a room equalizer: Its subwoofer bands are one-third-octave apart, centered at 25, 32, 40, 50, 63, 80, and 100 Hz. Such tight spacing is necessary for an equalizer to have any chance of compensating for room-resonance effects, which are more of a problem in the bass than in any other frequency range.

The Rialto doesn't stop there, however. It also contains a stereo low-pass subwoofer crossover that is automatically engaged when the signal for the subwoofer section is provided by the front-channel inputs. (The subwoofer section also has its own separate stereo inputs that bypass the low-pass crossover on the assumption that these inputs will be fed from a surround processor — such as a Home THX controller or a Dolby AC-3 decoder — that has already excluded high frequencies from the subwoofer feed.)

The Rialto's subwoofer crossover is a 24-dB-per-octave Linkwitz-Riley design that is factory-set at 90 Hz. You can, however, change the cutoff frequency by means of plug-in modules that you can get from your dealer or even solder together yourself from easily obtainable parts (Audio Control will supply you with the details).

Also user-adjustable, again with plug-in modules, are the PFM (Programmable Frequency Match) high-
In a twelve amplifier comparison test Video Magazine ranked the Acurus A150 amplifier number one. The Acurus received an A grade in both Sound Quality and Construction! "More importantly, this amp delivered tons of punch—significantly more than I expected from a '150-watt' amp. The sound had outstanding dynamic outlines and impact, trap drums and big bass events were impressively rendered. There was also an open, highly detailed, but never harsh character to the sound, with notable depth and 'space'." — Dan Kumin, Video Magazine
pass filters that are switched in via the front-panel infrasonic ("subsonic") filter button. Operating on the front left and right and subwoofer channels, these 18-dB-per-octave filters are intended to "protect your sub from... subsonic scourges," as the easy-to-read manual vividly puts it. The factory setting for all the PFM filters is 25 Hz, but their cutoff frequencies actually measured somewhat higher (-3 dB at 30 Hz). If your subwoofer is easily capable of providing very deep bass (20 Hz), you might consider changing the subwoofer-channel PFM filters to a lower frequency (around 18 Hz). More significantly, you might also consider inverting the subwoofer-channel PFM filters to increase apparent loudspeaker separation (but use it only if your front stereo pair is really too close together).

The Rialto performed very well on the test bench. With all the equalizer controls at their center detents, frequency response was within ±0.2 dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Even the subwoofer channels, when fed through the separate subwoofer inputs, had this wide and flat response. Distortion with a 0.5-volt input was far below audiability throughout the audio range (less than 0.0055 percent) with the controls centered, and it remained below audible levels as long as neither the inputs nor the outputs were overdriven. Maximum output before clipping was approximately 7 volts, more than enough to drive any connected power amplifiers to full output. Maximum input depends on the setting of the rear-panel input-gain control and on the settings of the equalizer sliders, each of which can provide between 11 and 12 dB of boost or cut at the indicated frequency. Input clipping occurred at 1.8 volts at high gain, 7.5 volts at low gain with the sliders centered. A-weighted signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), referred to a standard 0.5-volt output with the output level controls turned fully up, was a very good 92 dB, which translates to an even more CD-like 104 dB when referred to a 2-volt output.

I used the Rialto to equalize a fairly good home theater speaker system we tested recently for flattest obtainable response. The results varied. The sound of the surrounds could be greatly improved but not brought to anything near flat response because of the speakers' basic pre-equalization response. The Rialto cannot transmute lead into gold. The post-equalization response of the left and right front speakers was markedly improved — a one-and-a-half-octave midrange dip was substantially filled in — though smaller response ripples remained, exacerbated by the small ripples that the equalizer introduced when sliders for adjacent bands were moved even slightly (around 3 dB) in the same direction. The match between the front left/right speakers and a nonidentical center speaker could also be greatly improved (do the left/right speakers first, then the center).

A s for the subwoofer, considerable lumpiness remained in the final corrected curve because of interactions between the Rialto's one-third-octave bands. But I was able to reduce a nasty room-resonance peak between 40 and 50 Hz by some 4 to 5 dB, a substantial improvement.

Mind you, these improvements took about 1½ hours of steady adjustments with the aid of pink noise from a test CD, a one-third-octave spectrum analyzer, and a measurement microphone, and they also required moving the subwoofer around somewhat to find a more equalizable location for it. The Rialto's manual does not stress enough the value of instrumented feedback to monitor progress. I wouldn't take any of the manual's sample curves as a starting point; they all sound wretched with even a moderately good set of speakers. Nor would I put in a bass boost as large as the one shown in the manual's "house curve." And, except for the subwoofer controls, it should not be necessary to adjust any band, much less any group of bands, by more than 6 dB unless the performance of the speakers involved is substandard to begin with.

Unless you are already very experienced at equalization, you cannot expect to do a good job of correcting room or speaker response problems without some instrumentation, if only a good sound-level meter and a CD containing appropriate test signals. The manual mentions the use of a portable spectrum analyzer, such as Audio Control's own SA-3050A, and if you have access to such devices I heartily urge you to take advantage of them. If the assistance of someone trained in their application is also available, so much the better. I can only paraphrase the American Dental Association's standard toothpaste endorsement: "The Audio Control Rialto has been shown to be an effective response-improving component that can be of significant value when used as directed in a conscientiously applied program of sonic hygiene and regular professional care."

**Using the one-third-octave bands of the Audio Control Rialto's subwoofer section, I was able to reduce a nasty room-resonance peak between 40 and 50 Hz by some 4 to 5 dB, a substantial improvement.**
There's a sense of individualism, overflowing intelligence, total power, and you haven't even turned it on yet.

The Elite® VSX-99 is the most innovative receiver ever created. An audio/video receiver designed with one goal: to give you the most realistic theater sound possible. With the touch of a button, your entire system comes alive with Dolby® Surround AC-3™.

AC-3 gives your ear the distinct pleasure of hearing six independent digital signals. And duplicates for your home the thrilling performance of digital surround sound which, until now, was heard exclusively in top theaters. The Accurate Imaging System consistently distributes 100 watts to each channel, all with discrete amplifiers, delivering the full bandwidth (20Hz to 20kHz) provided by AC-3. And the Intelligent System Control brings the operation of all your components, including those of other brands, to your fingertips.

All this at the heart of your audio/video system, giving you the most uncompromising sound quality possible, as you would expect only from Elite. For the Elite dealer nearest you, call 1-800-746-6337.

Boston Acoustics Lynnfield VR Home Theater Loudspeaker System

DAVID RANADA • TECHNICAL EDITOR

Boston Acoustics' Lynnfield VR home theater loudspeaker series incorporates processes, materials, and design approaches developed for the company's Lynnfield series of high-end stereo speakers. As of this writing, the VR line comprises six models: three floor-standing main (left/right) front speakers, a center-channel speaker, a quasi-dipole surround speaker, and a powered subwoofer. The system we put together combines the smallest and least expensive of the three main speakers with the subwoofer and the center and surround speakers.

Most prominent of the VR line's Lynnfield derivatives is perhaps the tweeter used in both the VR20 main speakers ($550 a pair) and the VR12 center speaker ($400 each). It has a 1-inch dome diaphragm made from pure aluminum for better dispersion and heat dissipation. Curving in front of the dome is the unique AMD (Amplitude Modification Device), an acoustical filter tuned to attenuate specific frequencies emitted by the dome for flatter overall response. As the photo shows, the tweeter is placed as close as possible to the VR20's ported 7-inch woofer cone in order to simulate a point source more closely.

A less obvious Lynnfield-series derivative is the thickness of the VR20's cabinetry (1 inch for the front panel, 3/4 inch elsewhere) and the superior quality claimed for its wood (particleboard from Boise Cascade). Outer surfaces of the cabinet are available in either cherry or black ash vinyl veneers. The VR20 enclosure measures 32 1/2 x 8 1/4 x 12 inches, making it the shortest of the three floor-standing VR speakers. Crossover frequency is given as 3.3 kHz, nominal impedance as 8 ohms, and sensitivity as 89 dB sound-pressure level (SPL).

Center-channel duties for the VR line are handled by the magnetically shielded VR12, which has an unusual driver layout designed to optimize the horizontally oriented speaker's dispersion. Its 4 1/2-inch copolymer-cone midrange driver and 1-inch VR tweeter are mounted in vertical alignment in the center of the front panel. They are flanked by two 6 1/2-inch woofers operating in a sealed enclosure. The vertical mounting of the midrange and high-frequency drivers is said to provide wide and uniform horizontal dispersion at the frequencies most important for creating a solid sonic image. Crossover frequencies are 500 Hz and 3.3 kHz. Rated nominal impedance is 8 ohms.

As center-channel speakers go, the VR12 is quite large. Measuring 8 3/4 x 25 x 8 1/2 inches and weighing 30 pounds, it will fit comfortably only on top of TV's with screens of 25 inches or larger. Placing it below the screen is feasible with smaller sets, in which case you might want to orient it so that the tweeter is near the bottom of the set in order to aim the prime listening axis upward.

In contrast to the VR12, the VRS surround speakers ($350 per pair) are rather small, measuring only 10 3/4 x 4 1/2 x 6 inches. Each contains three drivers, two 2 1/2-inch cone drivers mounted back to back, operating in quasi-dipole mode, and a single 4 1/2-inch woofer mounted on the front-facing side of the cabinet. Crossover frequency is 350 Hz, and rated nominal impedance is 8 ohms. Sensitivity is given as 85 dB SPL.

The VRS's are easily wall-mountable because they come with mounting brackets and weigh only 6 pounds each. Black or white finishes are available, but the VRS manual gives simple instructions for painting the cabinets and the removable grilles.

The VR500 powered subwoofer ($600) is a black ash vinyl-veneered box that is almost cube shaped (15 3/4 x 15 3/4 x 15 3/4 inches) and weighs 40 pounds. On the front are a 10-inch magnetically shielded woofer and a low-turbulence vent. On the rear are the heat sink for the internal 100-watt amplifier as well as the connection jacks, a phase-reversal switch, and an auto-on power control. Inputs can be either line-level via phono-jack connections or speaker-level via five-way binding posts. For convenience in running speaker cables, the VR500 also has output binding posts wired directly in parallel with the speaker-level inputs. The input low-pass crossover to
the subwoofer amp has a slope of 24 dB per octave and a cutoff frequency that can be varied between 50 and 100 Hz. If you use the line-level inputs, the crossover also provides line-level outputs with high-pass filters that remove frequencies below 100 Hz at a rate of 12 dB per octave; these outputs can be run back to the power amplifier for the front left and right speakers in a system with appropriate pre-out/main-in connections.

Setup was easy, thanks in no small part to the manuals — especially the one provided with the VR500, which is quite the best subwoofer manual I've encountered. It covers in exhaustive, well-illustrated detail the various hookup options the VR500 provides. I tried two of them, both at line level. The first was the loop-back hookup described above, in which the crossover's high-pass-filtered outputs were used to feed the VR20 front speakers. The other setup, probably more common, just ran the subwoofer directly from a receiver's mono subwoofer output with no loop-back connections. Contrary to expectation, the direct hookup yielded a smoother blend with the main speakers in our listening room. In another room, though, or with other main speakers, the loop-back connection might provide superior results.

Despite their small size, the VRS surrounds did well, although material with substantial high bass in the surround channel may come off a little better on topnotch surround speakers (such as Home THX models). But if you've hooked up and adjusted the subwoofer correctly, you won't really notice, because there will be enough bass energy from it floating around your listening room.

The VR20's were very good but not completely neutral-sounding main speakers. They had a slight forwardness — even aggressiveness — that was evident on classical strings and even more so on typical pop vocals. The source of this characteristic was not difficult to find in our one-third-octave response plots made from seated-ear height, which is quite a bit above a frontal on-axis position. They showed an approximately 2-dB elevation from 3 to 16 kHz following an approximately 2-dB dip (with some ripples) from 1 to 3 kHz. So while the VR20's overall response could be characterized as a rather flat ±2 dB from below 100 Hz to above 16 kHz, what amounts to a substantial midrange dip lent a far more distinctive quality to the speaker's sound than, say, a simple 4-dB downward tilt from 1 to 20 kHz.

I suggest three ways to reduce the VR20's borderline harshness. An octave-band equalizer would do the trick provided it has suitably placed bands. A slight downward twist of a treble control might also suffice, provided the control has the necessary "shelving" response. Perhaps the simplest approach, however, is to aim the speakers so that you are listening from about 30 degrees off-axis. That's very easy to achieve since it will occur automatically if you use the conventional equilateral-triangle setup (speakers at two of the three apexes, listener at the third) and point the speakers directly forward instead of toeing them in toward the listening position. The speaker's naturally diminished high-frequency output off-axis will partially tame the response plateau between 3 and 16 kHz, especially if your listening room isn't filled with highly reflective surfaces. When so situated in our well-damped listening room, the VR20's sounded much less colored on music and soundtracks and still produced superb imaging in stereo, though the speakers' shortness tended to place the sonic stage somewhat below ear level.

In principle, it is difficult to match the sounds of two-way and three-way speaker systems even if their driver complements are not completely different. This proved to be the case with the three-way VR12 and the two-way VR20's, which have in common only the VR tweeter. The two models had distinctly different measured frequency responses: The VR12 had a response dip that started higher, around 2 kHz, and ended higher, at around 6 kHz. That gave a welcome clarity to soundtrack dialogue but also a slight, not-easily-tamable edginess to surround-encoded music CD's.

The difference in the measurements came as no surprise, since panning pink noise across the front speakers evoked a distinct change in timbre as the sound passed through the center position, especially when I listened to the VR20's from 30 degrees off-axis, as outlined above. But my panned-noise test is probably unrealistically severe. When I played typical soundtracks, the difference in tonal balance was not very obvious, mainly because film soundtracks hardly ever contain sounds that move so slowly and that could also reasonably be expected not to change at all in the process. As claimed, the VR12 exhibited very good horizontal dispersion, both by ear and by measurement, as you'd expect from a loudspeaker with all drivers in vertical array.

The VR500 subwoofer turned out to be my favorite component in the system. Its relatively small size should facilitate out-of-sight placement. The only problem I encountered during setup was that its rubber feet hindered sliding it around on a carpeted floor to find the best location, but you can get around that (as I did) by sliding it on its side instead.

Close-miked spectrum analysis of the VR500's output when playing pink noise showed that its crossover-frequency control operated as specified. Using sine-wave sweeps, I determined that it could deliver usable output down to around 25 Hz with very little audible distortion or vent noise when playing music at reasonable levels. Even when driven to unreasonable levels by movie sound effects, the VR500 never gave any sign of distress audible above the sound emitted from the main speakers. This is a very good powered subwoofer.

The rest of the Lynnfield VR system I evaluated almost reached the subwoofer's performance level, particularly the VR20's when they were oriented for flattest response at the listening position. I urge you to explore these speakers as well as the two larger floor-standing VR models. There's probably a combination you'll like somewhere in this series.

Boston Acoustics, Dept. SR, 70 Broadway, Lynnfield, MA 01940
For a moment, flash back to 1975. Philips, Sony, and other manufacturers were actively experimenting with digital audio discs. It seemed natural that the new technology would mimic the reigning audio playback champion, the LP record, in one vital respect. The prototype digital audio discs were also 12 inches in diameter. More than 48 hours of digitally coded music could be placed onto one disc. Many engineers felt that such a large capacity would be a great asset. But Philips director Lou Ottens, who had helped develop the compact cassette in the 1960's, saw that 48 hours was useless from a marketing standpoint and that a smaller disc would be much more convenient. So the compact disc was eventually standardized at 12 centimeters, or about 4¾ inches.

Today, twenty years later, we find that while everyone agrees that the CD's playing time of 74 minutes or so is sufficient for all but a few applications, many people want longer total playing times—not a single disc of 7 hours or so, but the ability to sequence five or six different discs, for example, or to pick and choose from various tracks. In other words, many people prefer CD changers. Fortunately, CD changers can be made without the performance compromises that afflicted record changers and thus can offer all the fidelity of a single-play model.

In our world of supply and demand, what the market wants, the market gets. Manufacturers have developed a variety of different changer types to suit every taste. Some changers load their discs via cartridges, or "magazines," some changers whirl them around on carousels, and other changers, well...swallow them. Very generally, carousel changers are probably...
WE TEST SEVEN HIGH-PERFORMANCE CD CHANGERS

BY KEN C. POHLMANN

The most convenient to use: You simply open the drawer and drop the discs onto the platter, taking reasonable care to center them in their wells, or cutouts. Getting to a particular disc well requires nothing more complicated than pushing buttons to spin the platter to the desired location. Cartridge changers, on the other hand, require you to load discs into a magazine — an operation that is tedious at best. Still, many cars use cartridge CD players (carousels are too big, and they keep the discs not actually playing in place by force of gravity), so it may be convenient to use a cartridge changer in both home and car. (Because different manufacturers may use different cartridge designs, be careful to buy compatible models.) And another kind of CD changer has recently appeared in which discs are loaded individually by means of a conventional-looking tray, and the changer worries about the fine points of storing them internally.

Which type is best? It's probably impossible to come up with a universally applicable answer to that question — too much personal preference is involved. But to help you in answering it for yourself, we evaluated a cross section of current changer designs — seven models based on various types of mechanisms, ranging in price from a little over $300 to a little under $600. Four are carousel changers: the Harman Kardon FL8450, Marantz CC-65SE, Sony CDP-CA8ES, and Technics SL-PD1010. Representing the cartridge category are the JVC XL-M417TN and Pioneer PD-M59, and there is one self-loading changer, the Nakamichi MB-2s.

All of the changers offer such features as direct track and disc access, wireless remote control, and the ability to program a playback sequence of tracks from multiple discs. In addition, all except the JVC provide digital output jacks, an important feature if you want to connect the changer to an external D/A converter or if you want to make direct digital copies from CD to a digital recorder. (Digital connections can be either optical or coaxial, so make sure that the output on any player you choose matches the input you want to attach it to.)

Several of the changers have unique features, however, which could spell the difference in an otherwise tough decision. And there are some instances of poor ergonomics (that means you pay for features but wind up not using them because it's too hard to make...
CHANGER CHALLENGE

We don't know exactly which features and foul-ups will be most important to you, but we can say — after poking and prodding, testing and listening — that there are clear differences among these seven changers.

Harman Kardon FL8450 ($379)

The Harman Kardon FL8450's simple styling could be interpreted as nice and streamlined or plain and boring, depending on your point of view. As with other carousels, its wide loading drawer could lead you to mistake it for a laserdisc player at first glance. The FL8450 loads five discs on its platter, which when opened extends a full 10 inches so that four disc wells are fully exposed; the fifth can be dialed up by pressing the Disc Skip button. All edges in the vicinity of the platter are nicely rounded to avoid any possibility of scratching a disc. When the drawer is closed the changer searches the wells to ascertain which are loaded. You can choose a specific disc for playback by pressing its corresponding Disc Select button. Once a disc is playing, you can still open the drawer to load or unload other discs without interrupting the music — a great feature that has lately become almost standard on carousels. We were a little surprised in this case, however, to find that pressing stop and opening the drawer did not automatically rotate the halted disc out of the playing position; you have to hit the Disc Skip button to get at it.

Other features include the usual transport controls, track and disc repeat, random play of tracks on one disc or across all discs, track and disc intro playback, and a headphone jack with a volume control. The changer lets you program playback sequences for as many as thirty-two tracks. You can select each desired disc and track, building the sequence one track at a time, then you can review the sequence. Or, conveniently, you can use a Delete button to omit specific tracks or discs. Home recordists will appreciate the ability to automatically or manually sequence as many as thirty or thirty-two tracks, respectively, from the current disc for recording to a tape of specified duration. In the automatic edit mode, you select a duration with the Tape Size button, and the changer determines which tracks can be fit onto each tape side. In the manual edit mode, you choose the tracks yourself, and the changer will warn you if a track won't fit in the time remaining. Either way, the FL8450 automatically inserts a 4-second pause between tracks so that the search mechanisms on cassette decks can more reliably find selections.

A blue fluorescent display provides disc, track, and time information as well as other status indicators. The wireless remote duplicates all of the primary front-panel controls and adds a ten-button keypad, A-B repeat, and an on/off/dim switch for the front-panel display. Around back, the FL8450 sports fixed-level analog outputs, an optical digital output, and remote in/outs for wired control interaction with other Harman Kardon equipment.

The FL8450 performed consistently well on the test bench, with none of the measurements outstandingly good or bad. As with most CD players, frequency response was flat to within a small fraction of a decibel and distortion was below a hundredth of a percent at full output. The linearity error of the digital-to-analog (D/A) converter measured +1.7 dB at −90 dB, which is acceptable but not great performance. As with most midprice CD players, the FL8450's overall electrical performance should be more than sufficient for downstream reproducing equipment, as our critical listening tests confirmed. The only weakness we found was that the player skipped when it was mildly jolted either on the top or sides.

JVC XL-M417TN ($330)

Very much the maverick of the group, the JVC XL-M417TN differs from the other changers in color, styling, and features. For some, its silver-gray finish will be a welcome relief from the somber black typical of modern audio components. The thin white letters used to label the front-panel controls are not particularly legible against the silver faceplate, however. The front panel is dominated by a large jog wheel surrounded by curved buttons, giving this changer a very distinctive look.

The XL-M417TN also distinguishes itself by providing a choice of loading methods, accepting not only a six-disc cartridge (compatible with JVC's car changers) but also a single disc in a conventional loading drawer. That means you don't have to keep all your
CD’s in cartridges or load any disc you happen to want to hear into a cartridge before you can play it — a major convenience. I found this feature particularly appealing because the cartridge itself employs my least-favorite design, with individual plastic leaves that must be completely withdrawn from the housing to load discs. Moreover, the cartridge is not labeled as to which leaf corresponds to which disc number (the bottom tray holds Disc 1).

The XL-M417 provides all the standard transport-control features as well as track and disc repeat, track and disc random playback, intro-scan, and thirty-two-track programming; many of these features are available only via the wireless remote, however, and there is no headphone jack. The jog wheel plays a number of useful roles. It can be used to skip quickly from one track to another (in either direction from the current track) — an absolutely great feature. And in conjunction with the title-input button, it can be used to enter alphanumeric titles when the changer is in its magazine-memory mode.

With magazine memory, you can identify individual cartridges as A through H and the discs within each of those cartridges as 1 through 6. The real utility of the feature, however, lies in the ability to give each disc an eight-character title, using the jog wheel to scroll through the alphabet. Whenever you play a titled disc, the name will appear in the changer’s amber front-panel display. And you can search for a disc, to locate which cartridge and tray it is in, by entering its title with the jog wheel or simply by scrolling through the memorized disc titles with the jog wheel. As you go, all the information will appear in the display, which was quite legible even though it’s not my favorite color.

On the back panel are standard line-level analog outputs and input jacks for JVC’s CompuLink system. CompuLink enables compatible JVC components to communicate with each other, providing such capabilities as automatic input switching and synchronized recording from CD player to tape deck. Alone in this group, the XL-M417TN did not have a digital audio output jack, which I consider an unfortunate design decision. The wireless remote duplicates front-panel features and adds several buttons needed for track-sequence programming.

On the test bench, the XL-M417TN registered a D/A linearity error of just -0.07 dB at -90 dB, the best in the group. Other electrical measurements were also quite good, and critical listening did not turn up anything inconsistent with those results. In addition, the changer successfully tracked a 4,000-micrometer disc defect, tying for best performance in this category, and exhibited very good impact resistance.

Marantz CC-65SE (5500)

The Marantz CC-65SE is an impressive-looking five-disc carousel changer, presenting a glossy black front-panel adorned with several spiffy gold-plated buttons. Its large drawer opens to reveal three disc wells, and pressing the load button (handily located on the drawer) rotates the carousel to expose the other two. Conveniently, the right-most well is always designated the “preferred position,” so that when you load a disc there and press the drawer-mounted quick-play button that disc starts playing immediately. Unloading requires more effort, however, since the load button must be used to rotate the platter to retrieve the disc. The feature could be improved if the preferred-position disc were made to rotate out to the loading position when the drawer opened, which would make single-disc playback just as easy as with a single-disc player. You can load and unload discs from the carousel without interrupting one already playing. Better still, if you hit the load button while the drawer is open, the current disc is unloaded while the drawer remains open — you don’t have to close the drawer, stop playback, and open it again. Overall, the CC-65SE’s ergonomics are very good.

The CC-65SE provides the usual features plus such extras as track and disc repeat, track intro-scan for one or all discs, random track and disc playback, repeat track and disc, and a headphone jack and level control. You can program sequences of as many as thirty tracks from any or all of the loaded discs. Several features are devoted to recording. You can fade the analog output in and out, and there is a peak-search function that fast-scans through a CD, then displays the track and time of the loudest passage on the disc and plays it repeatedly while you set the levels on your recorder — cool! A function Marantz calls Edit-Normal helps you select tracks to fit onto a tape side, or you can use the mode Marantz calls Edit-Optimal, in which the changer optimizes the track sequence to fill as much of a tape side as possible without overrun. You can select from a number of common cassette durations.

The changer’s blue fluorescent display provides full alphanumeric information and status indicators, and a disc map shows how the changer is loaded. The supplied remote is unique in that it is two-sided: One side contains the bare-bones CD controls and a volume control, and the other adds buttons for features of other Marantz audio/video components. Its housing enables you to pick one side while concealing the other side. Very nifty.

The back of the CC-65SE has fixed-level analog outputs, a coaxial digital output, and remote-control in/out jacks. The player incorporates a newly developed Philips Bitstream D/A converter that uses single-bit pulse-density-modulation (PDM) conversion in combination with multibit conversion for the critical most significant bit (MSB). Downstream analog components include audiophile-grade op-amps and capacitors. Most of the digital audio circuitry inside the CC-65SE is built around the same integrated-cir-
circuit chips used in single-play Marantz CD players. We encountered no problems with the CC-65SE on the test bench. Its D/A converter exhibited no linearity error down to -70 dB and only a tiny deviation at -90 dB. Other electrical measurements were also quite competitive. The disc change time of 7 seconds tied for first place, perhaps because the platter is designed to rotate bidirectionally for faster access.

**Nakamichi MB-2s ($599)**

The Nakamichi MB-2s uses neither a carousel nor a cartridge. Instead, it employs the company's proprietary Music Bank mechanism to swallow as many as seven discs. Inside, discs are loaded into a kind of elevator that raises and lowers them in relation to the disc transport. Each time you load a disc you press one of seven disc buttons to tell the player which slot to put it into. Those same buttons are used to select CD's for playback (the changer's front-panel display shows which elevator slots contain discs) and to unload discs. Although discs must be loaded individually, the mechanism is quite speedy, and any delay is mitigated by the charm of watching the changer do its thing. The Music Bank is a great system, combining many of the appealing characteristics of both changer and single-play designs.

The MB-2s provides all the standard transport controls, as well as track and disc repeat and track and disc random playback. Sequences of as many as fifty tracks can be programmed for playback. Conveniently, all of the tracks on a disc can be included in a programmed sequence with a single-button operation (and will then occupy only one space in the fifty-track memory). Programming and other specialized functions are available only through the supplied remote control; the changer's front panel contains only transport and disc-selection controls, along with a headphone jack and level control. A somewhat dim amber display provides alphanumeric information and status indicators.

Around back, the MB-2s provides line-level analog outputs and a coaxial digital output that can be switched on or off. There is also a socket for connecting the changer to other Nakamichi components for synchronized recording and other control functions. The MB-2s was not as strong on the test bench as the other changers in this group. Its dynamic range ranked last by a small margin, and its total harmonic distortion plus noise (THD+N) measured 0.11 percent at full output, the highest in the group and high by CD standards generally, though still acceptable. The PD-M59 is very user-friendly. For example, it automatically turns on when a cartridge is loaded, and a demo mode (engaged by pressing the power-on and reverse track-skip buttons simultaneously) runs the display through a cute light show. The changer provides all the usual controls as well as track and disc repeat, track and disc random playback, and track intro-scan. There is also a headphone jack and a level control. An ADLC (automatic digital level control) button engages an output-normalization circuit that makes playback levels consistent — useful, for example, when you are randomly playing tracks from a variety of discs recorded at somewhat different average levels.

You can program sequences of up to thirty-two tracks, and you can insert a pause in the sequence, which is useful for stopping playback to allow a side change when making a tape. There is also a delete option that enables you to prevent specific tracks or discs from being played. An editing program enables you to enter a tape duration to which the changer automatically fits a series of tracks, complete with a side-break pause (and fade-out if you like). The changer gives you a selection of preset tape lengths, or you can enter a specific length manually. You can also set playback to begin with a fade-in from any point of your choosing. Finally, a Music Type button enables you to store category labels (Pop, Rock, Jazz, Dance, Class, or Other) for as many as ten cartridges. I assume that my vast collection of accordion

**Pioneer PD-M59 ($330)**

By any standard, this is one handsome CD changer. Like other Elite series Pioneer components, the PD-M59 boasts a high-gloss black finish that invariably reminds me of a new Steinway piano. A few touches of gold complete the striking decor. Like other Pioneer CD-only changers, the PD-M59 uses a six-disc cartridge with plastic trays that are hinged on one side so that they swing out for loading and unloading — far preferable to the loose trays used in some changers, since you can't drop them or load them in crooked. The loading order also seems intuitively correct, with Disc 1 going in the top tray. On the other hand, discs must be loaded with the label side down, which is a drag. Overall, the cartridge design is good but not great. If you have a Pioneer CD changer in your car, cartridges for the PD-M59 are compatible.

The PD-M59 is very user-friendly. For example, it automatically turns on when a cartridge is loaded, and a demo mode (engaged by pressing the power-on and reverse track-skip buttons simultaneously) runs the display through a cute light show. The changer provides all the usual controls as well as track and disc repeat, track and disc random playback, and track intro-scan. There is also a headphone jack and a level control. An ADLC (automatic digital level control) button engages an output-normalization circuit that makes playback levels consistent — useful, for example, when you are randomly playing tracks from a variety of discs recorded at somewhat different average levels.

You can program sequences of up to thirty-two tracks, and you can insert a pause in the sequence, which is useful for stopping playback to allow a side change when making a tape. There is also a delete option that enables you to prevent specific tracks or discs from being played. An editing program enables you to enter a tape duration to which the changer automatically fits a series of tracks, complete with a side-break pause (and fade-out if you like). The changer gives you a selection of preset tape lengths, or you can enter a specific length manually. You can also set playback to begin with a fade-in from any point of your choosing. Finally, a Music Type button enables you to store category labels (Pop, Rock, Jazz, Dance, Class, or Other) for as many as ten cartridges. I assume that my vast collection of accordion...
music would fall into the “Other” category. An amber display provides full alphanumeric readouts and other status indicators.

Around back, the PD-M59 has line-level analog outputs, an optical digital output, and special input and output jacks that can be used to connect the changer to other Pioneer components for synchronous recording and interactive control. An infrared remote control duplicates the front-panel buttons and adds a few special-purpose programming buttons, such as Check and Clear.

The PD-M59 served up a surprise on the test bench. Whereas most contemporary digital audio components have frequency responses flatter than a motel carpet, the PD-M59’s was down 3.2 dB at 20 kHz! We have seen similar treble rolloffs, though not quite so severe, in other Pioneer players incorporating the company’s Legato Link D/A converters. It is almost certainly intentional on Pioneer’s part, as it is probably easier today to provide flat response than nonflat. Perhaps the design engineers feel that the high-frequency rolloff will yield subjectively “smoother” sound. To my ears, it simply sounded dull (I first noticed it in listening tests, before I had performed any measurements). I do not care for digital playback devices that, intentionally or not, monkey around with the frequency response of the reproduced signal, particularly when there is no means for the user to choose. On the brighter side (pardon the pun), the PD-M59 turned in the best dynamic-range measurement of the group.

**Sony CDP-CA8ES ($500)**

A five-disc carousel, the Sony CDP-CA8ES had perhaps the most conservative styling in the group, with a black, brushed-aluminum front panel, small buttons, and a bright blue fluorescent display. Overall, its appearance suggests solidity and reliability. When the carousel drawer is opened, it extends a scant 6 inches, allowing full access to one disc well (with a little difficulty, two other discs can be sneaked into adjacent wells). A disc-skip button rotates the platter clockwise one well at a time so that additional discs can be loaded. It is possible that this drawer design is sturdier than others, but a price is certainly paid for it in terms of convenience. If only one disc is loaded, opening the drawer automatically spins the platter so that the disc is in position to be unloaded. If several discs are loaded, playback begins automatically with the disc that is in the front position. Pressing the Exchange button enables you to load or unload other discs while the current one continues to play; otherwise, playback halts whenever the drawer is opened.

In addition to standard transport controls, the CDP-CA8ES provides track and disc repeat, track and disc random playback, a headphone jack and level control, and sequence programming for as many as thirty-two tracks. You can insert a pause in a programmed sequence (counting as one of the thirty-two programmed items) to give you time to turn over a tape when recording. The player does not provide any automatic fit-to-tape-length program. Tracks can be faded in or out when using the analog outputs, with the fade duration adjustable from 2 to 10 seconds (default is 5 seconds).

Sony’s Custom File system lets you store four different kinds of disc information that will be recalled automatically whenever the disc is played again (the information is lost if the player isn’t used for a month, however). Music Clip groups tracks into as many as four groups of sequences that can be individually selected when a disc is played. Disc Memo stores labels up to ten characters long. The Delete Bank keeps tabs on which tracks you don’t want to hear, so that the changer will automatically skip them on playback. And the Level File stores a specific playback level (at the changer’s variable-level line outputs) for each Custom File CD and automatically sets it when playing the disc back. Custom File can hold information for as many as 172 discs.

Around back, the CDP-CA8ES provides both fixed and variable line-level analog outputs, an optical digital output, and a control-bus socket for interaction with other Sony components. The supplied remote has forty-five buttons that duplicate the front-panel controls and add an expanded keypad. In addition, the remote has features such as intro-scan and buttons to check and clear track-sequence programming.

**The CDP-CA8ES was quite impressive on the test bench, achieving the flattest frequency response, the best channel separation at 1 kHz, the lowest distortion at 0 dB, and the best impact resistance (tying in this category with the Technics SL-PD1010). The laser pickup was so well isolated that only very heavy-handed whacks against the chassis succeeded in making it skip. Other measurements were also very good, and listening tests turned up nothing to contradict their suggestion of topnotch sound quality.**
The Technics SL-PD1010 is a five-disc carousel changer of fairly non-descript appearance (though I guess undistinguished styling beats bad styling). When the carousel drawer is opened, two disc wells are revealed. A disc-skip button rotates the platter counterclockwise two notches at a time to expose more wells; as the platter rotates, disc-access buttons light up amber to show which wells are being loaded. When a disc begins playback, its indicator light turns green—a nice touch. Playback of the current disc is not halted when the drawer is opened, and discs can be added to or removed from the other wells at will. When playback is stopped, the current disc stays in playing position, requiring a couple of presses of the disc-skip button to gain access to it.

Disc-change time was very fast thanks to the SL-PD1010's Memory Reserve feature. A 4-megabit buffer-memory chip holds about 3 seconds of music, so that when the laser reaches the end of a disc music continues to play from the buffer while the next disc is rotated into position. That reduces the perceived disc-change time to about 4 seconds. The Memory Reserve feature is active only for automatic end-of-disc changes, however, not for manually invoked changes between discs. Also, the changer's digital output cannot be used when Memory Reserve is activated, and for that reason there is a Memory Reserve on/off switch on the front panel.

A feature Technics calls ID Scan provides a unique way to preview selections on a disc: On the assumption that the loudest part of a track is likely to be the most memorable, the pickup automatically skips to the loudest portion of each track, playing a few seconds of it before going on to the next. In a particularly nice touch, ID Scan uses the Memory Reserve buffer to fade gently out of one track and into the next.

Other features include Delete Play, a programming option that enables you to specify tracks now to be played; Spiral Play, which automatically plays the first track from each disc, followed by the second track from each, and so on; and Auto Cue, which puts the pickup in standby at the beginning of a track for instant startup. And there are all the usuals, such as track and disc random playback, track and disc repeat playback, and programmed-sequence playback of as many as thirty-two tracks. A blue fluorescent display shows all pertinent information as well as a representation of the platter itself indicating which wells are currently occupied. There is no headphone jack.

Recording is expedited by Edit Guide, which automatically arranges tracks for optimal fit to a specified tape duration. You can select from a number of tape-length presets or enter a particular length directly. In the Edit mode, the changer automatically inserts a 4-second pause between tracks.

The rear of the chassis provides line-level analog outputs and an optical digital output. The remote control, which has a space-age appearance, duplicates the front-panel controls and adds several programming features such as Clear and Recall, as well as providing means for checking disc-timing information.

The SL-PD1010 cleared the test bench without a stumble. Its disc-tracking performance was especially impressive, with its laser pickup successfully negotiating a 4,000-micrometer defect. Shock isolation was particularly outstanding—only very severe blows could upset tracking. Disc-change time was very fast even without Memory Reserve and faster still with it. Critical listening again supported the measurements, revealing no problems with the SL-PD1010's sonic performance.

Each of these seven changers makes a strong bid for the consumer's hard-earned dollars. Critical listening comparisons did not reveal any dramatic sonic differences among them (most sounded virtually identical, in fact), and it is even possible to argue that the Pioneer changer's slightly rolled-off high end may be pleasing to some listeners. In any event, it would be difficult or impossible to choose among these changers solely on the basis of sound quality. Many people will decide primarily on the basis of changer design. If you have a cartridge changer in your car, or plan to add one, there is a good argument for maintaining compatibility by selecting a home model that uses the same type of disc magazine. Otherwise, a carousel or Music Bank model will probably be more convenient for most users.

The Sony CDP-CA8ES offers carousel convenience and test-bench measurements that rival those of top single-disc players. It also provides some nifty features, such as Custom File, that can make life interesting (or at least more complicated) for owners. An excellent entry from the company that invented carousel changers.

The Marantz CC-65SE is a sharp-looking changer that is further distinguished by its exceptionally user-friendly design, as in its preferred-position feature, for example. The peak-search function and comprehensive editing features will win the appreciation of home recordists. The CC-65SE contains much the same complement of electronics as Marantz's single-disc players, and its fine bench measurements reflect that. It is a great changer.

The Technics SL-PD1010 may look blah, but its features are anything but. Its Memory Reserve buffer shaves 3 seconds off of disc-change times, and there are appealing new twists on even fairly ordinary features, such as the fades between tracks during its version
What started out as Matthew Polk's desire to design the ultimate home theater system turned into the most ambitious research project in Polk's 22 year history. The result, the Signature Reference Theater (SRT), is a home entertainment system of such enormous dynamic range, accuracy, clarity and power that listening will touch you physically and emotionally.

Five proprietary Polk technologies, including Polk's legendary SDA imaging, are combined to bring you "Performance Without Limits".

For more information and the location of a Polk SRT dealer near you, call (800) 377-POLK.

The SRT system consists of 35 active drive units housed in seven enclosures (including two 300 watt powered subwoofers) and a Control Center with wireless remote.

WARNING: THIS SYSTEM IS CAPABLE OF EXTREME SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS. SRT SYSTEMS ARE SUPPLIED WITH A SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL METER TO HELP YOU DETERMINE SAFE LISTENING LEVELS.
of intro-scan. The SL-PD1010 also delivers some handy features for home recordists, strong overall performance, and a rock-solid transport.

The JVC XL-M417 provides a very different look and feel, most obviously in its silver front panel. Most important, however, is the dual cartridge/drawer mechanism, which provides complete flexibility. If you can't decide between a changer and a single-disc player, this model resolves your dilemma. Among its other features, disc labeling stands out as a real convenience, and although the XL-M417TN lacks a digital output, its performance was solid.

The Harman Kardon FL8450 is a good, no-nonsense changer. Its carousel opens fully to allow easy disc loading, and its manual and automatic editing capabilities will help users make home recordings with a minimum of hassle. The changer's performance was solid both on the bench and in the listening room, but it was more sensitive than average to impact.

The Pioneer PD-M59 looks like a new Steinway (but costs somewhat less, fortunately!). Its cartridge is relatively easy to use, and its many features will delight recordists and other users. Assuming that the mild high-frequency rolloff is an intended design feature, some listeners may appreciate the slight softening it provides, but I thought it dulled the luster of an otherwise fine-sounding changer.

The Nakamichi MB-2s is unique in that it combines the benefits of changers and single-disc players in a single smoothly functioning mechanism. If the charm of carousels eludes you but you don't want to fuss with cartridges, this is the mechanism for you. Our only reservation was with the MB-2s's relatively undistinguished showing on the lab bench.

Twenty years after its invention, the compact disc has thoroughly enriched our lives. The basic design decisions, such as disc size and playing time, have proved to have been right on the money. Today, thanks to well-developed changer technology, the CD format offers both long uninterrupted playing time and quick random access to diverse tracks. The examples reviewed here demonstrate that, whatever mechanism is employed, today's CD changers can successfully multiply all of the pleasures of CD playback.
"Big Home Theater Sound ...Without The Big Speaker"

INTRODUCING THE RM4000 HOME THEATER SPEAKER SYSTEM

You don't have to sacrifice the look of your home to get high performance home theater sound. The amazing new RM4000 is the home theater version of the RM3000, winner of the coveted Audio Video International Grand Prix Award for the best satellite/subwoofer system for an unprecedented five consecutive years.

The RM4000 comes with three magnetically shielded satellites, and an easy to hide subwoofer (choose either black or white). The satellites are small enough to fit anywhere, even mount on a wall with the supplied brackets. But the performance is big enough to fill your room with the award-winning Polk sound.

For more information call 1-800-377-POLK, or dial our toll-free dealer locator at 1-800-992-2520 to find your nearest Polk Audio dealer.

Complete your RM4000 home theater system with America's favorite choice for rear speakers, the Polk M3II. They can be placed on shelves, on walls or in corners thanks to their unique shape and built-in brackets.
At least you agree on the best Home Theater Receiver

From our value packed new TX-SV424 up to our breakthrough THX model TX-SV919, ONKYO has written the perfect home theater script, one with award-winning performances for both design and technology.

In the first few seconds of the movie you’ll hear the ONKYO difference. Differences that only oversized transformers and discrete output stages can deliver. Differences that allow ONKYO receivers to supply the power-hungry demands of today’s special effects laden soundtracks. Whether you’re listening to whispers or weapons.

And as the movie develops, you’ll find yourself in a multi-dimensional soundfield directly inside the on-screen action. That’s because ONKYO utilizes the most advanced DSP technology, like the latest 24 Bit Microprocessor from Motorola, capable of taking the director’s vision and making it yours.

Simply put, with an ONKYO home theater receiver, movies stop being enjoyable—and become memorable.

So while you may not always agree on what to watch, with ONKYO there’s simply no argument.

ONKYO USA CORPORATION
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ 07446
201-825-7950
E-Mail ONKYO @ NIS.NET
CIRCLE NO. 44 ON READER SERVICE CARD
FOLLOWING LOGICAL PATHS ENABLES YOU TO SAVE MONEY WHILE IMPROVING SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The Upgrade Game

BY DAVID RANADA

The multitude of choices involved in upgrading a system can sometimes be so overwhelming as to stun an A/V enthusiast into inaction. In an effort to break the decision logjam, I've reduced the major upgrade paths to the series of game-like flowcharts on the next two pages. Simply choose the element of system performance you wish to upgrade and follow the colored arrows.

Many boxes have two outputs, one that goes forward to the next upgrade step and another that goes backward, possibly looping back to the same box. A backward arrow usually indicates a procedure that should be repeated until you're satisfied that you've done all you can to improve things. As you'll see, this applies in particular to component adjustments, many of which are absolutely crucial for best results and must be repeated several times to optimize performance.

Several upgrade pathways start with no-cost or low-cost steps, most of which are of the component-adjustment variety. Major night-and-day improvements can be obtained in many product categories without spending very much, if anything. (In some categories, on the other hand, typical components already operate at such an exalted level that large improvements are difficult to come by.) Speakers, especially, will repay all the time you invest in adjusting their placement and in fine-tuning the prime listening position. These steps cannot be overemphasized. I've come across systems whose owners were all set to buy new speakers before realizing that the placement of their present speakers could be enormously improved (usually by rigorously reducing any left-right asymmetries) or before realizing that just rearranging the furniture to provide a better listening position could improve the sound more radically than a set of new speakers. That is not to say that nobody ever needs new speakers, just that you should exhaust your placement options before deciding it is your speakers that are limiting your system’s performance.

Besides, you'll be ahead of the game when you do install your new speakers in your pre-optimized setup.

Similar principles apply to video, with the no-cost optimizations relating to the brightness of the viewing room (which should be as dark as you can make it) and the setting of the monitor’s controls (the contrast control, in particular, must usually be turned far down from its typical factory setting). Likewise, in FM listening the importance of a proper antenna, correctly aimed, cannot be overemphasized.

Deciding which component actually needs upgrading can be difficult, especially for a beginner. If you are starting from a fairly elementary level — such as a compact or single-brand “rack” system — everything should probably be upgraded simultaneously. That is, buy a real high-fidelity audio system based on a budget that puts the most important components first (speakers, receiver, CD player, in that order). Once you get beyond the novice stage, determining which components should be blamed for inadequate system performance is a more difficult question, one more easily answered by component-specific articles than in systematized flowcharts.
**The UPGRADE Game**

**BETTER AM**
- Install long-wire antenna
- Wait for better AM sections in tuners and receivers

**BETTER FM**
- Adjust antenna supplied with tuner or receiver
- Buy better antenna
- Adjust new antenna
- Buy rooftop antenna
- Adjust rooftop antenna with rotor
- Buy new tuner or receiver
- Wait for digital radio

**BETTER TAPES**
- Buy higher-quality blank tape
- Set better recording levels
- Make sure tape is matched to recorder
- Clean and demagnetize recorder
- Use noise reduction (Dolby B)
- Use better noise reduction (Dolby C, Dolby S)
- Buy tape deck with advanced features (3 heads, Dolby S, auto tape matching)

**BETTER VHS PICTURE**
- Use fastest tape speed
- Use next higher grade of tape
- Buy S-VHS VCR
- Buy a laserdisc player

**BETTER CD SOUND**
- Buy new CD player
- Wonder why it doesn't sound that much better
- Buy separate CD transport and outboard D/A converter
- Wait for multichannel audio discs based on digital videodisc

GRAPHICS BY ANDREW THOMPSON
**Better Laser-Disc Picture**

- Buy new laserdisc player
- Wonder why there is no night/day difference in picture quality
- Buy a Home THX laserdisc player
- Wonder why there is no night/day difference in picture quality
- Wait for digital videodisc

**Better TV Picture**

- Darken viewing room
- Adjust monitor controls for most accurate reproduction
- Buy large-screen projection monitor
- Wait (and save) for HDTV

**Better Speaker Sound**

- Adjust speaker positions
- Adjust listener position
- Adjust acoustics of listening room
- Buy subwoofer
- Adjust subwoofer position & level

**Better Receiver Performance**

- Buy new receiver with at least twice the amplifier power of old receiver
- Buy separates (preamp, power amp, tuner)
- Buy A/V receiver with good music-enhancement processing
- Buy A/V separates including outboard surround processor
- Change listening room
- Buy new house to get new listening room
A Home THX® Audio System allows you to hear film sound in your home as it was designed to be heard, providing wide dynamic range, precise acoustic imaging, crystal clear dialog, properly balanced full frequency range, and a spacious enveloping surround sound field. Marantz components faithfully adhere to these precepts, as they are precisely the goals set by our engineers.

Our new AV-600 Pre-amplifier/Tuner combines a superb Home THX Cinema and Dolby Pro-Logic decoder together with a full function A/V system pre-amplifier and AM/FM stereo tuner, all in one unit that is surprisingly affordable. An ideal complement to the AV-600 is the Marantz MA-500 THX-certified monoblock power amplifier, which combines prodigious power, exceptional clarity, and incredible flexibility—able to drive virtually any speaker system, regardless of impedance or efficiency. Simply choose the appropriate number of amp channels to exactly match your system power needs.

Add your choice of Marantz source components, such as our auto-reverse laser disc combi player and deluxe VHS Hi-Fi VCR, and you've put together an exceptional music and cinema sound system. Audition these superb components at your Marantz dealer soon.
Home Theater Basics

Home theater, the fastest-growing concept in home entertainment, is the newest phase of a process that began when your grandparents were young. In every generation major trends in sound reproduction have been sparked by innovations that were developed first for the movies.

For example, in the early 1930's sound engineers in Hollywood created the first “two-way” loudspeakers that used separate woofers and tweeters to reproduce the full frequency range of sound. Hollywood's aim was to reproduce Busby Berkeley musicals and the tap-dancing of Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers. But other inventors, notably Avery Fisher, used these wide-range speakers to launch the new “high fidelity” movement in home music playback.

In the 1950's Hollywood added wide-stage stereo sound to accompany the wide-screen images of Cinemascope movies. Within a few years “hi-fi” components turned into “stereo systems” with spacious left-right separation and more satisfying overall realism. (And in 1960 a magazine launched two years earlier as HiFi and Music Review changed its name to HiFi/Stereo Review.)

During the 1970's, Dolby Labs turned a failed experiment (quadraphonic records) into Dolby Stereo for movies, bringing the involving realism of surround sound into virtually every movie from Star Wars on. And in the 1980's, the marriage of Dolby Surround home playback with television, via videocassettes and laserdiscs as well as stereo TV, spawned the entire home theater phenomenon.

During the early 1990's, 5.1-channel digital formats such as DTS and Dolby AC-3 brought a new level of clari-

By Peter W. Mitchell
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sty, spacious ambience, powerful dynamics, and room-shaking bass to the finest movie theaters. Now these advances are making their way into the home theater as well.

SOURCES

Home theater became a popular success for one simple reason: Dolby Stereo (for movies) and Dolby Surround (for home video) share a "matrix" encoding system that mixes four channels of sound (left, right, center, and surround) into two, so the signal can be recorded or broadcast as ordinary two-channel stereo. Whether you buy a movie on laserdisc, rent it on a hi-fi videocassette, or receive it as a stereo TV broadcast, the center and surround channels are included in the audio, needing only a Dolby Surround decoder to extract them.

One of the principal attractions of home theater is that it provides greater entertainment value than a two-channel stereo system without requiring consumers to replace their existing libraries with new recordings. Once the extra channels have been encoded in the original film soundtrack for theaters, their inclusion in all home video media is automatic, requiring no extra effort or cost by anyone.

Laserdiscs, videotapes, and TV broadcasts often contain Dolby Surround encoding but are not labeled to reflect it. Many programs produced specifically for TV, such as the various Star Trek series and NFL football, are encoded in Dolby Surround (and some of these, too, are not so labeled).

Laserdiscs often provide the best home-theater demonstrations thanks to their combination of excellent picture, CD-quality digital sound, wear-free play, and quick track access. Incidentally, laserdiscs carrying the THX moniker do not need to be played through a special Home THX playback system. The THX program for laserdiscs certifies only that the disc has been produced to the highest standards.

Hi-fi videocassettes can also provide excellent surround sound. But if you play a VHS Hi-Fi (stereo) tape in a non-hi-fi VCR, or in a hi-fi VCR with its audio mode switch set to mono or linear, all you'll get is mono sound. With videotape, cable, or local TV broadcasts as the program source, one limitation is fundamental: Dolby Surround is part of a stereo signal. Specifically, the surround signal is encoded as part of the difference between the left and right channels. Without stereo, there's no surround.

Local TV stations and cable systems vary in terms of audio quality. If you're lucky you may obtain wonderful results, at least on network channels that provide stereo sound. All too often, though, particularly with cable TV, you may hear a persistent or varying low-frequency hum in the surround speakers. Or you may get no surround at all: Many TV stations leave the stereo pilot turned on (activating the stereo indicator in your TV or VCR) even when the broadcast signal is mono.

Hundreds of music CD's have been encoded in Dolby Surround, too. And many others contain natural ambience that is not Dolby-encoded but can be extracted for surround playback by the "music" or "hall" mode of a surround processor. Movies usually utilize the purchase of a home theater system, but you may gain more long-term pleasure from the heightened realism that surround playback often adds to music.

The new 5.1-channel digital formats provide the most vivid, detailed, and spacious home theater sound. But to hear the greater clarity, bass, and dynamics of digital 5.1 surround, you'll need to make a major investment in new equipment — a laserdisc player with an AC-3 output, an AC-3 decoder, and, of course, AC-3-encoded laserdiscs. First-generation AC-3 decoders are costly, but prices will come down over the next few years. Happily, AC-3 laser discs are backward-compatible, meaning that the stereo digital soundtrack is also encoded in Dolby Surround. So you can begin collecting AC-3 discs now and enjoy them through your Dolby Pro Logic decoder until you're ready to upgrade to an AC-3 decoder.

DECODERS

Surround decoders for home theater come in three grades: Dolby Surround, Dolby Pro Logic, and Dolby AC-3. To identify what's in a particular product, look closely at the Dolby Surround logo on the front panel. The decoding circuits may be in an audio/video receiver, in an outboard surround processor, or in a TV set.

Basic Dolby Surround decoders were commonplace a few years ago but are nearly obsolete now because of poor separation and the lack of a center channel. But even the simplest Dolby Surround decoder can do a satisfactory job of extracting the surround channel from the matrix-encoded stereo soundtrack and providing the required rear-signal delay. Thus it functions as a "2-to-3" decoder.

Dolby Pro Logic processors, which were expensive when they first hit the scene in the late 1980's, became popular when decoder circuitry was reduced to an economical integrated-circuit chip. The Pro Logic circuit detects when the strongest sound moves predominantly into one channel and actively cancels it from the others. This technique compensates for the relatively poor channel separation of matrix-encoded signals, insuring that sounds will appear where the director wanted them to be heard. Since Pro Logic extracts four perceived channels (left, center, right, and surround) from the two-channel matrix, it's called a "2-to-4" decoder. Actually, since most Pro Logic decoders also have a dedicated subwoofer output, they are effectively "2-to-4.1" decoders — the derived "1" output being the narrow-band bass channel.

The digital AC-3 system reproduces 5.1 discrete channels (five full-range channels plus a low-bass channel) with total separation. Since no matrixing is involved, recorded ambience is clearly resolved from other sounds. The separate low-bass track provides an extra 10 dB of headroom for house-shaking bass impact — if your system can handle it. Since the population of AC-3 recordings is still small, AC-3 decoders also provide Pro Logic decoding.

AMPLIFIERS

Until recently, most power amplifiers were of the two-channel variety. Now there are many other amp configurations to meet different needs. For basic Dolby Surround you need three amplifier channels. (Note that the surround signal is mono, requiring only one amplifier channel, though for best results it should be reproduced through two surround speakers in order to diffuse the ambient effect around the room.)

Similarly, with Pro Logic decoding, three amplifier channels may suffice if you elect to use the optional "phantom center" mode (no center speaker). But most Pro Logic systems use at least
GETTING IT RIGHT

If you have not lived with a home theater system, even a mediocre decoder and mismatched speakers may sound impressive on first hearing. So how can you judge the performance of a surround system? A good source of guidance is provided by a new two-CD set from Delos named “Surround Spectacular” (DE3179).

Most home-theater demonstrations feature movie excerpts. Disc One of the Delos set takes a different approach, demonstrating how effectively Dolby Surround can take you out of your living room and create a “you are there” impression of some other environment. The disc features twenty-one excerpts of classical music (66 minutes) drawn from the Delos catalog. Played on a first-rate Dolby Pro Logic system, these tracks dramatically illustrate the different character of the ambience in a variety of environments — recital rooms, concert halls, and churches.

Helpful notes by recording engineer John Eargle teach you what to listen for in each track. For example, in Handel’s Water Music you can hear how differently the ambience of a concert hall responds to trumpets (which are aimed at the audience) and French horns (whose bells face backward, producing mainly reflected sound).

Disc Two begins with seven tracks of actual sounds that were recorded outdoors, featuring aircraft, trains, fire engines, rain, and surf. Ideally, these tracks, as well as the music tracks on Disc One, should be played only after you have finished using the test tracks on Disc Two to select and fine-tune a good surround system.

The forty-two test tracks were created on a computer by Stereo Review’s technical editor, David Ranada. The twenty-page booklet provides detailed guidance on what to listen for. The tests will reveal any mismatches in the sound of your three front speakers and help you evaluate your subwoofer’s performance, identify subwoofer phasing problems, check the phasing of your center speaker, and evaluate the behavior of the reverb circuits in the non-Dolby modes of some surround processors.

One track contains a series of twenty-two narrow (one-third-octave) bands of mono pink noise, varying from 100 Hz to 13 kHz. Each should form a narrow phantom image that is suspended in mid-air on the center line between your left and right front speakers. If the image pulls to one side at certain frequencies (or becomes nonlocalizable), that may indicate a mismatch in a specific driver, a crossover, a tweeter-level control, or the reflective acoustical environment around either speaker.

The Delos set is a valuable tool for professional installers and ordinary users of Dolby surround-sound systems. You might want to take it to the store when you go shopping for a center speaker, surround speakers, or a complete system. Many record stores carry “Surround Spectacular,” but if you can’t find it, you can order it by phone from Delos at 1-800-364-0645.

— P.W.M.

HOMETHX

The Home THX program is not a line of products but a set of performance standards developed by Lucasfilm, Ltd., to insure that you’ll hear the same quality of sound in your home theater that the film-sound engineers heard when they mixed the soundtrack. Dozens of components now meet Home THX standards, and many others have been influenced by THX design concepts. For example, Home THX introduced the idea that, for the most spacious ambience, the surround speakers should be dipole systems that mount on the side walls but radiate toward the front and rear of the room. Many surround speakers, with and without THX certification, now follow this recipe (more or less).

A Home THX processor (or “controller”) applies several corrections to the sound to deal with acoustic and psychoacoustic factors in home listening. For example, soundtracks that were engineered for playback in a large theater often seem over-bright and harsh when heard in a small room, so the controller compensates by reducing the treble slightly. This problem is most glaringly obvious in center-channel dialogue, so the makers of some non-THX center speakers have designed in a similar treble cut to give a more natural tonal quality to dialogue.

Home THX processors apply “timbre matching” equalization to the surround outputs so that moving sounds won’t change in tonal quality when they pass from front to rear or vice versa, and they also apply de-correlation to Pro Logic’s mono surround signal so that the sound will be spacious even in narrow rooms.

The newest Home THX controllers
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have been designed to accept the 5.1 discrete channels from an AC-3 decoder. A “dynamic decorrelation” circuit detects whether the left and right surround signals are different and decorrelates them only if they are not. Improved timbre-matching circuits accept full-range surround signals instead of being limited to 7 kHz at the top as in Pro Logic. And flexible bass-management logic enables any bass in the surround channels either to stay where it is (if you have rear subwoofers or full-range surround speakers) or to be routed to a main subwoofer or to the front left and right speakers.

SPEAKERS

Over the years many things have changed in hi-fi, but one central fact remains: Speakers, more than any other component, determine the quality of the sound. Speakers also spark the most intense debates among enthusiasts and provide the most opportunities for choices. Will you choose large speakers or small ones? Full-range systems or small satellite speakers with a separate bass module? Flat-panel drivers, horn tweeters, or conventional cones and domes?

There are no “right” or “wrong” answers to these questions; choose what sounds best to you. But here are two shopping guidelines that can help you arrive at a satisfying decision:

1. Don’t let your eyes overwhelm your ears. Home theater retailers put on dramatic demonstrations with exciting passages from recent movies. Usually the action on the screen is as thrilling as the sound, making it hard to judge sound quality. To make sure that you’re not being fooled, ask the dealer to turn off the picture and play some familiar music CD’s. Do musical timbres sound natural? Pay particular attention to solo voices and the tone of familiar instruments. Both good and bad speakers can convey excitement and thrills, but only good speakers sound natural with music.

2. If you doubt your ability to judge sound quality, visit the store at a time when it’s not crowded. Listen to the best system in the store and familiarize yourself with the power and clarity of its sound. Then listen to the same recordings through systems that you can afford. They may not play as loud as the cost-no-object system, nor deliver equally deep bass. But in other important respects a lower-priced system should have the same qualities as the expensive one, with smooth-sounding strings, lifelike voices, and clearly resolved details.

In a surround system, the issue of speaker quality actually breaks down into three separate decisions. First, what is the overall sound quality of the left and right front speakers? These speakers play the dominant role in reproducing music in both film soundtracks and music recordings. Second, how accurately does the center speaker match the sound of the left/right speakers? Precise matching is critical for good imaging, and the quality of the center speaker affects the reproduction of voices (singing as well as dialogue). Third, how closely do the surround speakers match the timbre of your front speakers? Any disparity here will affect the realism of the reproduced ambience.

The easiest way to get an excellent match is to buy five speakers that were designed as a set, but if you already own a good stereo system, you may be strongly tempted to keep it and simply add the required electronics and new speakers — a center speaker and a pair of surrounds. That can work, especially if preserving great stereo sound is more important to you than achieving the very best home theater sound. The challenge lies in matching the speakers’ response. Unless you choose center and surround speakers that were designed specifically to match your main left/right pair, they are unlikely to have the same response. “Getting It Right” on page 71 describes a new test CD that you can use to determine whether speakers are well matched.

SPEAKER PLACEMENT

If the center speaker is to be placed on top of the TV set, it must be magnetically “shielded” to avoid casting a color or “stain” on the picture. No other speakers require shielding unless you expect to locate them within a couple of feet of magnetically sensitive objects (audio or video tapes, computer disks, or a color TV).

Many instruction manuals suggest that your three front speakers should be in a straight line, aligned with the front of your TV screen. I prefer a modification of that arrangement, with the center speaker on the TV set and the left and right front speakers forward a foot or so into the room, so that they are slightly in front of the screen. Use a string or a tape measure to make sure that all three are the same distance from your chair. This yields the best imaging and prevents the center channel from becoming too dominant.

The radiation pattern and placement of the surround speakers are the most hotly debated topics in home theater. That is because there is no perfect arrangement; the optimum placement and aiming of surrounds depend on the size and furnishings of the room and the listening location. The best advice is to experiment, but to avoid endless fooling around, pay attention to the basics.

The purpose of the surround speakers is to produce a diffuse sound field that can help persuade you that you are somewhere else — in the jungle, on a city street, in a concert hall, and so on. Usually the easiest way to achieve this effect is to reflect the surround sounds off of your room surfaces rather than aiming them at you. This may involve placing dipole speakers on the side walls, firing their sound toward the front and back of the room. You can aim ordinary speakers upward to spray their sound off the ceiling, or mount them on the back wall but angled outward to bounce their sound off the sides. In most cases they should be mounted fairly high up, but probably not at the wall/ceiling junction.

How do you know when you’ve got it right? One easy test is to shut off the front speakers and play a disc with obvious ambience. Listen to the surround sound. If it is located mainly to one side, move (or aim) that speaker away from you. If the sound is centered on the back wall, move (or re-aim) both surround speakers upward and to the sides. When the sound seems to surround you, it’s “right.”

Subwoofer placement is another topic of debate. The most common recommendation is to place the sub between and behind the front speakers. But another location may yield better results: in or near the room corner closest to your chair. Placing the sub near a corner strengthens and smooths its bass output, and placing it near your chair reduces the influence of the room’s standing waves, giving you the clearest bass impact. If your subwoofer’s crossover has a low turnover frequency (below about 100 Hz) and a steep slope, the bass will seem to come from the front of the room no matter where the subwoofer is placed.
Movie Buffs, Audiophiles, Tightwads, Lend Us Your Ears.

The $699 MSRP six-piece SubSat6 II Theater Package includes four SubSat6 II Satellites, a PV12 subwoofer and CR1 center channel speaker.

The $699 SubSat6 II Theater System Fills Your Room with Great Sound. Yet, It Won't Empty Your Bank Account.

Good news. You don't have to sell Aunt Edna's priceless figurine collection to have a spectacular home theater. The SubSat6 II system, a five-time HiFi Grand Prix Award Winner, features four sculpted wide-dispersion SubSat satellites. These tiny "sats," as we affectionately call them, sit on stands, shelves or hang on your walls. Down below, the PV12 subwoofer provides exceptional lows. And in the middle is a CR1 broad-dispersion center channel speaker. This is a complete system, designed and tuned for smooth pans and true theater envelopment. Stereo Review called the SubSat6, "Superior." To learn more, lend an ear to your Boston dealer. They'll pay you back with interest.

Get a copy of our awesome music and speaker 'zine: Number 03. Write to BA, 70 Broadway, Lynnfield, MA 01940.
Outboard power amplifiers for every system • by Daniel Kumin

Whether your system is a minimalist, two-channel layout or a seven-speaker home-theater extravaganza, it has one thing in common with every other audio or A/V system: It needs a power amplifier to make those speakers sing. While many fine music systems are powered by the amplifiers built into an integrated amp or receiver, high-end systems have long relied on outboard amplifiers for the brute force and overall quality they typically provide.

Pretty much everyone agrees that, in the absence of other considerations, more power is always better. And serious hi-fi fans recognize that separate amps yield the best combination of performance and power brawn. Some of the reasons are technical: An outboard amp can accommodate the large, heat-generating power-supply and output devices that high power requires without impinging on delicate radio or preamp circuits. Some reasons are less technical: Manufacturers understand that by reserving their best, highest-performance designs for separates they can sell more boxes. But any way you slice it, when the goal is high-quality high power — say, more than about 75 watts per channel — outboard power amps are the weapons of choice.

All for One
The home theater boom has had a profound impact on power-amp design. The most obvious manifestations are multichannel models that pack more than two channels into a single chassis to meet an A/V system’s power requirements conveniently and economically. Multichannel amps come in many flavors: Three-, four-, five-, and even six-channel designs are now quite common.

And the trend toward multichannel amplifiers stretches across the marketplace, from the affordable to the high-end. Adcom’s $850 GFA-6000 is a good example of the former. With three channels rated at 100 watts each and two at 60 watts each, the GFA-6000 is sized to deliver ample power to a surround-sound system’s front (left, right, and center) and surround (“rear”) speakers. Carver’s AV-405 ($750) is conceptually similar, delivering 100, 110, and 100 watts, respectively, to the front speakers and 50 watts to each surround. In either case, you could add a surround-sound preamp/processor and still not spend any more than you would for a top-of-the-line A/V receiver, but you’d have more usable audio power since separate power amps tend to be rated more conservatively than receivers.

Three-channel power amps are another popular home-theater-inspired configuration, the rationale being that you can add one to your existing two-channel amp, demoting the latter to surround-channel duties. The Acurus Model 200X3 ($1,295) does the trick with impressive reserves, delivering 200 watts to each of three channels.

What if you don’t know how many channels you will ultimately need? No problem. Many companies offer configurable multichannel power amplifiers. The most common of these are six-channel models whose channel pairs can be bridged to yield three, four, or five channels. (Bridging combines two identical amplifier channels in a balanced configuration that yields two to three times the wattage of a single channel; since that effectively halves the load the amplifier “sees,” most multichannel amps are happiest driving 8-ohm speakers in bridged mode.)

The chief advantage of such a design is flexibility: NAD’s Model 916 ($699) delivers only 30 watts each to six channels, but each of its channel pairs can be bridged to 90 watts to create a formidable three-channel power block. Parasound’s HCA-606 ($1,095) is similar, with six 65-watt channels that can be reconfigured as four or five channels. The flexibility of configurable multichannel amplifiers means that the same model can be used in either a home theater or a multiroom system, where one six-channel amp can provide three rooms’ worth of stereo power.

Home theater has not failed to have an impact on the upper echelons of the amplifier market as well. Audiophile stalwart McIntosh Labs offers the...
The two-channel stereo amplifier is still the power block of choice for many system builders. Rated to deliver 150 watts a side into 8 ohms, Monial Designs' Acurus A-150 ($699) is assembled by hand using premium parts, including a torodial transformer.

MC7106, a $3,000, THX-certified amp (see “The THX Factor” on page 77) that delivers 100 watts into each of six bridgeable channels. And McCormack Audio, a more esoteric brand name, recently introduced its first multichannel power amp, the home-theater-bound DNA-4/3 (about $2,000), rated to deliver 50 watts each into four channels. The two “middle” channels can be bridged to create a single 100-watt channel for 50-100-50-watt operation, ideal for center- and surround-speaker duties, while an existing two-channel amp powers the main front speakers. (The DNA-4/3 uses McCormack’s Distributed-Node Amplifier design — hence the prefix — in which individual current-storage capacitors are placed close to each output device, an arrangement said to enhance dynamics, “quickness,” and clarity.) As the boundaries between high-end audio and high-end home theater continue to blur, expect to see more esoteric multichannel designs. Though no one has yet offered a five-channel, all-tube power amp (as far as I know), it can’t be long now.

Proceed components’ high-end credentials are hard to gainsay — they’re made by the same folks who produce Mark Levinson gear (including the
Designed for home-theater or multiroom use, B&K's AV2500 ($748) is rated to deliver 60 watts to each of five channels, two of which can be bridged to 100 watts. It has a system bus for custom installations that provides a number of input/output combinations, and each channel has a level control.

Parasound's six-channel HCA-806 ($1,150) is rated to deliver 80 watts per channel into 8 ohms or 120 watts per channel into 4 ohms. Two of its channel pairs are bridgeable to 180 watts, allowing it to be configured for four- or five-channel operation. Distortion is given as 0.05 percent at full power.

Parasound's six-channel HCA-806 ($1,150) is rated to deliver 80 watts per channel into 8 ohms or 120 watts per channel into 4 ohms. Two of its channel pairs are bridgeable to 180 watts, allowing it to be configured for four- or five-channel operation. Distortion is given as 0.05 percent at full power.

Behind the classic faceplate of McIntosh's MC300 stereo amp ($3,750) lies the muscle to pound out 300 watts per channel into 8, 4, or 2 ohms, or 600 watts bridged mono into 16, 8, or 4 ohms. It has balanced and standard RCA inputs, and its patented Power Guard circuitry is said to prevent clipping.

Parasound is entering the monoblock field with the HCA-3001 high-current power amp, slated to hit retail shelves this winter with a $1,695 price tag. The conventional-size chassis holds a John Curl design, said to use ultra-high-quality components in all critical circuit elements, that delivers 100 watts in pure Class A operation.

As home theater has adopted the monoblock, a slew of new single-channel models has appeared. Their attraction in A/V systems is obvious: You can add amplifiers individually or in pairs, trios, or any other grouping as you upgrade a system, and if you want to you can distribute the amps around the room so that they're close to the speakers. Marantz's sexy little THX-certified MA-500 monoblock ($299), about the size and shape of a shoebox, delivers 125 watts and claims a high-current output stage and power supply. You can combine two MA-500's to create a bridged "super" monoblock (but with two power cords) that's rated to deliver 450 watts into 8 ohms. Any number of MA-500's can nest side by side, with remote-controlled on/off switching if they're used with a Marantz A/V preamp.

Rotel, a British/Asian company, has a mono 125-watt amplifier of the same general style, the RMB100 ($700), with similar specs and high-current claims for its MOSFET output stage. The RMB100 furnishes both balanced (XLR-jack) and conventional inputs as well as two pairs of speaker outputs to facilitate biwiring. San Francisco's Parasound is entering the monoblock field with the HCA-3001 high-current power amp, slated to hit retail shelves this winter with a $1,695 price tag. The conventional-size chassis holds a John Curl design, said to use ultra-high-quality components in all critical circuit elements, that delivers 100 watts in pure Class A operation.

For One and All
Of course, plain-vanilla two-channel power amps continue to predominate.

$30,000-a-pair No. 33 power blocks. Proceed devised a modular approach to multichannel power: You can buy the two-channel Amp2 ($1,995) and, for an extra $1,000, upgrade it to three-channel status when the need arises. Or you can buy the three-channel Amp3 ($2,995) from the get-go. Both models are THX-certified and rated to deliver 150 watts per channel.

One for All
Sprouting from another branch of the amplifier evolutionary tree are monoblock designs, which dedicate a discrete chassis, power supply, and AC power cord to a single channel. Long before home theater entered the picture, monoblocks were the amplifiers of choice among many high-end aficionados.

As home theater has adopted the monoblock, a slew of new single-channel models has appeared. Their attraction in A/V systems is obvious: You can add amplifiers individually or in pairs, trios, or any other grouping as you upgrade a system, and if you want to you can distribute the amps around the room so that they're close to the speakers. Marantz's sexy little THX-certified MA-500 monoblock ($299), about the size and shape of a shoebox, delivers 125 watts and claims a high-current output stage and power supply. You can combine two MA-500's to create a bridged "super" monoblock (but with two power cords) that's rated to deliver 450 watts into 8 ohms. Any number of MA-500's can nest side by side, with remote-controlled on/off switching if they're used with a Marantz A/V preamp.

Rotel, a British/Asian company, has a mono 125-watt amplifier of the same general style, the RMB100 ($700), with similar specs and high-current claims for its MOSFET output stage. The RMB100 furnishes both balanced (XLR-jack) and conventional inputs as well as two pairs of speaker outputs to facilitate biwiring. San Francisco's Parasound is entering the monoblock field with the HCA-3001 high-current power amp, slated to hit retail shelves this winter with a $1,695 price tag. The conventional-size chassis holds a John Curl design, said to use ultra-high-quality components in all critical circuit elements, that delivers 100 watts in pure Class A operation.

For One and All
Of course, plain-vanilla two-channel power amps continue to predominate.
The THX Factor

The initials THX have been variously reported as standing for "Tom Holman's Experiment," Holman being the engineer who developed Lucasfilm's certification program for theater and home surround sound, and as being a nod to founder George Lucas's first feature film, THX 1138. In the beginning they might just as well have stood for "Too Heliaciously eXpensive," since Home THX-certified equipment inhabited only the top of each maker's range. In the past year or two, however, Home THX components have begun reaching more mortal price ranges, especially in the amplifier category. But what do you get when it says "THX" on the label?

Not radical technology — a THX amp can be made of everyday parts and perfectly ordinary circuits. Instead, the Home THX program mandates some strict but common-sense performance characteristics as well as valuable standardization. To be THX-certified, an amplifier must adhere to a common gain structure, meaning that the relation between input sensitivity and output level follows specific guidelines. Consequently, if the amp is used with a THX-certified Dolby Pro Logic processor and THX speakers (which must fall within a fairly narrow sensitivity "window"), the results are guaranteed to be within a few decibels of the THX reference level when the processor's volume knob is set to "0 dB." More important, this standard optimizes dynamic range by insuring complementary noise and sensitivity characteristics.

Home THX certification also sets minimum standards for power, with some particular qualifications. Lucasfilm does not publish the THX requirements, so we can speak only generally, but the standards call for at least 100 watts into 8 ohms and also specify minimum output voltage and current under various load conditions, including a short-term 1-ohm-load high-current requirement. Of course, to earn THX certification an amplifier must display flat response, fine channel separation, and ultra-low distortion in both the conventional and a few unconventional measurement modes. It must also be truly low-noise and exhibit wide dynamic range (Lucasfilm specifies inaudible mechanical noise, too, such as the buzz of transformers, the whirl of cooling fans, and even the level of the radiated-hum field), and the amp must pass a reactive-load test to make sure its performance won't suffer in real-world use driving loudspeakers.

All these mandates guarantee that a THX speaker powered by a THX amp will produce a clean output at a known sound-pressure level in a typical home theater — and thus that it will reproduce the full dynamic range of the best program sources. That may seem like a pretty obvious requirement, but it's actually a radical idea. Outside of boomboxes and table radios, the audio industry has historically made very few attempts to optimize a complete reproduction chain, and never one that involved freely mixing different component brands. Even if this were Home THX's only legacy, it would be a worthwhile one.

— D.K.

Marantz's MA-500 125-watt monoblock ($299) is THX-certified.
Contemplating a move up to separates, but wondering what to do with that receiver you bought just last year? You could trade it in for a preamp/power-amp combo, but you’re liable to take a bit of a bath — used hi-fi equipment holds its value about as well as used shoes. A better solution might be to put the receiver to work as a tuner/preamp.

Many recent A/V receivers, and even some older models, provide preamp outputs in addition to their speaker terminals. Delivering the same line-level (and volume- and tone-controlled) signals that a true preamp would, these outputs are intended to feed an outboard power amp — or two or three in the case of an A/V receiver, which may have preamp outputs for front left, center, and right channels and dual surround channels, and often a subwoofer output as well.

In some cases, a receiver’s preamp-out jacks may correspond to identically numbered power-amp-in jacks; the input/output pairs are usually coupled internally by a switch or occasionally joined by small external U-shaped metal jumpers. In other cases, there are no power-amp inputs and the receiver’s preamp outputs are active all the time. Either way, just connect the preamp outputs to the appropriate input jacks on your shiny new power amplifier, transfer the speaker wires from the receiver to the amp, and you’re done.

What if your receiver lacks pre-out jacks? All is not lost. Several manufacturers make impedance-matching adaptors that step down amplified speaker outputs to line-level voltages, with the appropriate impedance characteristic on both ends. Though this is not exactly the audiophile-approved method, it works better than you might guess. Since the impedance on the input side of the adaptor is about a million ohms, the receiver is never called on to develop more than a few milli-watts of power. Hence the output signal from the receiver’s power-amp stage usually maintains excellent distortion performance.

Such adaptors come in various small-box arrangements, but one of the cleverest is from Carver Corporation. Like all such devices, the Washington-state firm’s paperback-sized Z-5 ($85) has speaker connectors on its input side and delivers line-level stereo signals via RCA jacks on its output side. While the Z-5 can be used with any power amp, its output side is designed to dock directly with Carver’s AV-405 five-channel power amp for an unusually clean receiver-to-preamp upgrade.

Designed to provide all the power you need for a five-channel home theater system, Adcom’s GFA-6000 ($900) is rated to deliver 100 watts to each of the three front speakers and 60 watts to each surround (all with less than 0.09 percent distortion into 8 ohms). Each channel has a level control.

Carver’s THX-certified AV-806x ($1,750) can be configured for three-, four-, five-, or six-channel operation to meet a variety of power needs. It’s rated to deliver 133 watts per channel in six-channel mode; each channel pair can be bridged for 360 watts. The rack handles are removable.

Carver Research’s $3,995 Lightstar is a modernistic-looking two-channel amplifier. It works along similar lines, using a smart power supply, which the manufacturer calls a “digital transformer,” and a very high-current output stage (150 amperes peak) that is claimed to “recycle” reactive current. The fully dual-mono Lightstar (down to two separate power cords!) has both balanced and conventional inputs and dual speaker outputs for each channel (for easy biwiring), and its mega power ratings are 300, 600, and 1,200 watts per channel into 8, 4, and 2 ohms, respectively.

While you may not require quite that much motivating force, virtually all audiophiles and home-theater mavens agree that with today’s wide-range music and A/V sources there is simply no substitute for plenty of dynamic, clean power. Fortunately, the current crop of amplifiers can fill any power prescription.
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NORDSTROM
Rising from the ashes of the 1994 Summer Consumer Electronics Show (CES), the last of the broad-based summer trade fests, the CES Specialty Audio & Home Theater Show in late June was quite small, even rather quaint by traditional CES standards, drawing 119 exhibitors and 2,833 manufacturers, retailers, distributors, and journalists to Chicago's grand old Palmer House hotel. Pioneer's announcement of a $2,000 CD recorder and Diamond's introduction of the first THX-certified Dolby AC-3 surround processor made the biggest splashes at the show, which was sponsored by the Electronic Industries Association (EIA).

Another hot topic of hallway chatter was 5.1-channel digital audio — especially Dolby's AC-3 vs. Pro Logic demonstration, which left no doubt about AC-3's sonic superiority over its predecessor. DTS Technology also demonstrated its rival 5.1-channel system, DTS Coherent Acoustics, which received generally high marks for overall sound quality. Meanwhile, Pioneer displayed its lineup of AC-3-compatible gear, currently the industry's most formidable: comprising seven CD/laserdisc combi-players, two A/V receivers, and a surround processor. AC-3-compatible combi-players were also introduced by Yamaha, Denon, and Marantz.

In audio electronics, Conrad-Johnson unveiled two "low-cost" preamps, the Sonograph SC26 ($995 with remote) and SC25 ($795 without phone stage). Cary Designs turned some heads with its CD-200 CD player ($1,995), featuring a vacuum-tube output. Newcomer Jolida of Annapolis, Maryland, demonstrated a line of moderately priced integrated tube amps, including the 20-watt-per-channel SJ 10.1 ($550).

Digital-to-analog (D/A) converters and other components incorporating the High Definition Compatible Digital (HDCD) decoder from Pacific Microsonics were shown by a number of companies, including Enlightened Audio Designs, Counterpoint, Threshold/PS Audio, and Sonic Frontiers. Parasound's $555 DAC-850HD D/A converter is expected to be the lowest-priced HDCD component available when it hits the market this fall. Only a handful of HDCD recordings are available, however, almost all from the small audiophile label Reference Recordings.

In speakers, Kenwood demonstrated its first THX-certified models, the S-1000F front speaker ($500 each) and LS-S2 surround ($600 a pair), and Thiel auditioned the SCS2, a magnetically shielded A/V speaker ($525) built around a 6½-inch coaxial driver. Snell announced that the RC-1000 digital room-correction system it's been working on for four years is finally finished. The price: $8,995.

In video, Vidikron introduced the "entry-level" TGS301 front projector ($5,995), which provides on-screen graphics and yields images of up to 15 feet (diagonal). Casio demonstrated an unusual portable front/rear LCD projector, dubbed MegaVision ($8,995). Although it's said to project images of up to 60 inches (diagonal) with optimum resolution and brightness, the picture we saw was dark and grainy.

In the odds-and-ends department, Kimber Kable wooed showgoers with its Shmarkers line of hear-shrinkable wire labels ($12 to $24 a package), and Absolute Electronics toured its Video One Touch remote for RCA's Digital Satellite System ($45), with direct-access buttons for twenty premium channels such as HBO. RCA, meanwhile, previewed its second-generation DSS gear, due out in the fall.

A handful of items that especially grabbed our attention are shown on these pages.

— Bob Altosko

A $2,000, the Pioneer Elite PDR-99 CD recorder is half the price of its predecessor, the PDR-99, and more user-friendly, too. The write-once deck, which contains the SCMS copy-inhibit chip, offers one-touch synchronized recording from digital sources. We'll be looking for a $1,000 deck next show.
Y ou’re working late at your computer, but you
don’t want to miss Dave’s monologue.
No sweat: Hit a button on the Toshiba Integrated
Multimedia Monitor’s remote and — boom — you’re
in TV-land. The 20-inch monitor, a.k.a. TIMM, has
a 181-channel stereo tuner and built-in speakers.

T he first A/V tuner/preamp with Dolby Surround AC-3 and Colby
Pro Logic to receive THX certification, Denon’s AVP-8000 ($3,500)
is built around state-of-the-art Zoran and Motorola DSP chips. It offers nine
adjustable surround modes, on-screen graphics, optical and coaxial
digital connectors, and Radio Data System (RDS) text capability.

Q uantum Sound’s AP 2200 Meadow speaker ($2,995 a pair) produces
sound in a very unorthodox way: The voice coil of its patented
TorqueDriver transducer moves a pair of polystyrene panels in and out like
swinging doors, delivering full-range output from 45 Hz to 18 kHz — without
any crossovers. The cabinet is 44 inches tall and has a natural ash finish.
Nature's Encore

New Release UDCD 643
The Moody Blues: Every Good Boy Deserves Favor

New Release UDCD 642
R.E.M.: Murmur

New Release UDCD 645
Howlin' Wolf: The Real Folk Blues

Better Sounding Music. Upgrade to UltraDisc II™.

Your favorite artists sound surprisingly better on UltraDisc II™. Why? Because Mobile Fidelity's mastering technology is a cut above—and you can hear the difference. As the creators of the 24k gold audiophile CD, we have developed major advances such as The GAIN System™, a proprietary mastering system that uses the highest grade of digital technology available. Starting with the original master tapes, we are able to capture every last nuance of the original recording. What does this mean? You'll hear music like you've never heard it before!

UltraDisc II™ The Original 24K Gold Audiophile Compact Disc.

To receive a color catalog or The GAIN System™ technical paper, call 800-423-5759.

These great titles and more available at:
BORDERS®
BOOKS • MUSIC • CAFE
Joan Osborne: Desperation Never Sounded So Good

After listening to Joan Osborne’s riveting debut album, you’ll wonder how she’s survived to tell her tales. “Relish” has enough bad luck and trouble in it for several long lifetimes — and even if she’s singing as a reporter rather than as a participant, you have to marvel at how she got out of these blues alive.

Hard times, rough times, dirty love times, bad drug times, nihilistic sex times — it’s all here. You’d think Osborne would be yowling about it, but the wonder of “Relish” is the way she underplays the pain, anger, and ennui. The characters in her songs — a strung-out hooker, a woman searching for the father she never met, a woman who wants sex to forget her troubles — have it so bad they can keep going only by focusing on one step and then the next and then the next. Life would be simpler for Osborne’s characters if they could fix it in twelve steps, but they can’t; they can barely concentrate long enough to count that far.

Sometimes Osborne captures desperation with a crisp metaphor. “I know you like the back of my hand,” she sings languidly in ‘Let’s Just Get Naked,’ “the stamp that says I paid to get in.” Other times, you can get dizzy following her around. In the mutant Stones-ish rocker ‘Right Hand Man,’ Osborne sings relentlessly, “I’ve been on the floor looking for a chair / I’ve been on a chair looking for a couch / I’ve been on a couch looking for a bed / Looking for a bed / Looking for my right hand man.”

If the folk-pop arrangements sound familiar, that’s because they come from a well-traveled triumvirate — Eric Bazilian, Rob Hyman, and Rick Chertoff. The first two were the mainstays of the Philadelphia band the Hooters; all three were the team behind Cyndi Lauper’s first solo album. In “Relish” they have successfully blended their own musical tastes with Osborne’s bluesy tendencies. And Bazilian, in particular, has contributed one of the album’s strongest tunes, ‘One of Us,’ a sharp-eyed meditation on what the world would be like if God were “just a slob like one of us.”

Osborne is a highly resourceful singer who isn’t afraid to take risks. When she sings about being wasted, she actually sounds wasted. When she’s at the end of her psychological rope, she can sound downright ugly. Even if she resembles, at one moment, a raspy Bonnie Raitt or a throbby Linda Ronstadt, at the next moment she’ll make a noise you’ve never heard before.

As far as I’m concerned, the next Joan Osborne album simply cannot get here soon enough.

Hendricks Sings Barber and Copland

Samuel Barber and Aaron Copland would undoubtedly have been surprised, and not very pleased, to see their portraits flanking each other in the booklet accompanying a new EMI recording of their music by soprano Barbara Hendricks and the London Symphony under Michael Tilson Thomas.

The two composers cordially disliked each other, and they were viewed in their lifetime as being artistic polar opposites. Barber was regarded as an effete neo-Romantic in the Italianate mold, Copland as a hard-edged modernist with a bold, distinctively American voice. With the benefit of fifty years’ hindsight, it is much

JOAN OSBORNE
Relish
St. Teresa: Man in the Long Black Coat; Right Hand Man; Pensacola: Dracula Moon; One of Us, Ladder: Spider Web: Let’s Just Get Naked: Help Me: Crazy Baby: Lumina
BLUE GORILLA/MERCURY 526 699 (61 min)
easier now to see what the two had in common: an almost mystical idealism poured forth with a lyrical ardor that flirts with sentimentality but never quite lapses into it.

The work that comes closest to crossing the line is Barber's *Knoxville: Summer of 1915*, with its Proustian evocation of a now-vanished American golden age (which may or may not have existed). Hendricks is an interesting choice to interpret this work: Her voluptuous, intense vibrato emphasizes its aching sense of regret, which verges on despair. She gives the music a fleshy, rounded complexity that allowed me, at least, to see for the first time what a masterpiece this is.

Copland wrote very few works for the voice, for the simple reason that his talents did not lie in that direction. The great exception is his suite of songs based on poems by Emily Dickinson, whose jagged, plain-spoken temperament matched his own. They are not lovely little pearls, but tough telegrams from the soul, illumined by occasional flashes of ecstatic insight. Hendricks's performance of eight of the twelve Dickinson songs is a carefully pared-down, elemental tour de force that reveals the music's unyielding philosophical backbone.

Thomas, who was chosen by Copland to conduct the world premiere of the Dickinson songs in 1970, brings resolve and tranquil dignity to the two noble orchestral works that (along with two other Barber songs) fill up the disc: Copland's *Quiet City* and Barber's *Adagio for Strings*, which was famous even before Oliver Stone used it to glamorize gore in the film *Platoon*. The recording is clean and bright.

**L'Archibudelli's Provocative Mozart Quintets**

L'Archibudelli, a period-instrument ensemble formed around the cellist Anner Bylsma, gave us a very engaging collection of Mozart's somewhat sligher works — marches, wind duos, the Horn Quintet, and *A Musical Joke* — on Sony two or three years ago. The performances on the group's new Sony CD of his two greatest string quintets, the ones in C Major and G Minor, are not so much engaging as provocative, and that is quite as it ought to be, for this is music on which the last word has not been said, and is not likely to be.

In the G Minor, in particular, listeners accustomed to an all-out *Sturm und Drang* approach may feel at first that this presentation is going to be too objective for their tastes: they will be disabused in short order, for there is nothing bland or understated here. There is a certain feeling of dignity but without aloofness, and there is passion, but without overindulgence. The grim reticence of the opening movement is ennobling and yet pathetic as well, and the heightened angularity of the succeeding minuet provides the most striking dramatic contrast. The slow movement is not allowed to dawdle but flows resolutely toward the predestined resignation of the finale. The emotional tension here is the more convincing for its subtlety, for appearing to rise from within the music itself without coaxing.

The C Major has seldom seemed quite so closely related to the G Minor as it does here, nor have its points registered with so little self-consciousness. In both works, rhythms are steady, phrasing is alert, ensemble is excellent, and the recorded sound itself strikes a near-ideal balance between clarity and warmth that suits the music splendidly. This disc clearly merits a place beside the best previous recordings.

**MOZART: String Quintets in C Major (K. 515) and G Minor (K. 516)**

L'Archibudelli

SONY 66259 (63 min)
MINUETTE will get you into home theater.

We’ll get you started on your payments.

If you’re looking for a full-featured surround sound system, look no further than Infinity Minuette. Minuette’s satellite loudspeakers feature true two-way sound and the Center Channel features a D’Appolito speaker configuration for true-to-life dialog. Add an Infinity subwoofer and you’re set for a truly moving home theater experience. What’s more, there’s never been a better time to get started with Minuette. Purchase an Infinity Minuette Theater Pac and an Infinity BU-1 powered subwoofer and we’ll cover your first monthly payment of up to $75. See details below.

Call 1-800-765-5556 for an Infinity dealer near you.

CIRCLE NO. 25 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Infinity Minuette “First Payment”
Mail-In Rebate Certificate

Buy: An Infinity Minuette Theater Pac (4 Satellites and a Center Channel) and an Infinity BU-1 Powered Subwoofer (minimum retail value $899)

Send: 1) This completed rebate coupon 2) a copy of your original sales receipt and 3) your completed warranty card to:

Infinity Minuette “First Payment” Offer
P.O. Box 26889, Santa Ana, CA 92799-6889

Receive: A check for your first monthly payment (not to exceed $75) by mail from Infinity.

To participate in this offer, mail this certificate, a copy of your original sales receipt and the completed warranty card to: Infinity Minuette “First Payment” Offer, P.O. Box 26889, Santa Ana, CA 92799-6889. Warranty card will be processed. Offer good only on the purchase of an Infinity Minuette Theater Pac and an Infinity BU-1 Powered Subwoofer, retail price of $899 or more (excluding tax), purchased in the USA between October 1 and October 31, 1995. Envelope must be postmarked by November 15, 1995. Limit one rebate per household. Multiple requests per person not allowed. Infinity not responsible for lost, late or misdirected mail. Void where prohibited by law. Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of rebate.

Call 1-800-765-5556 for an Infinity dealer near you.
Phish is bigger than you realize. They’re out in the hinterlands filling arenas and amphitheaters, all without help from MTV, radio, or the rock press. “A Live One” may not be the album to finally break Phish into the Top 10 — I can’t imagine non-converts seeing the light via a 35-minute version of Tweezer, splendid as it is — but Phish phanatics and other intrepid listeners will delight in the musical exploits contained herein.

The concert stage is Phish’s natural habitat, where they can improvise, experiment, and otherwise swim into unfamiliar waters. In Phish’s case, improvisation doesn’t mean a soloist (usually a speedy-fingers guitarist with a big ego) riffing over a set of changes repeated ad infinitum by the boys in the band. Instead, the group is gifted at the art of ensemble improvisation, listening to and playing off one another. The dialogue among guitarist Trey Anastasio, keyboardist Page McConnell, bassist Mike Gordon, and drummer Jon Fishman makes for absorbing listening, fully justifying the lengthy diversions on this double CD, where the average song lasts more than 10 minutes!

Half the fun of following Phish down dark alleys is knowing they’ll resolve into stunning sonic vistas sooner or later — adventures on a par with those of the Grateful Dead in their headiest heyday (“Anthem of the Sun,” “Blues for Allah”) and the Mothers of Invention circa “Uncle Meat.” Moments of high-energy aural bliss occur all over “A Live One,” as in Chalkdust Torture (a dyspeptic reminiscence of educational drudgery) and The Squirming Coil. Tweezer moves from its Dadaist, Zappa-like verses into excursions that are the instrumental equivalent of bungee jumping. Gumbo concludes with a melismatic group vocal improv. And fully half a dozen numbers here have never appeared on record before (legally, that is; bootleggers do big business with Phish because no two shows are alike).

This kind of band and this kind of album come along but rarely in the rock firmament, so grab “A Live One” while you’ve got the chance. It’s 2 hours and 20 minutes of imagination on overdrive.

Parke Puterbaugh

**PHISH**

A Live One

Bouncing Around the Room; Stash; Gumbo; Montana; You Enjoy Myself; Chalkdust Torture; Slave to the Traffic Light; Wilson; Tweezer; Simple; Harry Hood; The Squirming Coil

ELEKTRA 61777 (two CD’s, 142 min)

---

**CLASSICAL**

- **BACH:** Concertos for Two and Three Pianos (BWV 1060, 1061, 1063, 1064). Robert, Gaby, and Jean Casadesus; De Stoutz, Dervaux, and Ormandy. SONY 67179. A family affair: recordings by the great French pianist with his wife and son from the middle 1960’s.


- **SHOSTAKOVICH:** Symphony No. 8. London Symphony, Previn. EMI 65521. The first fully successful recording of this work; “absolutely not to be missed” (Best of the Month, January 1975).

- **VIVALDI:** Orlando Furioso (highlights). Home, De los Angeles, others; I Solisti Veneti, Scimone. ERATO 98523. Marilyn Horne is “truly glorious” in the title role of this Baroque opera (January 1979 review), also available complete on three CD’s (45147).
Velodyne is the king of subwoofers. In fact, we're the only one that can honestly claim distortion of less than one percent.

Every Velodyne product is testament to the genius of president and founder David Hall, who virtually reinvented the modern loudspeaker. His patented servo-controlled woofers and innovative designs mean you'll hear clearer sound – you'll feel it – all the way down to 18Hz.

You'll get more convenience, too, thanks to the handy remote provided with the F-1500R. It puts all the power of a Velodyne right at your fingertips.

Make the Velodyne F-1500R Powered Subwoofer part of your home entertainment system, and feel the bass. It'll make you proud you've chosen the very best.

Beyond Servo: Velodyne's patented anti-distortion circuit samples the woofer's response 3,500 times each second, ensuring that only the audio signal is reproduced. With Velodyne the music comes through, error-free.
Confused about home theater? It's no wonder with all of the hype on the subject. The simple truth is, you don't need an expensive Dolby® or THX® decoder to get great sounding Home Theater. Chase's award winning 5 channel HTS-1 Decoder works with your existing stereo, is easy to use, and even makes "Wireless Home Theater" a reality at last!

By Bob Rapoport

If you bought your stereo system in the 70's, 80's or even the 90's, there's a good chance it still works great, but does not have surround sound. In order to have a true "Home Theater", you need more than just a big screen, you need 5 speakers which surround you, bringing the movie to life right in your living room, just like they do at the movie theater. But more than that, you need a decoder that separates the front signals from the rear signals, and creates a special "dialog" channel. The Chase HTS-1 Decoder does just that, and does it in a revolutionary way that rivals even the most expensive Dolby® Pro Logic THX® systems!

The videotape version of the movie has a stereo soundtrack with only two channels of sound, left and right. The rear channel surround signal is "matrixed" into the soundtrack out-of-phase with the main stereo signal. Back in the late 1960's, legendary audio designer David Hafler originated a method for passively decoding matrix encoded audio signals. The Chase HTS-1 uses the same basic "de-matrixing" technique, while at the same time adding a line level center channel output, and discrete line level outputs for the rear channels, making it the world's first "hybrid" passive/active decoder.

Like the original Hafler decoder, the HTS-1 allows you to drive both the front and rear channels with your existing stereo amp as well. Now here's the important part; all pro-logic decoders are matrix decoders too, except they are "active", meaning they use signal processing to do the same thing, adding noise and distortion to the sound. They also cost more because you have to buy an additional amp. The full bandwidth HTS-1 decodes "passively", so it adds absolutely no noise or distortion, and sounds totally natural at all times, on music and movies.

One of the speakers at the movie theater is placed behind the screen, in the center. This speaker keeps voices and certain special effects locked on-screen. In a home theater system, using a center channel does the same thing, adding impact to the special effects, and localizing voices. Since the stereo soundtrack does not contain a dedicated center channel, the Chase decoder extracts the sum of the left and right channels, known as the mono signal, and directs it to a center channel output on the decoder. This channel does have to be amplified separately, so Chase makes a special self-amplified center channel speaker called the "Dialog". It's built-in amplifier has just the right amount of power to amplify the mid-range voice signals and on-screen special effects, without ruining the hi-fi reproduction of the music in the movie.

The HTS-1 Decoder......$99. $10 S&H

ELF-1 Rear Channel Speakers......$99 pr., $10 S&H (Specify Black or White)

Dialog Powered Center Channel Speaker......$75. $8 S&H

WS-5500 Wireless Speakers......$279 pr., $12 S&H (Specify Black or White)

WMB-5500 Wall Mount Bracket for Wireless Speakers $50pr. $8 S&H, (Specify Black or White)

1-800-531-0631

"or pay by check right over the phone"
• CA Residents add 7.25% sales tax
• Please allow 14 days for delivery
PAULA ABDUL
Head Over Heels
VIRGIN 40525 (60 min)
Performance: Off-putting
Recording: Good
Okay, I'm sorry Paula Abdul had an eating disorder. I'm glad she's better, and I'm sure she suffered. But that's no reason to make the rest of us suffer, too.

For her previous three albums, including the history-making "Forever Your Girl," Abdul came up with some fetching hits, as well as a lot of drivel. In the four years since "Spellsound," she has stood still musically (in her case, it takes talent to stand still). With the exception of the sensual ballad "If I Were Your Girl," the selections in "Head Over Heels" are little more than mechanical orgasms set to aerobics tracks — unless you also count My Love Is for Real, which places guest Israeli singer Ofra Haza in Middle Eastern/funk stylings, all sounding like a cartoon version of "Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves."

Why expect anything different? Abdul's got eleven (count 'em!) producers, many of whom share songwriting credits, which really means they decided how heavy the backbeat should be and how long Abdul should pump out suggestive moans. After a while, everything sounds the same. The on-should pump out suggestive moans. After a while, everything sounds the same. The on-

Björk
Post
ELEKTRA 61740 (46 min)
Performance: Quirky
Recording: Electronic
It was always hard to fathom the hoopla surrounding Björk's former band, the Sugarcubes — like, the world really needed an Icelandic B-52's that badly? But her appeal as a soloist is easier to figure. She's a bohemian siren with a likably eccentric personality. At her best, Björk makes some of the more exotic computer-disco music since Donna Summer's I Feel Love.

That doesn't mean she's at her best all the time, and she still suffers from the same "love me, I'm weird" tendencies that sank the Sugarcubes. Prime offender in "Post" is It's Oh So Quiet, a big-band novelty recorded by Betty Hutton in the Forties, here camped up well past the point of annoyance. Björk is much better when she tries, and fails, to play it completely straight. Possibly Maybe, for instance, a reflection on the ambiguity of love, includes the lines, "Uncertainly excites me baby, who knows what's going to happen? / Lottery or car crash, or you'll join a cult." It isn't a parody but rather a lush slow-dance that allows Björk to emote for all she's worth — as does most of the rest of "Post," whether it's the pretty song You've Been Flirting Again or the disco-diva turn Hyper-ballad. Most tracks feature creative use of electronic gobbledegook, complete with scratchy-record effects. Björk hasn't completely grown up yet, but at this rate she might not have to.

PETER CASE
Torn Again
VANGUARD 79481 (43 min)
Performance: Back on track
Recording: Very good
With his previous record, "Sings Like Hell," Peter Case carried his traveling-troubadour pose to extremes, repairing to bare-bones public-domain folkiedom in the manner of Bob Dylan's last couple of albums. But where Dylan has the history to back up such a return to roots, Case just seemed to be role-playing in a desperate effort to disavow his rock-band past and all things contemporary.

Now, with "Torn Again," Case strikes a fruitful balance between old-guard folkie mannerisms and the acuity of a singer/songwriter who realizes, however reluctantly, that he's living in the present. While half of the album is solo acoustic miniscrey, the other half is played in the company of a full band (bass, drums, and — gasp! — electric guitar). Furthermore, Case has recovered his muse and his sense of humor. A Little Wind (Could Blow Me Away), a driving, apocalyptic folk fable, is so lively and funny that he sounds less like a self-conscious "folk singer" and more like his natural self.

CONFEDERATE RAILROAD
When and Where
ATLANTIC 82774 (38 min)
Performance: Not up to snuff
Recording: Okay
Previously the road band for both David Allan Coe and Johnny Paycheck, Confederate Railroad became one of country music's most surprising success stories when its self-titled first album sold two million copies. It was "smart-ass white-boy music," said lead singer Danny Shirley, a high-spirited collection of blue-collar ballads (Jesus and Mama) and humorous Southern rock tunes (She Took It Like a
Man). The band's second album, "Notorious," with such tongue-in-cheek songs as Elvis and Andy (every Southern girl's heroes, they say), failed to match the debut's success, but it did lash out against the vanilla piffle that makes up much of mainstream country.

"When and Where" finds Confederate Railroad taking its sound a little more down the middle, with a nod to love songs — something Shirley always said he didn't want in the group's albums. The result is, well, disappointing. The love songs aren't memorable, and aside from a wry line or two in Bill's Laundromat, Bar and Grill, the story songs aren't funny, running along the sappy, family-values line of Sounds of Home. Cover versions of Al Anderson's Oh, No and Delbert McClinton's My Baby's Lovin' pick up the pace, but by the time they arrive, late in the program, you don't much care. Confederate Railroad appears to be a one-shot wonder, a band whose time has come and gone. A.N.

**BOB DYLAN**

MTV Unplugged
COLUMBIA 67000 (64 min)
Performance: Dylan lives!
Recording: Good

For a long time, it seemed Bob Dylan was wandering in the musical wilderness. Oh sure, he was touring quite a bit, but it was almost as if another thin man was singing and playing those songs. Then, a year or so ago, word began to spread that the old guy in front of Bob Dylan's live band was beginning to sound like Bob Dylan himself instead of some mumbling, incoherent coot. Now, at last, we have actual proof.

The eleven tunes of "MTV Unplugged" are all rendered in a way that freshens them and, at times, makes them sound fun. All Along the Watchtower seems positively spry. Rainy Day Women #12 & 35 is actually boisterous. With God on Our Side has bite. If you weren't around when these tunes were new, don't fret — as played here by Dylan & Co., the songs are reborn. And who cares that his voice, which has always had a special tang, now calls to mind the classic Leo Kottke characterization "geese fairs on a muggy day." Which reminds me: Dylan made quite a fuss a few decades ago about the two in Bill's Laundromat, Bar and Grill, the story songs aren't funny, running along the sappy, family-values line of Sounds of Home. Cover versions of Al Anderson's Oh, No and Delbert McClinton's My Baby's Lovin' pick up the pace, but by the time they arrive, late in the program, you don't much care. Confederate Railroad appears to be a one-shot wonder, a band whose time has come and gone.

**MICHAEL FRACASSO**

When I Lived in the Wild
BOHEMIA BEAT 0003 (55 min)
Performance: Arresting
Recording: Good

Folk rocker Michael Fracasso may be one of the besi-kept secrets in Austin, Texas. On his second album the singer/songwriter moves through fourteen often cryptic songs about shady characters, deranged souls, love-starved losers, and seekers of redemption. The most memorable is the acid commentary of How Very Inconvenient, which could be about a Mafia don or any big shot who finally gets his comeuppance ("Now he's down there in the boneyard / With no American Express card"). Fracasso sings in a tortured tenor that calls to mind John Lennon, Buddy Holly, and even Bob Dylan, and when he skids into lines like "She came already gift-wrapped / A little number with spaghetti straps," accompanied by a killer bottleneck guitar, there's no denying he's got you by the short hairs. R.G.

**MICHAEL JACKSON**

HIStory: Past, Present and Future, Book I
EPIC 59000 (two CD's, 149 min)

When Jackson isn't proclaiming that "somebody's out to get me," he's wallowing in honeyed musical goo. He has a soft, quicksilver voice, which alone can summon up tenderness and vulnerability. But when he drowns it in strings (Charlie Chaplin's Smile) or pushes it into bathetic sobbing (Childhood), the effect is simply mauldin.

Now for my half-baked theory. Jackson seems to have split into two distinct musical personalities: the mushy lovechild and the resentful adolescent. The lovechild is unrealistically positive and sweet. The adolescent is unrealistically negative and nasty. There doesn't seem to be any middle ground — not even when the cute and the snotty show up in the same song, HIStory, where they alternate without ever relating to each other.

If these two Michael Jacksons ever got together, they might make some real history, instead of the hype we get here.

Ron Givens
Introducing the New MIRAGE 90i Series

Unquestionably spacious. Uniquely accurate. Musically transparent. The sonic advantages of Bipolar loudspeakers were by now quite clear.

We know because we designed the original Bipolar loudspeaker eight years ago, establishing the performance standard that others are attempting to copy today.

Introducing the new 90i Series of M-Rage Bipolar Loudspeakers. New thresholds. New standards. New value. For sound so natural you'll wonder is it real... or is it a Mirage? The original Bipolar explorers.

THE ORIGINAL BIPOLAR LOUDSPEAKER™
3641 McNicoll Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1X 1G5 (416)321-1800 Fax (416)321-1500
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The pairing with Murphey, Pay Day Blues (one of four Jeffries originals), doesn't work all that well because of the canyon-deep differences in the timbres of their voices and their singing styles, but the performance manages to be charming nonetheless. Down Home Cowboy, where Jeffries is joined by Francis, drags along every Western mood under the setting sun, such that the vocals simply don't matter. And Back in the Saddle Again, the duet with Rex Allen, Jr., has merely a novelty-song glee about it, despite a grand pedal-steel-guitar solo. But the innovative rendition of Tumbling Tumbleweeds (with Take 6) really goes places, as does Lonesome Rider Blues, which successfully marries the West to the blues.

Jeffries and his producers would be smart to do a straight album next time, without all the guest stars. Chances are, he'll make a far better record, and one true to his own spirit.

A N.

LE PROFESSEUR "NUTTY"... CHANTEM SEULMENT!

Mesdames et messieurs, let us now take note of Razor & Tie's CD reissue of "Jerry Lewis... Just Sings!" (1979) — and let us do so without any irony or cheap shots at a certain European country famously obsessed with the comic auteur. Originally released in 1956, when le Jolly's Jolsonesque take on Rock-a-Bye Your Baby with a Dixie Melody was an unexpected smash hit, "Just Sings!" is a collection of similar standards, now fleshed out with an actual Rock-a-Bye outtake in which l'idiote stupide does his trademark "Laaadyy!!!" At last, here's a CD whose je ne sais quoi truly says, "I don't know what."

S.S.

Dave Mallett

A. N.

A. N.
WHO EVER THOUGHT THE COOLEST NAMES IN JAZZ WOULD END UP AS A BUNCH OF SQUARES.

These cats were too cool for words. So they let their music do the talking. As of September 18, they'll be at your post office as part of The American Music Stamp Festival. Greats who grabbed music by the horns (among other instruments) and turned it into this thing called jazz. Hold on to music history with all ten stamps (and our Satchmo solo sheet). But hurry, guys like this sell out fast. Dig?
SHOES
Fret Buzz
BLACK VINYL 10495 (45 min)
Performance: Punny
Recording: Good

SHOES are power pop's Little Engine That Could, chugging along indefatigably while keeping the faith for a type of music that, like black-vinyl records, is a slender piece of the musical pie in this day of formulaic dance tracks and clueless punk/alternative copycats. "Fret Buzz" (great title!) is a compendium of this band from Zion, Illinois, a sort of greatest-hits package recorded live in Chicago in December 1994. All crunching chords and choirboy voices, it burns along with a little more sizzle and immediacy than what the studio allows. The band sequences swiftly from one tune to another, building a head of steam without losing its suburban cool (solos do crop up, but only briefly). The song's the thing, and it's this to-the-point conviction that makes the versions of _Tore a Hole_ and _Animal Attraction_ such steady, driving pleasures (and a ton of fun for air guitarists).

Admittedly, there's room for growth in Shoes' musical universe, and a couple of the songs here just aren't special enough to merit inclusion in the band's concert repertoire. But by and large, "Fret Buzz" is a hard-candy treat from a group that has pledged its allegiance to these many years to no-frills pop.

S O U L A S Y L U M
Let Your Dim Light Shine
COLUMBIA 57616 (50 min)
Performance: Heart on ragged sleeve
Recording: Very good

Last time out, Soul Asylum had its breakthrough album in the multi-Platinum "Grave Dancers Union." Now, as if to forestall charges from the prevish keepers of the alternative-rock gate that the Minneapolis quartet has gone soft, the guys have retained Butch Vig (Sonich Yacht, Nirvana) as their co-producer for "Let Your Dim Light Shine." The result is a good, solid record, with a self-effacing, morning-after wit. "My mind's gone to pieces / I could use some peace of mind," he pines in _Bittersweetheart_, a Petty-ish tune full of rueful self-recrimination. In _Shut Down_, amid a hail of lacerating chords, Pirner grows. "I can't keep from getting down / And I grow tired of hangin' round / I become invisible / Un-livable, just dysfunctional / Shut down, shut down, shut down." No, this is not the feel-good record of 1995.

Yet this is one strong, funny, and uncompromising record. Soul Asylum bears down hard in _Caged Rat_, with a fury recalling the band's origins in the early Minneapolis hardcore scene, before the world got all warm and runny over _Runaway Train_. Speaking of which, _Promises Broken_ is the new album's Pick to Click in the doe-eyed folk-rock mode, a well-crafted tune with a drop-dead chorus that reaffirms Pirner's gifts as a songwriter. That said, he grossly overreaches on a couple of story songs (_String of Pearls, Eyes of a Child_), which are the lyric-writing equivalent of projectile vomiting, with more verbiage than Bob Dylan at his most intensely prolix. Still, two out of fourteen songs verging on overkill isn't so much a trend as a lapse. For the most part, Pirner and Soul Asylum are in control — even as they sing of being out of control.

W A N D E R L U S T
Prize
RCA 66575 (48 min)
Performance: A new Fab Four?
Recording: Excellent

"I wanna feel new / So new / Like a radio that's playin' a brand-new song." Those words, from the start of _Wanderlust's_ wonderful debut, are borne out in music that sounds tantalizingly familiar yet utterly fresh. There's a renascent thrill of discovery in track after track where the music harks back to the emotional edginess, energy, and spine-tingling melodic drive of the very best Sixties pop. "Prize" is a kind of "Meet the Beatles" for a world thirty years older but no less (and maybe more than ever) in need of well-crafted songs that awaken a long-dormant sense of positivity — of being fully engaged in life's possibilities, even when reality draws a few tears or a little blood. Truly a band effort, "Prize" finds guitars, voices, and drums locking into a song and riding along its cutting edge, like a surfer who fearlessly stays with a wave. What's particularly interesting is how some Seventies influences — I hear faint traces of ELO in _Deep Blue, REO Speedwagon_ and _Boston_ in _Wanna Feel New_, Lynyrd Skynyrd in _Prize_ — and a sort of Queenly grandeur throughout — are subsumed in an appealingly unpretentious pop/rock sound, returning the music full circle to the vitality of its early Sixties origins and opening the door to an exciting new turn of the wheel.

T H E W I Z A R D O F O Z
(Original Motion-Picture Soundtrack, Deluxe Edition)
RHINO 71964 (two CD's, 136 min)
Performance: A+
Recording: Impressively re-edited

Talk about complete! Whichever soundtrack album of the 1939 movie classic you've grown up with, Rhino's new edition beats them all. Not only does it include extended versions of previously released tracks (both incidental music and songs), it also offers more than twenty alternate versions and outtakes. This means you get Judy Garland's heart-wrenching reprise of _Over the Rainbow_ (dropped from the final film) plus complete versions of edited songs by Bert Lahr, Ray Bolger, and Jack Haley, as well as Buddy Ebsen's version of the Tin Man's song (recorded before make-up poisoning felled him and Haley replaced him in the role). Best of all is the seamless reinsertion of all of Herbert Stothart's Oscar-winning incidental music, which adds much to the Haunted Forest and Witch's Castle sequences in particular. The literally illustrated 48-page book includes documentation by top O: historian John Fricke that clearly delineates the plentiful bonuses from the final soundtrack edits we've known up to now — and goes a long way to making this release a genuine classic on its own.

N E I L Y O U N G
Mirror Ball
REPRISE 45934 (55 min)
Performance: Deep
Recording: Dramatic

Don't want to get hyperbolic here, but "Mirror Ball" just might be a really important album. It's easily the best Neil Young has made of one of his favorite lyrical themes — a hippie survivor facing the betrayal of Sixties ideals and holding out for peace and love against the odds. It's no wonder the young idealists in Pearl Jam, who back him here, sound so much at home with this material, and it wouldn't be a stretch to call their performances some of the most impassioned playing they've done. "Mirror Ball" would still have sounded epic, and maybe a little grungier, if Young had made it with Crazy Horse instead, but Pearl Jam gives it a more desperate kind of grandeur.

Starting with the ominous chanted Song X, there's as much foreboding in "Mirror Ball" as there has ever been in a Young album. _Peace and Love_ (with Eddie Vedder's only co-lead vocal) ponders the end of the
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1. My Home Is In The Delta - 3:58
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5. You Gonna Need My Help - 3:09
   (McKinley Morganfield)
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THE RECORDS
Smarshes, Crashes, and Near Misses
CAROLINE 1250 (74 min)
A long-overdue hits package from the skinny-tie power-pop band best remembered for the transcendent Stairway Eyes. Actually, these guys had lots of songs just as good (Mary Chapin Carpenter, of all people, has been doing their Hearts in Her Eyes as an encore lately). Fans of Badfinger or the Smithereens should investigate this CD without delay. S.S.

WARREN ZEVON
Mutineer
GIANT 24618 (36 min)
Performance: Good and weird
Recording: Weird and good

W
arren Zevon is the only rocker I can think of whose work has gotten more idiosyncratic post-detox. Even among recent Zevon albums, "Mutineer" is an oddity. Considerably less catchy than "Sentimental Hygiene" and less fun than the overlooked "Mr. Bad Example." It's a cranky, dark-humored, slightly depressing, and barely produced set that will do absolutely nothing for Zevon's commercial standing. More power to it.

Zevon always puts at least one flat-out creepy song in each album, but "Mutineer" is his first album to include nothing but. The lyrics are about, well, everyday stuff: guys who have pathological obsessions with pianos, circus clowns getting mugged, rednecks who keep killer dogs for pets, junk-bond dealers hiding out in bingo halls. Similar to Rain is a contender for the darkest love song in his catalog, while The Indifference of Heaven includes the nastiest swipe at Bruce Springsteen that anyone's taken lately. And the version of a hippie/Jesus song from 1972, Judee Sill's Jesus Was a Cross Maker, is more an ominous parody than a straight cover. Zevon's one-man arrangements usually sound like you're hearing a band -- a really sloppy band with three synthesizer players, that is -- and his voice has the same psychopathic edge it had on "Excitable Boy." The only difference is that Zevon doesn't necessarily sound like he's kidding anymore.

Brett Milano
We'll start you on the job circuit.

The Army can teach you everything from microwave technology to microprocessors. Not just the theory, but how to test and repair electronic systems. We'll teach you how to spot a problem and solve it. Whether it's in a computerized guidance control system, or a fiber optic laser range finder. Qualify, and you could plug into a civilian career circuit that can take you anywhere in automotives, electronics, or communications. Find out how you can get an edge. Call 1-800-USA-ARMY.
Whether he played his trumpet or sang, there was always an unusual gentleness about Chet Baker's performances — unusual because jazz musicians rarely whisper their artistry with such consistency.

Drugs eventually claimed Baker, who fell, jumped, or was pushed to his death out of an Amsterdam hotel window in 1988. "Embraceable You" was made in 1957 but, except for "Trav'lin' Light," was not released until now. The liner notes don't explain the delay, but there is something very different about this session; it almost sounds like an impromptu get-together in somebody's living room. Accompanied only by guitarist David Wheat and bassist Ross Savakus, Baker is on the verge of somnambulance. In fact, if he were any more laid-back on this tour of familiar ballads, you'd hear little of it before falling asleep yourself. I don't mean to imply that "Embraceable You" is boring, but rather that Baker's silken vocals and soft brass tone are relaxing to a fault. How fortunate, then, that the album runs for only 39 calming minutes.

An Early Christmas Gift For Your Sound System.

It's a perfect audio gift idea from the distinctive label that brings you the Fresh Aire Series. Christmas in the Aire is the newest recording from Grammy® Award winner Chip Davis and Mannheim Steamroller, whose first two Christmas albums are the top-selling holiday music of the past decade. In record stores everywhere this September.

800-446-6860
The Tradition Continues
Isn't it about time you came to all your senses?

Your eyes deserve the same pleasure your ears enjoy with your home stereo system. Get the best in both audio and video with home theater. The big-screen TV picture and surround sound audio will astound you. In fact, a recent survey showed a majority of audio enthusiasts enjoy home theater more than going out to the movies. And many of the audio components you already own will easily serve double-duty for home theater. So experience the incredible sights and sounds of home theater. Visit your local audio-video retailer today.
ROY HARGROVE
Family
VERVE 630 (79 min)
Performance: Embrace it
Recording: First-rate

I was quite impressed with Roy Hargrove’s debut album, some five years ago. We’ve heard many fine sounds from him since then, and it’s good to see that as his reputation has grown, so has his artistry—it is not always the case (but I won’t mention any names). “Family.” Hargrove’s second release since moving from Novus to Verve, is a concept album in which the members of his quintet (tenor/soprano saxophonist Ron Blake, pianist Stephen Scott, bassist Rodney Whitaker, and drummer Gregory Goodwin) are occasionally augmented by musicians who have directly or indirectly influenced him. The album also honors the 25-year-old trumpeter’s immediate family with a trilogy of impressionistic pieces dedicated to his mother (Vesper), father (Roy Allan), and younger brother (Brian’s Bouquet).

It is not possible for me to pick out favorite tracks among the fifteen, but I would be remiss if I didn’t mention a lovely, brooding rendition of The Nearness of You, in which Hargrove plays flugelhorn and draws his inspiration from Sarah Vaughan. David “Fathead” Newman, a fellow Texan and an early motivator, helps nudge the Hoagy Carmichael tune gently along with his deep-throated tenor. Equally compelling are Larry Willis’s Ethiopia, which Hargrove plays in duet with bassist Walter Booker, and a kid-gloves rendition with altoist Jesse Davis of Polka Dot Dress and Moonbeams, another ballad made memorable by Vaughan. This is Roy Hargrove’s finest release to date.

CHARLIE HUNTER TRIO
Bing, Bing, Bing!
BLUE NOTE 31809 (57 min)
Performance: Bing!
Recording: Excellent

Because San Francisco’s Charlie Hunter (once heard playing behind Michael Franti in the Disposable Heroes of HipHop- racy) makes such deft use of what I take to be Synclavier and the two extra bass strings on his guitar, his trio with drummer Jay Lane and tenor saxophonist Dave Ellis frequently sounds like Morphine without the Leonard Cohen-esque vocals, and just as frequently like a jazz organ combo without the organ. Is this what the young folks call “acid jazz?” Don’t ask me; I’m still trying to figure out why they call poetry “spoken word.” All I know is that Hunter’s white-bobolito approach to declasse black music of three decades ago is ingenious and refreshing, entirely free of the ironic posturing that usually dooms such endeavors (nothing here sounds like it’s between quotation marks). The choice cuts are a throbbing cover of Nirvana’s Come As You Are and Hunter’s own Lazy Susan (with a Client Now), with its whirling improvisations by Ellis, clarinetist Ben Goldberg, and trombonist Jeff Cressman. But everything here hops along nicely, even though Hunter occasionally overdoes the wah-wah.

JIMMY SMITH
Damn!
VERVE 631 (62 min)
Performance: Organic
Recording: Quite good

Organist Jimmy Smith made a series of albums for Blue Note that teamed him with some of the best sidemen bop had to offer, and his playing was technically dazzling and intensely swinging. What brought Smith into the limelight, however, was the highly commercial mix of organ and brass he employed at Verve, resulting in such hits as A Walk on the Wild Side, Slaughter on Tenth Avenue, and Got My Mojo Working. By the Seventies, Smith had all but faded from view, but after resurfacing at a Carnegie Hall concert celebrating Verve’s 50th anniversary, the label signed him up again. The initial result is “Damn!,” as Smith revisits some of his old mentes. He opens with a pedestrian Papa’s Got a Brand New Bag, the James Brown number that now sounds like a very old bag indeed, but things pick up when Smith gets into his old bop groove. Superbly aided by the likes of trumpeters Roy Hargrove and Nicholas Payton, tenor saxophonist Mark Turner, and bassist Christian McBride, Smith goes into orbit in Sister Sadie (the always had a fondness for Horace Silver). Scrapple from the Apple, Woods ’n You, and Curtis Fuller’s A la Mode. Drummer Art Taylor is also on hand for all but two tracks (in what turned out to be his final session). Verdict: Jimmy Smith is as vibrant as ever.

BARNEY WILEN
New York Romance
SUNNYSIDE 1067 (64 min)
Performance: Effortlessly lyrical
Recording: Warm

It makes sense that collectors who comb the bins for Lucky Thompson are generally also on the lookout for used LP’s by Barney Wilen, a veteran French saxophonist whose solos are as harmonically astute and as effortlessly lyrical as the elusive Lucky’s without sounding overly derivative. Very few of Wilen’s albums have been issued domestically, which means that this quartet date from just last year (with Kenny Barron on piano and Rudy Van Gelder at the controls) should go straight to the top of your list. Wilen plays Lars Gullin-like bari- tone as well as Thompson-like tenor and soprano, and you won’t believe how airy Don’t Fence Me In and Mack the Knife sound as ballads.

THE PHIL WOODS QUARTET/QUINTET
20th Anniversary Set
MOSAIC 159 (five CD’s, 273 min)
Performance: Terrific
Recording: Excellent

If I were asked to name musicians whose talent far exceeded their recognition, Phil Woods would certainly be very near the top of the list. A Juilliard alumnus who spent his formative years with big bands led by Neal Hefti and Charlie Barnet, Woods emerged on the scene at roughly the same time as the death of Charlie Parker, whose disciple he was—and for a while Woods was even being hailed as “the new Bird.” Mosaic’s box set is an extraordinary collection of superb quartet and quintet performances recorded between 1976 and 1992, all previously unissued. Bassist Steve Gilmore and drummer Bill Goodwin have been with Woods since 1974, and they form a solid rhythmic foundation for his often highly emotional improvisational flights. Other players include trumpeters Tom Harrell and Brian Lynch, trombonist Hal Crook, and three pianists—Mike Melillo, Hal Galper, and Jim McNeely. Zoot Sims appears in one track from a 1976 Japan concert. All players are heard to advantage in this exquisite collection. (Available by mail-order only: telephone 203-327-7111.)
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Anton Arensky's great admiration for his near-contemporary Tchaikovsky is manifest in his most familiar work, a set of variations for strings on one of Tchaikovsky's songs, and is hardly less evident in the two piano trios. The slow movement of the earlier of the trios (in D Minor, Op. 32) is a concise and useful Elegia; its counterpart in the seldom-heard Second Trio (in F Minor, Op. 73) is a similarly touching Romanza. Both trios have bright-eyed, somewhat Mendelssohnian scherzos — preceding the slow movement in No. 1, following it in No. 2. While No. 1 has an expansive opening movement (with an extended adagio resolution) and a brief finale, No. 2 opens with a more conventional allegro and ends with a sequence of variations on an apparently original theme.

The music, of course, could hardly be in better hands. The Beaux Arts Trio's pianist, Menahem Pressler, manages to play with tremendous dash without calling attention to himself. Nothing is overstated, and we are not allowed for a moment to think that Pressler and his associates regard these trios as mere "vehicles." Their belief in the music is unchallengeable, and the recording itself has a soft-focused warmth well suited to the material.

**BEETHOVEN: Cello Sonatas (complete): Variations on Handel and Mozart**

Kronick: Kalish

ARABESQUE 26656 (two CD's, 145 min)

Performance: Very good

Recording: Excellent

Cellist Joel Krosnick (of the Juilliard Quartet) and pianist Gilbert Kalish are mostly associated — on records at least — with twentieth-century repertoire. Thus it comes as something of a surprise to find them essaying the five Beethoven cello sonatas along with his variations on a theme from Handel's *Judas Maccabaeus* and two sets of variations on arias from Mozart's *The Magic Flute*. The first two sonatas are early works, as are the lightweight variations: both sonatas are in only two movements, opening with weighty, slow introductions and concluding with unusually elaborate and expansive allegros. The lovely — indeed, flawless — Sonata No. 3, in A Major, adheres most closely to the Classical model. The last two sonatas, comprising Op. 105, are in the territory associated with the late piano sonatas and late string quartets. I am especially partial to No. 5, with its sublime slow movement and challenging fugue-textured finale.

The performances are utterly scrupulous stylistically and in every fine point of technique, representing chamber-music collaboration of the best sort. The piano is somewhat more to the fore in the early sonatas, but the players are fully equal partners in the later works. There is no cult of personality at work here but rather a pair of fine artists functioning as a single organism, with Classical objectivity tempered by a finely honed feel for dynamics and phrasing. The opening pages of the Third Sonata are a case in point, and I was also struck by the ravishing loveliness of the performers' hand-in-glove oneness in the *adagio cantabile* beginning of its third movement. Kalish's pianism is a delight in the rondo of Sonata No. 2, and both partners do themselves proud in the final sonata. They not only convey all the fierce contrasts of the first movement and the subtleties of the adagio, but they limn the linear elements of the finale with the utmost clarity and yet a lightness of touch that makes it a joy to hear. The recording is crystal clear and full-textured all the way.

**Dressed to Trill**

Mezzo-soprano Ann Murray

Handel wrote some of the greatest opera arias for the preferred singers of his day, the castrati (recently returned to fame by the movie *Farinelli*). In our relatively humane modern age these roles have fallen most often to mezzo-sopranos like Janet Baker, Marilyn Horne, and, perhaps the best of the breed today, Ann Murray. In late September Murray appears at the Lyric Opera of Chicago in *Xerxes*, and France's Forlane is now releasing a new disc of "Great Handel Arias" on which she is accompanied by Charles Mackerras and the Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment. Forlane is now distributed here by Allegro Imports.
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Daniel Barenboim’s remarkably intense and beautifully played new Teldec recording of Schoenberg’s Transfigured Night, with the strings of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, not only supersedes his own 1980’s recording with the English Chamber Orchestra (still available on EMI) but is surely one of the most appealing of any source in years. The question arises, though, as to whether admirers of this sumptuous gem of Late Romanticism will be attracted to its companion works on the disc, which present a later and quite different aspect of their composer — and, for that matter, whether alternating orchestral works with pieces for piano solo is a good idea.

That very alternation, however, provides an illuminating chronological progression as well as an effective interlude, or transition, between the expansive and the strikingly concise (but surely no less intense) Five Pieces for Orchestra, Op. 16, in which Schoenberg’s “radical” new principles were set forth in that medium ten years after the original (string-sextet) version of Transfigured Night. The Five Pieces and Transfigured Night are separated by the Three Pieces for Piano, Op. 11, and the orchestral pieces are followed by the still more concise Six Little Pieces for Piano, Op. 19. Finally, Barenboim plays Ferruccio Busoni’s transcription for orchestra of the long middle piece from Op. 11, which amounts to a thorough re-creation.

This is imaginative programming, and all the performances are on the highest level. Teldec’s sonics, for the solo and orchestral items alike, are splendid, and the documentation is quite exceptional. Admirers of Schoenberg’s piano music may already have Mauricio Pollini’s Deutsche Grammophon disc of all of it, and the Five Pieces turn up in various orchestral collections — though Barenboim conducts the original 1909 version, which is more richly scored than the composer’s 1949 revision favored by some other conductors.

Richard Freed

Chicago Symphony, Barenboim cond.
Daniel Barenboim (piano)
TELDEC 98256 (77 min)

CLASSICAL MUSIC

firmly focused tone. Enunciation is not soprano Susan Graham’s strong point, but she sings Marguerite’s music sweetly and touchingly. Much of Thomas Moser’s singing is admirable, but the many long-held notes tinkled throughout Faust’s taxing music expose a persistent blemish in his tenor voice. Good notes and a trilingual libretto come with the set. G.J.

BORODIN: Prince Igor
Gorchakov. Borodin, Kii. Grigorjan, others; Know Opera and Chorus. Gergiev
PHIILIPS 442 537 (three CD’s, 209 min)
Performance: Exciting
Recording: Vivid

Borodin’s Prince Igor, left unfinished at his death, has had what must be the most tortuous textual history in all of opera. It was finished and orchestrated jointly by Rimsky-Korsakov, Borodin’s friend, and by his star pupil, Glazunov. They worked from rough notes and odd scraps that Borodin had scribbled, scratched out, and rescribed. Much of this material has since disappeared, including his list of the order of the scenes, which Rimsky and Glazunov apparently did not follow. A few years ago the

Mariinsky Theater, where Prince Igor had its premiere in 1890, commissioned a new performance edition, which includes a large amount of new material orchestrated by someone named Yuri Faliek. Infuriatingly, the booklet provided with this recording of that edition does not give any information about Borodin’s latest collaborator.

Prince Igor has long had a reputation for being a shapeless work, rambling and unrefined, with grand and glorious music. The music never sounded grander or more glorious than it does here under Valery Gergiev’s direction. The pulsing rendition of the famous Polovtsian Dances, vibrantly recorded by the Philips engineers, will make you want to pick up your saber and dance. The new edition’s order of scenes makes much more dramatic sense than those of its predecessors (though it is by no means clear that this opera needed to be made longer).

The solos are excellent, proving once again that Russian opera only sounds right with a Russian cast. The women, mezzo-soprano Olga Borodina and soprano Galina Gorchakova, wrap their splendid voices around the complex lines with soaring ease. Bass Mikhail Kit sings the title role with the right Balkan tang but does not, in the end, quite achieve the regal stature the part calls for. Most pleasurable of all for me was tenor Gegam Grigorian’s performance as Vladimir Igorevich: his first act cavatina, as he awaits his lover in the moonlight, is spine-tingling. There may never be a definitive recording of this opera, but this one will do quite nicely.

J.J.

BRAHMS: Piano Concerto No. 2
Leonskaja, Leipzig Gewandhaus, Masur
TELDEC 94544 (48 min)
Performance: Warmhearted
Recording: Good

Elisabeth Leonskaja has established a solid international reputation as an interpreter of Russian piano music as well as Brahms and Schumann, and she is one of only a handful of women to record that Everest of the piano-concerto literature, the four-movement Brahms Second Concerto. Unlike most of her male colleagues, she eschews the blockbuster approach to this piece. Instead, she follows Sviatoslav Richter, with whom she has played duo recitals, in plumbing its lyrical essence. Her playing is measured yet purposeful in the expansive opening movement, and there is a convincing imperiousness to the first pages of the succeeding allegro appassionato, although the hunting-horn episode in the middle of this movement could stand more urgency. Leonskaja and her collaborators, Kurt Masur and the Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra, come most fully into their own in the last two movements, which are highlighted not only by beautifully inflected piano playing but also by Jornjakob Timm’s meltingly lovely cello solo. The finale is a delight, with a wonderful gypsy flavor from the orchestra when the “big” tune takes center stage.

The live recording is excellent and, I’m happy to say, free of concluding applause. The Gewandhaus hall can sound a bit cavorting in recordings, but the presence of a very well-behaved audience helps keep the decay time under control. If you like your Brahms both heartfelt and tasteful, you’ll find this a most satisfying CD.

D.H.

BRETAN: Golem; Arald
Solosts: Moldova Philharmonic, Mandel
NIMBUS 5424 (73 min)
Performance: Uneven but interesting
Recording: Good

Nicole Bretan (1887-1968) was a native of Transylvania, a land long part of Hungary but ceded to Romania after World War I. A trained singer himself, he knew how to write singable music. The two one-act operas on this CD, sung in Romanian, are beautifully written for voices in their natural registers, and the orchestration, although skillful and effective, is the obedient servant of the vocal lines.

Golem is based on a Hungarian play dealing with an ancient legend about a man of clay created by Rabbi Loew, a fifteenth-century alchemist. Golem, a noble soul, suffers because, denied the power of creation, he is doomed to a temporary existence. When he falls in love with the rabbi’s granddaughter, he defies his creator and is destroyed by him. Written in 1923, the
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opera alternates between ariosos and melodic recitatives. It may be old-fashioned, but I find it strikingly beautiful.

Arald, inspired by a Romanian poem (Brezan himself wrote the libretto of both works), is something of a mystery play dealing with a variant of the Orpheus legend, except that its title character is a warrior, not a musician. It shares all the qualities I cited in Golén, but its melodic and emotional appeal are slightly less.

Alexandru Agache, a baritone of considerable international eminence, sings the Golén's yearning and painful music with affecting beauty, and he brings the same moving quality to the music of Arald's mysterious Seer. Tenor Tamas Daroczy makes Rabbi Löw's inner torment palpable, and tenor Ionel Voineag offers a stilted Arald. The weak element is soprano Sanda Sandru, whose wavery tones rob Golén's finale of its inherent beauty.

It would be easy to dismiss these operas created in the 1920s in an idiom totally free of modernist influences. But for opera-goers who value inspired melodiousness, I strongly recommend this disc.

COUPERIN: Harpsichord Pieces, Book I
Christophe Rousset
HARMONIA MUNDI 901450
(two CD's, 181 min)
Performance: Supremely stylish
Recording: Lots of depth

François Couperin's harpsichord works are considered "national delicacies" in France, but they can seem startlingly trivial to ears expecting the sort of thematic development and contrapuntal rigor we find in Bach and Beethoven. That is especially the case for this final release in Christophe Rousset's traversal of Couperin's complete harpsichord music, which began with Book IV, continued with Books III and II, and here ends at the beginning with Book I, a volume of pieces that predates the first of the composer's several midlife creative breakthroughs. Like Bartok's Mikrokosmos, the volume of pieces that predate the first of the composer's several midlife creative breakthroughs. Like Bartok's Mikrokosmos, the music is more fun to play than to hear in long sittings, and yet it claims the ear's attention by virtue of its charm.
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### CD Portable Stereo
- **Aiwa CA-DW700M**
  - 7-Disc CD Changer/Radio/Dual Cassette System
- **Audio Technics AM400**
- **Gemini MB-470**
- **Pro Compact Foxier. 30-hour battery**
- **Scratchmaster Mixer. 2-phono/line input**
- **Gemini PMX-15A**
- **Sony CFD-626**
- **Panasonic RX-D650**
- **Sony CFD-626**
- **Portable CD Players**
- **Sony D-445C**
- **Panasonic SL-S160**
- **Sony D-1432**
- **Recoton V900SX**
- **Audio-Technica SL-940HF**
- **Sennheiser HD414**

### Sennheiser
- **HD414 50th Anniversary Open-Aire Headphones**
  - The headphone that broke the comfort barrier in earphone design.

### DJ Equipment
- **Gemini PDM-6012**
  - Digital DJ Mixer
- **Ness UL36**
- **Gemini PMX-15A**
- **Gemini FM2000**
- **Panasonic BM-470**
- **Audio Technics AM400**
- **Ness Prisma Beat**

### Hi-Fi Stereo VCRs
- **Panasonic PV-4562**
- **VHS Hi-Fi Stereo Recorder**
  - 4 heads
  - VCR Plus+ programmer
  - Program steering
  - French on-screen programming
  - Universal remote

### Camcorders
- **Sony CCD-TR400**
  - "StandStill" Image Subractor
  - Hi-Fi stereo with built-in stereo microphone
  - 12 zoom lens
  - Digital fader

### Audio/Video Accessories
- **Niles SSVL-6**
  - Speaker Selector/Volume Controller
  - Holds up to 6-pairs of speakers
  - 12-step attenuation
  - Handles up to 100 watts per channel
  - Constant selectable impedance

### TV/Laser Disc Players
- **Sharp 13G-M100 13-Inch Color TV**
- **Sony KV-32818**
  - 20-stereo Color TV
  - surrond sound
- **Samsung TXC2516**
  - 13" PDP TV
  - Stand alone display

### New Horror Films on VHS
- **The Brides of Fu Manchu**
- **The Face of Fu Manchu**
- **The Vengeance of Fu Manchu**

### Classic Horror Movies
- **The Hammer Horror Collection**
- **Universal Horror Classics at $12.99**
- **The Black Castle**
- **Night of the Device**
- **M burn in the Zoo**

### Horror Films On VHS
- **New Horror Films at $16.99**
- **The Brides of Fu Manchu**
- **The Face of Fu Manchu**
- **The Vengeance of Fu Manchu**

### Video Tape
- **Fuji T-120 A/V master**
- **Master Grade VHS Tape**
  - Produces exceptionally sharp images & superior sound
  - Ideal for critical recording when producing your own master tapes or capturing scenes with a camcorder

### This Month's Special
- **NEW LOW PRICE!**
- **Double VHS Cassette Values from Warner Brothers**
  - at $19.99
- **Stepen King’s It • V-The Original Salem’s Lot**
Cameras

**OLYMPUS**

**Nikon N50** Outfit
- Autofocus SLR Camera Kit
  - Simple & advanced modes
  - Auto-exposure
  - Built-in flash
  - 35-80mm & 100-200mm AF Zoom lens
  - 35mm film
  - Nikon Lithium battery
  - USA limited warranty
  
  Our Price: **$549.95**

**Olympus IS-10**
- 35-80mm & 100-200mm AF Zoom lens
- 35mm film
- Nikon Lithium battery
- USA limited warranty
  
  Our Price: **$399.95**

**Olympus IS2**
- 35-80mm & 100-200mm AF Zoom lens
- 35mm film
- Nikon Lithium battery
- USA limited warranty
  
  Our Price: **$399.95**

**Fujifilm 270**
- 100-200mm AF mirror lens
- 35mm film
- Nikon Lithium battery
- USA limited warranty
  
  Our Price: **$299.95**

**Canon Rebel XS Kit**
- 100-200mm AF mirror lens
- 35mm film
- Nikon Lithium battery
- USA limited warranty
  
  Our Price: **$299.95**

**Minolta Maxxum 400si Kit**
- 100-200mm AF mirror lens
- 35mm film
- Nikon Lithium battery
- USA limited warranty
  
  Our Price: **$299.95**

**Minolta Maxxum 700si**
- 100-200mm AF mirror lens
- 35mm film
- Nikon Lithium battery
- USA limited warranty
  
  Our Price: **$299.95**

**Contax T2 Silver**
- 35mm film
- Nikon Lithium battery
- USA limited warranty
  
  CALL

**Olympus Infinity Mini**
- Ultra-Compact Weatherproof Camera
- 4.5 x 4.5 mm 3.5 Olympus lens
- Focus lock
- Full auto film speed
- Advanced auto mode flip-up flash
- Customized auto modes
- USA limited warranty
  
  Our Price: **$99.95**

**Minolta AF-101R**
- Auto-focus, auto flash
  
  **$49.95**

**Minolta Zoom 70EX**
- 35mm film
- Nikon Lithium battery
- USA limited warranty
  
  **$149.95**

**Canone Sure Shot 1155**
- 35mm film
- Nikon Lithium battery
- USA limited warranty
  
  **$169.95**

**Leica Mini Zoom**
- 35mm film
- Nikon Lithium battery
- USA limited warranty
  
  **$349.95**

**Contax T2 Silver**
- 35mm film
- Nikon Lithium battery
- USA limited warranty
  
  CALL

**Sony E-Max**
- 100-200mm AF mirror lens
- 35mm film
- Nikon Lithium battery
- USA limited warranty
  
  **$399.95**

**Nikon N90s**
- 100-200mm AF mirror lens
- 35mm film
- Nikon Lithium battery
- USA limited warranty
  
  **$629.95**

**Canon N80**
- 35mm film
- Nikon Lithium battery
- USA limited warranty
  
  CALL

SLR Cameras

**Compact Super Special!!!**

**COMPACT**

**Canon A2/33C 4GB5M 13MHz Color Noteook**
- Keeps passive matrix color display
- 2MB RAM
- 170MB hard drive
- External floppy
- Just 4.2 lbs.
- PCMCIA III
- 8MB RAM add on
- 35mm film
- Nikon Lithium battery
- USA limited warranty
  
  **$999.95**

**Apple** Macintosh

**PowerMacintosh**
- 9500/120
- PowerPC 604 RISC
- 120MHz processor
- 2MB RAM
- 1 Gig hard drive
- 2MB VRAM on accelerator 1
- PCI graphics card
- QuickDraw CD-ROM drive
- Built-in 1MB Apple* SuperDrive
- 46 high performance CD slots
  
  **$4449.95**

**Apple* Macintosh**
- Performa* 631CD
- 66MHz 8/500/CD
- 2MB RAM
- Double speed CD-ROM drive
- Double speed CD-ROM
- 14/16XL fonts
- 128MB RAM
- 400MB disk drive
- Fully implemented 163200 UART enhancements
- Enhanced replaceable voice messages
- Support for 10 levels in Windows
- QuickLink Message Center
- Windows
  
  **$149.95**

**Smart Modular Technologies ST 1414L**
- PCMCIA Fax & Voice Modem
- 9600/300 bps send/receive
- 16-bit CD-stereo
- 1000 bps data/fax capabilities
- Includes cables and phone cable
  
  **$149.95**

**J&R Catalogue**

**JP**

**Free Catalogue**

Call Toll-Free 1-800-281-8189 or Write To:
J&R Music World
Department SR1075
59-50 Queens-Midtown Expressway
Maspeth, NY 11378

FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD

Call 1-800-281-8189

Ask About our Extended Warranty

To Order by Mail Send Money Order, Certified or Cashier's Check in Frame and a Signature to J&R Music World, Dept. 81095, 59-50 Queens-Midtown Expression, Maspeth, NY 11378. Personal & business checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing. Shipping, handling and insurance charge (for Continental U.S.) is 3% of order, orders over $50. Orders under $50.00 the customer may order by phone. Orders over $100.00. For high-impact items, shipped by air, to Canada, Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico or Virgin Islands, please call for information. Do not send cash. Sorry, no CODs. Equal Pricing to all customers. Prices and orders subject to verification & acceptance. Some quantities may be limited, not responsible for typographical or pictorial errors.

All merchandise shipped brand new, factory fresh, and 100% guaranteed. Copyright 1995 J&R Music World
Resplendissant (1931) show the composer successfully finding a distinctive voice amid late-Romantic histrionics. Many spiritual light years away is Un Sourire (1989), his tribute to Mozart, even though this adagio with antic outbursts is pure Messiaen. In their last recording together, conductor Myung-Whun Chung and the Bastille orchestra play with great assurance and comprehension. What a pity there'll be no more where this came from.

D.P.S.

MOZART: Concerto for Two Pianos (K. 365); Sonata for Two Pianos (K. 448)
De Larrocha, Previn; Orchestra of St. Luke's RCA 68044 (47 min)
Performance: Exceptional
Recording: Excellent
It may seem extravagant for a full-price CD to offer only 47 minutes of music, but never mind. This will provide every full value by virtue of the frequency with which it's likely to be played. Alicia de Larrocha and Andre Previn are splendid Mozartean colleagues, realizing all the wit, animation, and unabashed brilliance in the Two-Piano Concerto's outer movements and the genuine poetry in its slow movement, and their discourse in the remarkably substantial Two-Piano Sonata is at once elegant, enlivening, and uncontrivedly committed. The partnership is a happy one throughout both works, and the integration of the two soloists with the orchestra in the concerto is uncommonly complete and convincing.

R.F.

MOZART: The Marriage of Figaro
Miles, Focile, Vaness, Corbelli, Menzter, others; Scottish Chamber Chorus and Orchestra, Mackerras
TELARC 80388 (three CD's, 208 min)
Performance: Outstanding
Recording: Very good
There are currently so many commendable recordings of Mozart's The Marriage of Figaro that to label yet another one "outstanding" is indeed high praise. Charles Mackerras, eminent among today's Mozart conductors, has cunningly selected a well-schooled, stylish cast and, along with the Scottish Chamber Orchestra and Chorus, here provides a performance notable for its ensemble, its impulsion, and its full realization of Mozart's joyous creation.

Alastair Miles brings to Figaro the requisite bounce and caniness that make this character an inviting challenge to all leading basses; he also sings the part with easy assurance and smooth musicality. As his bride to be, Susanna, soprano Nuccia Focile is a perfect foil—pert, musically accurate, and graceful. As portrayed by Alessandro Corbelli, Count Almaviva is as elegant as this lout can be, with a finesse derived from the baritone's refined singing. Soprano Carol Vaness, as the Countess, gives a performance remarkable for its womanly nobility; her fine-honed musicianship has placed her among the foremost of today's Mozart interpreters. The charming Cherubino of mezzo-soprano Susanne Menzter is delightfully boyish but never overdrawn dramatically, and she sings with a limpid sheen. The rest of the cast is very much in step with the principals. Highly recommended.

R.A.

PURCELL: King Arthur
Gens, Waters, Padmore, Salomaa, others; Les Arts Florissants, Christie
ERATO 98535 (two CD's, 92 min)
Performance: Delightful
Recording: Superb
Aside from Dido and Aeneas, Purcell's other operas are all five-act dramas interrupted by big production numbers that are arbitrarily inserted and only vaguely connected with the rest. They have been considered unrevivable, but William Christie is proving (as he did for Charpentier) that even Purcell's obscure theatrical works are worthy of being put on the stage—and also make great recordings. With his group Les Arts Florissants, Christie and the Eng-
We are America's audio/video specialist!

- **HOME THEATER**
- **AUDIO SEPARATES** (AND COMPONENTS)
- **SPEAKERS** • **SUBWOOFERS**
- **TVs** • **BIG SCREENS** • **DSS** • **LASERDISC**
- **CAMCORDER** • **VCRs** • **VIEWCAM** & MORE!

**FREE DELIVERY!**
(ON ALL ORDERS OVER $100.00 TO BE DELIVERED WITHIN THE CONTINENTAL U.S.)

**GREAT PRICES • EXCELLENT SERVICE**

WE ARE PROUD TO OFFER:
- **PIONEER** • **HARMAN KARDON** • **AR** • **KENWOOD** • **JVC**
- **INFINITY** • **ALTEC LANSING** • **SONY** • **RCA** • **SHARP** • **B&K**
- **TOSHIBA** • **HITACHI** • **PREMIERE** • **MONSTER CABLE**
- **GO-VIDEO** • **DESIGN ACOUSTICS** • **KEF** • **JBL** • **AND MORE!**

**SPECIAL OF THE MONTH**

**FOSGATE 4125**
High Current Multi-Channel Audio Power Amplifier

The 4125 provides two, three or four channels of audio power amplification with extremely high reliability and versatility while delivering audiophile standards of audio quality. The high current power supply of the 4125 has been specially designed to meet the demands of a wide range of system applications, while it's moderate use of negative feedback assures transparent and accurate sound.

**Specifications:**
- 75 watts (8 ohms), 125 watts (4 ohms), 170 watts (2 ohms) all channels driven, 20Hz-20kHz with less than 0.20% THD.
- 225 watts (8 ohms), 300 watts (4 ohms) dual bridged mode.
- 3 channel mode: 2 x 75 watts and 1 x 225 (8 ohms) or 2 x 125 watts and 1 x 300 (4 ohms).

**GREAT FOSGATE**, **BUY AT $509.95**
INCLUDES FREE 2-DAY DELIVERY

**PIONEER**
ALL PROJECTION TELEVISION AND COMPONENT MODELS IN STOCK!

DON'T MISS THESE AWESOME DEALS!

**NEW WEST ON THE NET!**
http://www.newest.com

ALL TIMES PST: M-F 6:30A to 6:00P/SAT 7:00A to 6:00P/SUN 8:00A to 5:00P

800-488-8877

CIRCLE NO. 39 ON READER SERVICE CARD
ish director Graham Vick put together a successful version of King Arthur for the Châtelet Theater in Paris, later transferred to Covent Garden in London. Unfortunately, it has yet to be seen in this country, but here we have the musical numbers only. The director Graham Vick put together a medley of excerpts from various operas, including French operas intended to flatter nationalistic sentiment and the royal court. The difference is in the substitution of British lore for classical references, so along with the usual nymphs, shepherds, and shepherdesses there are wonderfully hearty elements of pagan revelry and English country bumpkinry: a Saxon bacchanal, dancing hornpipes, a rousing drinking song. Equally original are the double chorus of sprites, who alternately seem Arthur's men into and away from a morass, the chilling music of the Cold Genius and Cold People (brilliantly reinterpreted by Christie), and the aria of Aeolus, god of winds, who conjures up the whole isle of Britain. On the other hand, the exquisite pastoral doings, like the passacaglia for the nymphs and sirens who try to seduce Arthur, and the instrumental dance numbers, like the chaconne (here restored to its proper place as the final dance), are in the French style, but even these are far from pure imitations.

The Châtelet production is clearly informed by the theatrical tradition of an excellent and lively recorded performance that is on the same exalted level. The recording itself is especially effective in terms of lateral imaging. The music is trying to say, especially in the tragic finale, and wind-god Aeolus and drunken Comus in Act V are all wonderfully characterized. Christie uses a very low pitch, which enables many of the male alto parts to be performed by high tenors, among whom Mark Padmore is notable. There are few comparable female parts (the blind Emeline, Arthur's love, is a speaking role; so, for that matter, is Arthur), but soprano Véronique Gens gives a lovely performance of Venus's exquisite aria, and Susannah Watters is a charming Cupid. It is hard to imagine how the chorus (which sings in almost unaccompanied English) and the instrumental ensemble could be better.

The most satisfying aspect of the performance is the effortless sense of flow and lyrical passion that the Borodin ensemble and Misha Milman — who is conducting without being overbearing in the important second cello role — bring to the opening pages of Schubert's great Quintet in C Minor. Had we expected this to be one of its best performances, the pacing is on the brisk side, yet there is no feeling of undue haste anywhere along the way. The adagio, where a slightly slower than usual tempo enhances the sense of suspended time, is on the same exalted level. The scherzo and finale are again briskly paced, but in these movements I sense an imperfection in the best interests of what the music is trying to say, especially in the tragic digression midway in the scherzo. The performance as a whole, therefore, is near miss. The recording itself is especially effective in terms of lateral imaging.

**SCHUBERT: Quintet for Strings**

Borodin Quartet, Milman

TELDEC 94564 (52 min)

**Performance: Good**

**Recording: Excellent**

The effortless sense of flow and lyrical passion that the Borodin ensemble and Misha Milman — who is conducting without being overbearing in the important second cello role — bring to the opening pages of Schubert's great Quintet in C Minor had me expecting this to be one of its best performances, the pacing is on the brisk side, yet there is no feeling of undue haste anywhere along the way. The adagio, where a slightly slower than usual tempo enhances the sense of suspended time, is on the same exalted level. The scherzo and finale are again briskly paced, but in these movements I sense an imperfection in the best interests of what the music is trying to say, especially in the tragic digression midway in the scherzo. The performance as a whole, therefore, is a near miss. The recording itself is especially effective in terms of lateral imaging.

**SCHUBERT: Sonata in C Major ("Grand Duo," D. 812); Fantasia in F Minor (D. 940): Six German Dances (D. 820)**

American Symphony Orchestra, Borodin

**Performance: Suitably warm**

**Recording: Likewise**

The illustrous violinist-composer-conductor-pedagogue Joseph Joachim undertook his orchestration of Schubert's "Grand Duo" Sonata (for piano four-hands) on the assumption that it was a sketch for a supposedly lost "Gastein" Symphony. It now appears that that mysterious work was none other than the "Great C Major" Symphony (No. 9), but the "Grand Duo" nonetheless exhibits tempting orchestral characteristics and makes for provocative listening as what Joachim labeled a Symphony in C Major. Both the performance and the sound have an engaging warmth here.

*Continued on page 116*
Now a days, more and more people want the latest in technology like Toshiba Perfect Flat, Panasonic Super Flat, Hitachi Ultra Vision, Sony, JVC on other high resolution monitor at great low prices!

At Authorized Electronics we have new arrivals daily & carry thousands of name brand camcorders all at the guaranteed lowest prices. Sharp VLE-42 4 Color LCD .................. $819
Panasonic PV-3260 HiFi, Color VF ... Reduced!
Sony VX-3 Pro 3 CCD Hi 8mm HiFi ... In Stock!
Hitachi Compact Hi8 Color VF Stabilizer ....... $799
Sony Camcorders at the Lowest Prices!
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Hi Band 8MM Play and record ................. $399
Super Beta slow motion ..................... $399
Panasonic 4 Head HiFi Stereo ............... $219
Toshiba Flying Pre-amp & Hi recording ... $350
PANASONIC PV-4366 S-VHS HiFi Shuttle ... $379
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Super Beta slow motion ..................... $399
Panasonic 4 Head HiFi Stereo ............... $219
Toshiba Flying Pre-amp & Hi recording ... $350
PANASONIC PV-4366 S-VHS HiFi Shuttle ... $379

For that finishing touch we carry car audio systems

AM/FM/CASS remote face 25 wps ............... $99
AM/FM/CASS rent/face CD control 25 wps .... $149
6 Disc CD Changer Ultra Compact .............. $219
6 Disc CD Changer RF Modulator & remote $289
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JBL PS100
Powered Home Subwoofer
- 18" High Polymer Woofer
- 50 W RMS amplifier power
- Logic level and speaker level inputs
- FR 30 Hz to 150 Hz
- Determined by crossover setting

JBL PS120
Powered Home Subwoofer
- 12" High Polymer Wofer
- 200 W RMS amplifier power
- Orig. $499

JBL Pro II 2-Way Satellite Speakers
- 2-Pair JBL Coronet 40
- Compact Loudspeakers
- 2-Way Bass Reflex Design
- 1/4" Input
- With power handling

JVC AR-29118K Super DIGIFINE Integrated Amplifier
- Random access programming up to 32 tracks
- Headphone output with volume control
- 2-way edit function auto and programmed
- "High quality" digital outputs - optical and coaxial
- New high-precision laser pickup design
- Independent suspension system
- Benefits: 6th-order noise shaping in the industry as well as 6-40 OS

JVC RA-3918K Super DIGIFINE integrated Amplifier
- Optical digital input 1 coaxial input & coaxial output w/out loop through
- Remote control 120W/Channel 1-bit Digital Output
- High gain phone EQ for MM/MC cartridges
- Orig.1100

JVC FX-1100K Super DIGIFINE Digital Tuner
- Direct access to numeric keypad
- 40 FM/AM stations
- Computer controller - "reservation system"
- Orig. 55.00

Hughes AK-500
Retriever
- The AK-500 adds audio localization to your present two speaker hi-fi home theater system
- The AK-500 also reduces dynamic distance and incredible width to all of your sound
- It adds spacious ambience to mono, stereo, or surround-type encoded material.

Hafler 9180
MOSFET Stereo Power Amplifier
- 105 Watts per channel stereo amplifier
- Bridgeable to 150 watts into 8 ohms
- Power MOSFET output devices
- Front panel control
- Gold-plated RCA inputs and front panel binding posts
- Universal 110-240 Volt-line transformer

Hafler 9100
Power Amplifier
- Bridgeable to 150 watts into 8 ohms
- Line level MOSFET output devices
- Front panel level controls
- Gold-plated RCA inputs and front panel binding posts

Hafler 9290
MOSFET Stereo Power Amp
- 145 Watts per channel 8 ohms
- Bridgeable to 470 watts mono
- Front panel mounted gain controls
- Mono/stereo switching

Hafler 945 Preamplifier
- Detachable tone controls
- Remote control
- Extremely linear dual gate MOSFET amplifier
- Mosfet stereo power amplifiers
- Ideal for stereo and surround sound

Hafler 9117 Preamplifier
- Four independent and two stereo primary signal paths with the "Tube-like" sonic qualities
- A high power transformer and extra large filter capacitances provide extended power supply headroom
- 5 line inputs and 2 tape inputs
- 18 Tuner presets

Altec Lansing A508
Floorstanding Tower Speaker
- Thalassia 2.5" woven carbon fiber woofers
- 7" Polypropylene graphite cone
- 1" Polyimide/Titanium dome tweeter with ferrofluid cooling
e
- Gold-plated terminals
- 250W Power handling
- FR: 24 Hz - 20 kHz

Altec Lansing A508 Floorstanding Tower Speaker
- Thalassia 2.5" woven carbon fiber woofers
- 7" Polypropylene graphite cone
- 1" Polyimide/Titanium dome tweeter with ferrofluid cooling
e
- Gold-plated terminals
- 250W Power handling
- FR: 24 Hz - 20 kHz

Hafler 9830
Power Amplifier
- Bridgeable to 150 watts into 8 ohms
- Line level MOSFET output devices
- Front panel level controls
- Gold-plated RCA inputs and front panel binding posts

Hafler 9820
MOSFET Stereo Power Amp
- 195 Watts per channel 8 ohms
- Bridgeable to 490 watts mono
- Front panel mounted gain controls
- Mono/stereo switching

Hafler 9809
Preamplifier
- Detachable tone controls
- Remote control
- Extremely linear dual gate MOSFET amplifier
- Mosfet stereo power amplifiers
- Ideal for stereo and surround sound

Hafler 9808
MOSFET Stereo Power Amp
- 220 Watts per channel 8 ohms
- Bridgeable to 440 watts mono
- Front panel mounted gain controls
- Mono/stereo switching

Hafler 9809
Preamplifier
- Detachable tone controls
- Remote control
- Extremely linear dual gate MOSFET amplifier
- Mosfet stereo power amplifiers
- Ideal for stereo and surround sound

Hafler 9808
MOSFET Stereo Power Amp
- 220 Watts per channel 8 ohms
- Bridgeable to 440 watts mono
- Front panel mounted gain controls
- Mono/stereo switching

Hafler 9807
Preamplifier
- Detachable tone controls
- Remote control
- Extremely linear dual gate MOSFET amplifier
- Mosfet stereo power amplifiers
- Ideal for stereo and surround sound

Hafler 9806
MOSFET Stereo Power Amp
- 210 Watts per channel 8 ohms
- Bridgeable to 420 watts mono
- Front panel mounted gain controls
- Mono/stereo switching

Hafler 9805
Preamplifier
- Detachable tone controls
- Remote control
- Extremely linear dual gate MOSFET amplifier
- Mosfet stereo power amplifiers
- Ideal for stereo and surround sound

Hafler 9804
MOSFET Stereo Power Amp
- 200 Watts per channel 8 ohms
- Bridgeable to 400 watts mono
- Front panel mounted gain controls
- Mono/stereo switching
FREE SHIPPING

Denon
DCR-730RD
AM/FM
Cassette Receiver
- 20W x 4 high power output
- 4 - Speaker output
- Fader control
- Large size buttons
- Audio mute, CD changer control

Package Price
$499

Hafler
MSE-BB
4-Channel Car Power Amplifier
- 76W/c h 2 x 4 ohms
- Quad RCA inputs, variable input sensitivity
- Runs mono and stereo simultaneously
- Mosfet output
- Time-variant circuitry
- 22W x 4 into 4 ohms

Hafler
MSE-120
6-Channel Car Power Amplifier
- 27W x 6 into 4 ohms
- Bridgeable to 75W or 3 into 4 ohms
- Mosfet output
- Time-variant circuitry

SPECIAL PURCHASES

JVC
XD-2507TH
Digital Audio
Tape Deck
- Built-in D/A converter
- Full function remote control
- Optical, analog, and coaxial inputs
- Built-in D/A converter
- Brand Name

Brand Name
Digital Audio Laser Disc Player
- Full function remote control
- Optical, analog, and coaxial inputs
- Crystal clear digital sound
- Brand Name

WHILE THEY LAST!

Denon
T401
FM/AM Tuner
- 40 station FM/AM random preset tuning
- Six category classified memory presets
- Automatic precision reception
- Easy-to-read two-color FL display
- Auto tuning
- Built-in AM loop antenna
- Reception mode indicator

Onkyo
TXS5V15FPrroll
Dolby® Pro Logic Receiver
- Detachable front panel
- Clock
- 30 Station pre-set mute
- CD changer control

HALLER
MSE-80
2-Channel Car Amp
- 100W x 2 into 4 ohms
- Built-in D/A converter
- Bi-voltage and video switching

HALLER
MSE-120
6-Channel Car Amp
- 27W x 6 into 4 ohms
- Bridgeable to 75W or 3 into 4 ohms
- Mosfet output
- Time-variant circuitry

ACCESSIONS

AMPS TO GO!

Altec Lansing
ALA 200
2-Channel Car Amp
- 100W x 2 into 4 ohms
- Thermal protection
- Overload protection
- High and low level input
- External installation protection

SPECIAL PURCHASES

JVC
XD-2507TH
Digital Audio
Tape Deck
- Built-in D/A converter
- Full function remote control
- Optical, analog, and coaxial inputs
- Crystal clear digital sound
- Brand Name

Brand Name
Digital Audio Laser Disc Player
- Full function remote control
- Optical, analog, and coaxial inputs
- Crystal clear digital sound
- Brand Name

Atlantic Technology • B&K • B&O • B&W • Bazooka • BBE • Beyerdynamics • Belogetti Brother • Canon • Carver • Cerwin
Kardon • Hitachi • Hughes • Infinity • Jamo • JBL • JVC • K40 • Kenwood • Koss • Lexicon • Lane Furniture • MB Quart
Parasound • Phillips • Pinnacle • Pioneer • Panamax • PPI • Proscan • PS Audio • PSB • Paradigm • Rane
rp • Sony • Sonance • SSL • Stewart • Target • Technics • Terk • Thorens • Velodyne and Many More!

Mail Order
Mon-Fri 8am-8pm EST
Sat 9-5 • Sun 11-5

Call For Products &
Brands Not Listed

We Ship
To Canada
Se Habla
Español
We Will Not
Be Undersold!
R. STRAUSS: Ein Heldenleben; Horn Concerto No. 2
Hauptmann; Berlin Philharmonic, Mehta
SONY 53267 (66 min) Performance: Very good
Recording: Excellent

Zubin Mehta's latest recording of Ein Heldenleben (A Hero's Life) strikes me as his most interesting go at the work. Instead of blustering virtuosity we get a search for the details of orchestral texture, and of the meaning behind the music, particularly when Strauss begins to recall his earlier works and, before the final pages, gives vent to bursts of rage and disgust at the venomous critics he recalls from earlier on. The opening pages depicting the Hero seem a bit hasty and unexpecting, but the performance goes from strength to strength as it proceeds. I especially like Daniel Stabrawa's solo-violin portrayal of the Hero's Companion, which captures her capriciousness as well as the more obvious sentiment. The critics are deliciously caricatured as a group, but each one also comes across as an individual. The battle scene is one of the best I have heard on records, and the final pages are genuinely moving in their consolatory beauty. The Berlin players have the music in their bones and play it with aplomb and plenty of spirit. The sound is good and clean all the way down the range, from bass drum to cymbal.

The Horn Concerto No. 2 (1942) makes a delightful encore. The first movement, a conversation piece, moves without pause into an idyllic slow movement with distant echoes of Der Rosenkavalier and then to a ronde finale of Till Eulenspiegel-like wit. Soloist Norbert Hauptmann has the full measure of the music in both its lyrical and virtuosic aspects. He is miked a bit close for my taste, but not obtrusively so. D.H.
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(800) 959-HIFI
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we think about Baroque and Classical music. John Eliot Gardiner has been leading the period-instrument assault on Romantic music, and here he defiantly takes on its holy monster — the Verdi Requiem.

The great nineteenth-century conductor Hans von Billow dismissed the Requiem as "an opera in ecclesiastical garb," a witticism that has resonated throughout the work's performance history. Gardiner would like to free it from this stereotype and reveal the work's affinities with the venerable tradition of Italian church music, the liturgical settings of Rossini and Cherubini, and even Renaissance masters such as Palestrina. It's an interesting approach, and a close listening to this highly polished, emotionally charged recording reveals some sounds we've never heard before. The searing blare of the period brass and the reedy sound of the winds add unsuspected dimensions to the Requiem's sound world.

It is no mere prejudice, however, to regard this mature masterpiece in the light of Verdi's works for the dramatic stage. Anyone who fails to hear the ghost of Gilda and an adumbration of Desdemona in the anguished opening aria of the "Libera me," is simply stopping up his ears. Although this recording is thoughtfully prepared and has a fine solo quartet — soprano Luba Organova, mezzo-soprano Anne Sofie Von Otter, tenor Luca Canonici, and bass Alastair Miles — the overall texture is relatively thin, and in the end it fails to persuade me that this work demands anything less than a generous measure of interpretive grandeur. And it is a shame that the record labels always trot out the Four Sacred Pieces as filler. After the sound and fury of the Requiem, these odd, contemplative little works are a disappointment.

J.J.

ZEMLINSKY: Lyrical Symphony; Symphonic Songs
Marc, Hagegard, White; Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra, Chailly
LONDON 443 569 (66 min)
Performance: Very good
Recording: Very good

Alexander Zemlinsky (1871-1942) is clearly recognized now as an important bridge between Mahler and Schoenberg in the flow of the Viennese school. The two important works on this CD, dating from 1924 and 1929, respectively, are quite different despite outward similarities. The Lyrische Symphonie for baritone, soprano, and orchestra, clearly inspired by Mahler's Das Lied von der Erde, has interwoven orchestral motives linking the vocal episodes, the entire piece to be played without a break. The texts are based on the mystical writings of the Hindu poet Rabindranath Tagore, yet another link to Mahler, whose inspiration for Das Lied also came from Oriental literature. By contrast, Symphonische Gestange is a collection of seven independent — yet thematically linked — songs on texts translated from Langston Hughes and other African-American poets.

Both works are brilliantly orchestrated and receive powerful performances here. Unlike Mahler, however, who was a natural writer of songs, Zemlinsky found it hard to place voices into an orchestral context. While there are some lovely effects in the Lyrical Symphony, such as the soprano's "Sprich zu mir, Gehebter," sung by Alessandra Marc, and the consolatory conclusion, which baritone Hakan Hagegard handles beautifully, for the most part the writing carries both vocalists into hazardous high regions where clear enunciation becomes impossible. They perform miracles against heavy odds.

The earlier work's angular writing with its wide leaps is transmuted into a somewhat simpler and equally challenging idiom for the Symphonic Songs. These are bitter and troubling songs that speak of despair, lynching, and other brutalities, and they come across potently in Zemlinsky's stark settings. Baritone Willard White, with his committed, at times savage delivery, is their ideal interpreter.

Zemlinsky is closer to Schoenberg than to Mahler in both works. You will not be humming the tunes, but they'll make a deep impression nonetheless.

G.J.
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YAMAHA RX-V2090
DOLBY® PRO LOGIC REMOTE RECEIVER
- 100 Watts x 3 Front & Center / 70Watt Movie Theatre
- Dolby ProLogic / 5 Hi-Fi DSP
- $1099

Yamaha RX-V2090

CD changers

SONY CDPC-445
- 5 DISC CD CHANGER WITH REMOTE / 5 DISC CHANGER/ CD CHANGER WITH REMOTE / REMOTE CONTROL
- $199

CD changers

PIONEER CTW-703RS
- DOUBLE DECK DUAL AUTOREVERSE / 2 HEAD TAPE IN SLOTS
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- $499
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JBL PS-120
- 120 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER
- 2-channel Power Amplifier
- $439

Speaker prices per pair

BOSE 901
- 2-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM
- $219

Speaker prices per pair

Hi-Fi DSP

TEAC
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TEAC
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10 DAY REFUND POLICY
Gone are the simple days of left and right speakers. Today, systems call for rear surround, center channel, subwoofer, and even remote satellite speakers. This can present problems with space and dollars if you only consider “off the shelf” speaker systems. This is where MCM Electronics comes in.

MCM stocks a large assortment of audio components. Our woofers alone include over 150 models. Discover MCM and build the system right for you.

Call today for your free catalog...

1-800-434-4330

Hours: M-F 7 a.m.-9 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m. EST.

Second day or better shipping to most of the U.S. with Distribution facilities near Reno, NV and Dayton, OH.

MCM ELECTRONICS®
650 CONGRESS PARK DR.
CENTERVILLE, OH 45459-4072
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CLASSICAL MUSIC

Collections

BANG ON A CAN
Industry
SONY 64483 (62 min)
Performance: Good times
Recording: Smashing

Bang on a Can is a collective of "down-to-earth" composers that has, literally and metaphorically, recently moved uptown. Their lively new music, which grew out of minimalism, is related to art rock and certain aspects of avant-garde pop and jazz. It is lively stuff, irreverent and hard-hitting. Although seemingly very American, there are close connections with certain young English composers, and both groups regard the iconoclastic Dutch composer Louis Andriessen as a sort of spiritual godfather.

All these qualities and connections are very well demonstrated on this CD, which features two major pieces by Andriessen performed by the Bang on a Can All-Stars along with musicians from the English group Icebreaker, itself named for the Amsterdam center identified with Andriessen and new Dutch music. But interesting as the Andriessen pieces might be, they are overshadowed by the music of the three founders of Bang on a Can: Julia Wolfe, whose clever and sexy Leek is the outstanding work here; David Lang, whose amusing Anvil Chorus was written for percussionist Steven Schick to play on junk metal; and Michael Gordon, the composer of the title piece, which turns out not to be for percussion ensemble but for a solo cello distorted by something called a Tube Screamer.

The very serious Andriessen pieces recorded here are not really much fun, but the rest — some of it literally banged out on a couple of cans — is very diverting, and these crackerjack musicians sound like they are having a perfectly smashing time performing it.

E.S.

ALAN FEINBERG
Fascinating Rhythm
ARGO 444-457 (76 min)
Performance: Dashing
Recording: Lively

The modern tendency to treat the early masters of popular song and jazz as "classical American composers" is perfectly exemplified by pianist Alan Feinberg's attractive compilation, in which music by Scott Joplin, Fats Waller, Bix Beiderbecke, Jelly Roll Morton, Duke Ellington, and Bud Powell (all in elegant arrangements, some transcribed from old recordings) is interlarded with more "serious" pieces by Gershwin, Henry Cowell, Percy Grainger, and Conlon Nancarrow. Except for a surprisingly heavy-handed version of Joplin's "Magnetic Rag", the performances are dashing.

There are a number of outstanding items and sequences. Note, for example, the pairing of Grainger's delicate arrangement of "The Man I Love" (Gershwin) with his own mildly raucous In Dahomey (subtitled "Cakewalk Smasher"), followed in turn by a neat performance of a transcription of...
SPEAKERS

WE PROVIDE ALL YOUR AUDIO/VIDEO NEEDS!

KNOWLEDGE...It's just one of the benefits our sales consultants possess. They also have a few other things...

- 30-DAY IN-HOME TRIAL
- VERY COMPETITIVE PRICING
- THX SPEAKERS
- POWERED SUBWOOFERS
- COMPLETE AUDIO SELECTION
- COMPLETE VIDEO SELECTION
- TOLL-FREE ORDERING LINES
- EXCLUSIVE 1-YEAR SPEAKER TRADE-UP POLICY!

ALL SPEAKERS SOLD WITH DOUBLE MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY

Advent Heritage Floor standing $449.00
Advent Powered Subwoofer $329.00
Atlantic Technology 154 SR Surround satellites $339.00
BIC C10 Audiophile subwoofer $399.00
BIC V 12 100W powered subwoofer $549.00
BOSE AM 7 Subwoofer w/3 satellites CALL

CALL US FOR ALL MAKES AND MODELS OF AUDIO & VIDEO!

WE STOCK MILES OF QUALITY SPEAKER WIRE & CABLES!

ELECTRONICS

Aiwa ADF 850 Cassette deck $249.00
Audiosource AMP/ONE 80W/Ch. power amp $245.00
Harmon Kardon AV Receivers ON SALE!! CALL

Pioneer CLD-704 Acoustic Research w/Remote $799.00
Pioneer CLD-504 Laser Disc $679.00
Pioneer VSX 604 400 watt SS rec. $469.00
Sony CDP CS515 100 Disc CD changer $599.00

Technics SATX 1000 THX receiver $849.00

Cubicle 606 HiFi stereo VCR $329.00

CALL US FOR ALL MAKES AND MODELS OF AUDIO & VIDEO!!
WE STOCK MILES OF QUALITY SPEAKER WIRE & CABLES!!

YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR
DOLBY PRO LOGIC, THX AND AC3 COMPREHENSIVE SPEAKER PACKAGES!

CALL US FOR AUDIOPHILE SPEAKERS, RECEIVERS, AMPS & PRE-AMPS, CD'S, VIDEOPHILE, BIG SCREEN TV'S, VCR'S, LASER DISCS, DOBLY & THX PROCESSORS!

Do expressions like THX, Dolby Pro Logic, DSP, Laser Disc, In-Wall, multi-zone, tweeter, and sub-woofer leave you confused?

We at Home Theatre Systems can help you!

From a single center channel to a multi-room multi-zone system, H.T.S. will provide the best advice and the best price to perfectly fit your needs.

Home theater systems are not just something we sell.
It's who we are...and all we do.
We do not sell microwave ovens, video games, boom boxes, toasters or $89.00 tape decks.

Our professionals have installed home theater systems for some of the most recognized names in the music business. Our sales consultants will be more than happy to help you through the maze of components so you can get the system that does what you want it to do at the price you want to pay. More importantly, our technicians are available to help you with your installation needs after the sale.

We carry most major brands of audio and video speakers, receivers, video projectors, TV's, VCR's, laser-discs, CD-players, pre-amps, power-amps, cassette decks, satellite dishes and accessories. Even hard to find brands that most dealers don't carry!

APOGEE LCR • 2X6.5 in. woofers with 4 in. ribbon tweeter. Finally, home theater speakers with audiophile performance. $750 ea.

APOGEE SLANT 6 Stereophile Class B recommended component. FREE 2nd Day Air Freight with purchase.

AUDIO ALCHEMY DTI PRO with DDI v.3.0 Regularly $2100 NOW $1550 (10 FREE HDCD's w/purchase)

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ON EVERYTHING WE SELL!

AC3 SURROUND THX

SAVE 50% ON END OF THE YEAR MARGINS

Home Theatre Systems
44 ROUTE 23 N., LITTLE FALLS, NJ 07424
1-800-978-7768
FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT CALL 201-890-9142
FOR FAX TRANSMISSIONS CALL 201-890-9142

ALL PRODUCTS SOLD WITH COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS WARRANTIES
PICTURES ARE FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES ONLY
QUICK FIXES

MURRAY PERAHIA
Beethoven
SONY 64397 (68 min)

Beethoven's first three sonatas make a well-filled disc, and Murray Perahia plays them with an abundance of both animation and sensitivity, each in ways that set it off delightfully from its splendid companions. The vivid sound, a bit brighter in the first two sonatas than in the last, serves Perahia and Beethoven handsome-ly in all three. R.F.

LISZT: Piano Concertos Nos. 1 and 2
Murray Perahia
SONY 66279 (62 min)

Murray Perahia's rendition of Liszt's Piano Concertos Nos. 1-3 is well-filled, and his performance of the second concerto is uniformly exhilarating. The recording is richly pleasurable issue. R.F.

ROTA: “La Strada,” Ballet Suite; Concerto for Strings; Dances from “The Leopard”
Orchestra Filarmonica della Scala, Muti
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 439 892 (62 min)

The Italian Neoclassical composer Nino Rota is best known in America for his beautiful scores for movies by Fellini, Visconti, and Zeffirelli, which are the basis for two of the three concert works on this recording. It's not surprising that Rota sounds a little like an Italian Samuel Barber, since he and Barber both studied with Rosano Scelaro at the Curtis Institute in Philadelphia. Recommended. William Livingstone

FARINELLI, IL CASTRATO
(Original motion-picture soundtrack)
Mallas-Godlewska; Regin; Les Talens Lyriques, Rousset
AVI/IDI/SHARON MUNDI K 1005 (61 min)

Though we'll never know what the great castrati sings like Farnelli sounded like. Farnelli, the movie, makes a speculative stab at it by electronically blending the voices of soprano Ewa Mallas-Godlewska and contralto Derek Lee Ragan. The scenes often show, but both of them, especially the soprano, sing with great artistry and comprehension of this once-idiom, aided by the work of conductor Christopher Rousset and his early-instrument orchestra Les Talens Lyriques. D.H.

RUSSIAN OVERTURES
Russian National Orchestra, Pletnev
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 439 892 (62 min)

Performance: Very good
Recording: Mostly excellent

The Russian National Orchestra has become a first-rate ensemble under the dynamic leadership of Mikhail Pletnev, and this CD, featuring nine Russian overtures, gets off to a sizzling start with Glinka's Russian and Ludmilla. But except for Mussorgsky's ineffably magical Khovanshchina prelude, the rest is a mixed bag musically.

The overture to Borodin's Prince Igor — as completed by Glazunov — is hardly the best music in that epic opera. Shostakovich's Festive Overture is a cheerful rah-rah affair but not from his top drawer, and it is easy to understand why Prokofiev's Senyov Koito opener is not in the standard repertoire. Kabalevsky's Colas Breugnon overture, however, has been a concert standard of sorts since the 1940's, and here I find Pletnev's reading a bit too deliberate compared with, say, Toscanini's or Reiner's. Rimsky-Korsakov is not at his colorful best in the overture to The Tsar's Bride, Tchaikovsky's early Overture in F Major has some nice liltic stuff but remains essentially a promising student essay, and Glazunov's Ouverture Salonnelle strikes me as nondescript pompous.

All the performances are well up to standard. The recording from the Moscow Conservatory Concert Hall is decent enough, if a bit husk shy some of the time (the Tchaikovsky has the richest sound).
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CD CABINET

NOW is a very practical solution to storing your large library of CDs.
Our CD cabinets feature our patented EZ View "Flip and Pick" pull-out CD tray that allows you to store CDs in a vertical face-forward position for easy viewing and selection.
Our largest cabinet has storage for over 1000 CDs.

• Holds 576 CDs or 345 Audio Cassettes (top 2 tiers also hold 56 Video Cassettes)
• Solid Oak wood with hand rubbed finish
• Includes 8 dividers
• Assembles easily
• 58 1/4"Hx32 1/4"Wx10"D
• Also available in Black

CD-576 $159.95

• Holds 260 CDs or 160 Audio Cassettes (top tier also holds 20 Video Cassettes)
• Solid Oak wood with hand rubbed finish or Black
• Includes 6 removable dividers
• Assembles easily
• 35 1/4"Hx23 1/2"Wx9"D

CD-260 $59.95

• Holds 80 Video Cassettes or 122 CDs or 76 Audio Cassettes
• Solid Oak wood
• Includes 4 removable dividers
• Assembles easily
• 34 1/2"Hx21 1/2"Wx8 3/4"D

CDV-80 $59.95
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### CATALOG/WANTS:

**BOX 98, EAST WAREHAM, MA 02538.**


### FOR SALE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Records</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


### PLEASE NOTE:

A ★ AFTER A PRODUCT INDICATES THE ADVERTISER IS AN AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR THAT PRODUCT.

### FREE CATALOG

**FREE CATALOG**

Send your name & address to:

Sound City Inc.
Meadtown Shopping Center
Route 23 South
Kinnelon, NJ 07405

**1-800-542-SAVE**

### FOR SALE

#### WHOLESALE CONNECTION

**To Order Call 1-800-226-2800**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Camcorders</th>
<th>VCR</th>
<th>Receivers</th>
<th>Home Speakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JVC: GY-H1500</td>
<td>JVC: GRV-V1500</td>
<td>JVC: RX-V17</td>
<td>TOSHIBA: ASP01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHARP: VC-7044</td>
<td>SHARP: VC-7044</td>
<td>SHARP: RX-V17</td>
<td>SONY: ISP01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHARP: VC-7044</td>
<td>SHARP: VC-7044</td>
<td>SHARP: RX-V17</td>
<td>SONY: ISP01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANASONIC: NV-7204</td>
<td>PANASONIC: NV-7204</td>
<td>PANASONIC: RX-V17</td>
<td>JVC: ISP01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANASONIC: NV-7204</td>
<td>PANASONIC: NV-7204</td>
<td>PANASONIC: RX-V17</td>
<td>JVC: ISP01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### REMOTE CONTROL EXTENDER

**D-940**

REMOTE CONTROL EXTENDER

Allows you to control any IR remote equipment from 60 - 100' away. Comes with receiver, transmitter and extra IR sending unit for enclosed locations.

$59.95 +$6.95 s/h

Mastercard & Visa accepted. CA and AZ residents add appropriate sales tax. All product is new with USA warranty.

**(800) 408-2020**

23679 Calabasas Rd. #343
Calabasas, CA 91302

### FACTORY AUTHORIZED DEALERS

Specializing in:

**HOME THEATER SYSTEMS**

In walls • Subwoofers • Car Stereo

**CALL US!**

The Sound Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725

**800-368-2344**

All sales subject to a 5% restocking charge.

### WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS!

**BUY WITH PEACE OF MIND!**

AUTHORIZED AUDIO/VIDEO CAR BRAND NEW FACTORY FRESH MANUFACTURERS FULL USA WARRANTY

OVER 200 MAJOR BRANDS

**READY TO SAVE? CALL US LAST AND LET'S MAKE A DEAL!**

**1-800-348-7799**

PIONEER CAR? YES! YES! YES! YES! YES!
TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all of the claims of advertisers, including product availability and existence of warranties. Therefore, the following information is provided for your protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise information with the seller, including brand, model, color or finish, accessories and rebates included in the price.
2. Understand the seller's return and refund-policy, including the allowable return period, when the postage for returned merchandise, and whether there is any "restocking" charge.
3. Understand the product's warranty. Is there a manufacturer's warranty, and if so, is it from a U.S. or foreign manufacturer? Note that many manufacturers assert that, even if the product comes with a U.S. manufacturer's warranty card, if you purchase from an unauthorized dealer, you are not covered by the manufacturer's warranty. If in doubt, contact the manufacturer directly. In addition to, or instead of, the manufacturer's warranty, the seller may offer its own warranty. Often, how long is the warranty period, where will the product be serviced, what do you have to do, and will the product be repaired or replaced? You may want to receive a copy of the written warranty before placing your order.
4. Keep a copy of all transactions, including cancelled checks, receipts and correspondence. For phone orders, make a note of the order, including merchandise ordered, price, order date, expected delivery date and salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise is not shipped within the promised time or if no time was promised, 30 days of receipt of the order, you generally have the right to cancel the order and get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution without your express prior consent is not allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your order or the merchandise, write a letter to the seller with all pertinent information and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain satisfaction from the seller, contact the consumer protection agency in the seller's state or your local Post Office.

If, after following the below guidelines, you experience a problem with a mail order advertiser that you are unable to resolve, please let us know. WRITE to Susan Ross, Special Marketing, 45th floor, Hachette Filipacchi Magazines, 1633 Broadway, NY, NY 10019. Be sure to include copies of all correspondence.
Call Patrick after 6PM EST at (718) 981-6283.

CERWIN VEGA SPEAKERS 211R. 17’ WOOFER, all wood cabinets, USAFoam, 11571 E 126th, Fishers, IN 46038 (317) 842-2600

ADCOM. BANG & OLUFSEN. CARVER, DARMONT, DENON, NA DANCE  AMERICAN THEATER SYSTEMS  (904) 321-0100.

WANTED. McIntosh and Marantz tube type Hi-Fi, and old JBL. B&W  CARVER  DENON  KEF  NAD  ONKYO Altec. Tannoy EV Patrician and Western Electric speakers. Wanted $1,500 LOUDSPEAKERS!!! THX.

SAVE! BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS! We have all the compo-nents you need, design books also: MINICUSIS. 2576 28th St SW, Wyoming, MI 49509; (616) 734-1912.
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS

Reach proven mail order buyers!

They turn to us when they are looking for purchasing information and advise. Advertise your products and services in a low-cost environment that sells.

Millions of your prime prospects can be found in the industry leading titles of Hachette Filipacchi Magazines, Inc.

To place a classified ad, simply call us Toll-Free and reserve your space today!

1-800-445-6066
(9am-5pm EST)
or
FAX: 212-767-5624
Old Wine in New Bottles

When I became an audiophile in the long-ago 1960's, everyone knew that mass-produced musical media (LP's and prerecorded tapes) were unavoidably inferior to the original master tapes that were recorded in the studio or concert hall. During the 1970's the quality of sound available from LP's and tapes improved dramatically. But around that time I also became acquainted with C. Victor Campos, who worked at the time for AR and also was a close friend of many recording engineers. He had a wonderful collection of direct copies of master tapes from major labels, which he broadcast on a popular radio program called Adventures in Sound. Upon hearing those tapes, both directly and via FM, it became obvious that there were still large differences in sound quality between master tapes and the LP's made from them.

So when the compact disc was introduced a dozen years ago, its greatest promise for audiophiles was that we would finally have access to mass-produced discs that fully duplicated the sound of the master tape, without compromise. Many CD's have achieved that goal — especially if you have ambient-surround decoding. Since many changes can be made to a recording during remastering, including alteration of balances and equalization, one can't automatically hand all the credit to SM, but it could have done anything other than to help the result.

In 1986, Chesky issued CD's of a series of British recordings made during the 1960's for Reader's Digest, including great performances of the Rachmaninoff Piano Concerto No. 2 (with pianist Earl Wild) and the Sibelius Symphony No. 2 (conducted by John Barbirolli). In 1994 Chesky remastered these as high-resolution gold CD's (CG902 and CG903, respectively) using 20-bit conversion and the Apogee UV-22 process. Again the transformation in sound quality was dramatic: The old version sounded thin, strident, and hissy. The remastered version has smoother highs, more true-to-life instrumental timbres, a deeper soundstage, and much more dynamic impact.

Sheffield Lab has achieved similarly excellent results with its 20+16 Ultra Matrix CD's, combining 20-bit conversion with UV-22 reddithering. The earlier version of the Stravinsky Firebird conducted by Erich Leinsdorf (CD-24) was very good, but in the high-resolution CD (10052-2-G) low-level details are more clearly defined and the sound has a stronger, cleaner bass foundation.

When I visited Mark Levinson at Cello (see last month's column), I learned that Neil Young, who has never liked digital recordings, is now using Cello electronics to do high-resolution remastering of all his previous work. Levinson played a recent experiment of his own: He had remastered the classic recording of Fritz Reiner and the Chicago Symphony playing the "Dance of the Seven Veils" from Salome by Richard Strauss. This is one of a series of great Reiner recordings that Levinson played for RCA.

The remastering involved using Cello tape electronics to extract the best signal from the forty-year-old analog tape, using the Cello Audio Palette equalizer to remove microphone colorations and fine-tune orchestral palette, greater dynamic power, and a huge soundstage — especially if you have ambient-surround decoding. Since many changes can be made to a recording during remastering, including alteration of balances and equalization, one can't automatically hand all the credit to SM, but it could have done anything other than to help the result.

I've been comparing old and new CD versions of some classic analog recordings, and the differences are often amazing.

Sometimes promoted as "20-bit," CD's made with these processes contain normal 16-bit data words, so they are compatible with all existing CD players. But in a player with good low-level linearity, they can deliver 18-bit effective resolution in the frequency range where we hear best.

Noise-shaped reddithering is obviously desirable when transferring new 20-bit digital recordings to CD, but it may also be beneficial when high-quality analog master tapes are remastered for CD. I've been comparing old and new CD versions of some classic analog recordings, and the differences are often amazing.

Nielsen's Symphonies Nos. 3 and 5, thrillingly conducted by Leonard Bernstein in 1962 and 1965, were issued on a CD in 1988 (CBS MK 44708). In 1993 the same recording was released as part of the Royal Edition (Sony Classical SMK 47598); the master tape was encoded in 20-bit digital and converted to 16-bit CD with Super Bit Mapping. The sound of the CBS CD was flat, thin, and dynamically compressed. Sony's later version provides a more detailed and full-bodied orchestral palette, greater dynamic power, and a huge soundstage — especially if you have ambient-surround decoding. Since many changes can be made to a recording during remastering, including alteration of balances and equalization, one can't automatically hand all the credit to SM, but it could have done anything other than to help the result.

When I visited Mark Levinson at Cello (see last month's column), I learned that Neil Young, who has never liked digital recordings, is now using Cello electronics to do high-resolution remastering of all his previous work. Levinson played a recent experiment of his own: He had remastered the classic recording of Fritz Reiner and the Chicago Symphony playing the "Dance of the Seven Veils" from Salome by Richard Strauss. This is one of a series of great Reiner recordings that Levinson played for RCA.

The remastering involved using Cello tape electronics to extract the best signal from the forty-year-old analog tape, using the Cello Audio Palette equalizer to remove microphone colorations and fine-tune orchestral palette, greater dynamic power, and a huge soundstage — especially if you have ambient-surround decoding. Since many changes can be made to a recording during remastering, including alteration of balances and equalization, one can't automatically hand all the credit to SM, but it could have done anything other than to help the result.
They make big screen TV huge. Part of the audience? With Cerwin-Vega SenSurround, you're part of the action. Six home theater subwoofers (two of which have internal power amps and remote volume controls). Deep bass? Down to 30 Hz. Power handling? Up to 300 watts. Television, for your ears. **SenSurround** from Cerwin-Vega! Turn it up.
IF THE SOUND IS EARTH SHATTERING

THE HOME THEATER MUST BE KLIPTSCH.

Enjoy the most exciting home theater experience imaginable - no matter what your space or budget!

A favorite of audio enthusiasts for more than 50 years, Klipsch speakers are uniquely designed to deliver the essential elements of true home theater sound. High efficiency, broad dynamics with low distortion, controlled directivity and flat frequency response come together for accurate and powerful music and movie soundtrack reproduction. Each system is endowed with specific performance attributes, like the award winning Klipsch THX® System or the epic series featuring a D’Appolito driver configuration and world famous Klipsch horn technology.

If you want audio and home theater sound that’s so real you can feel it, visit your local authorized Klipsch dealer for a demonstration.
Or call our toll free number for the name of the dealer nearest you.

1-800-KLIPSCH

The Legend Continues...